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PREFACE
Tomorrow, I would step out of the closet. Born and socialized as male, I would enter the
workplace presenting myself as a woman.
How had I come to this point? What was this internal force that rode roughshod over my fears
and pushed me to do something I believed to be fraught with peril? Why was it so important that
I seek validation as being female when I was, in all physical respects, a man?
And the most troubling question of all: Where would this journey take me?
***
As a child in the 1940s and 1950s, I knew nothing of matters involving gender or sex. It was a
time of innocence, without the barrage of information we take for granted today.
So it‟s important, I think, to relate that I recall symptoms of my gender confusion appearing as
early as age six. This is remarkable in the sense that I‟m not a person who has a great memory
for details of his early life. These events are among the very few mental snapshots I retain from
those years. They made an impact.
I learned that it was “wrong” to wear girls‟ clothing. I‟m not sure if I was punished, but before
the age of eight, something had instilled in me the importance of hiding any desire to follow
whatever inner demon was leading me down that forbidden path. And I was already burdened
with the profound sense of shame that would accompany my departures from the gender “norm”
for decades to come.
Crossdresser. Transsexual. Transgender. These were terms I would learn and ponder much later.
Then, I was just a kid walking a hidden tightrope. With no basis for comparison (and no one with
whom I could share my secret), I struggled for so many years without the self-assurance that
comes with knowing precisely who and what you are.
I‟m amazed that I made it this far.

Chapter 1
Certain Native American cultures, I have heard, revere people like me. I‟d be known as a “twospirit” person – someone who is blessed with special knowledge or insight.
How I wish that were the case.
After years of study and self-analysis, I do know more about my gender identification issue. But
that‟s not to say that I understand it. And I‟m not the only one. No scientific research has yet
determined why some of us are issued brains that don‟t quite match our bodies. I think it‟s
evidence that God has a highly-developed sense of humor.
Perhaps you are among the fortunate majority who awaken each day knowing full well where
you perch on the gender spectrum. For the most part, humans see themselves as entirely male or
entirely female. It‟s the programmed mindset that makes the world go „round and – not
coincidentally – makes more people.
What is one to make of a person who insists that he doesn‟t fit that binary system. . .that his selfimage as male and/or female is still evolving? Speaking from experience, I can state that some
would have me locked away, re-programmed or worse. But I dismiss those individuals as
willfully uninformed. There‟s a large amount of information available to support the contention
that the transgender condition has been with us throughout recorded history.
***
I don‟t fully understand how, so late in life, I came to “the decision”. I don‟t know why, after
decades of secrecy, I chose to bathe myself in the unforgiving light of public scrutiny. It makes
no sense on any level except within the context of what I had come to know about gender
dysphoria. It cannot be ignored, forgotten or defeated. It gains strength and fights for attention. It
will have its day.
And so I found myself plotting an improbable adventure. In spite of all my fears and trepidations,
I was seeking a way to work as a woman.
I wasn‟t crazy. This was a choice I made with a perfectly clear mind. Mental agitation was no
longer a factor. I had discovered purely by accident what was causing it. My body was making
something my brain did not like: testosterone. By self-prescribing a regimen of estrogen and
spironolactone, I brought things into balance. That was quite a revelation, as I had started taking
the hormone and anti-androgen solely because it seemed like the next logical step in my gender

evolution. I had read a great deal on the subject and chose my medication carefully.
Conventional wisdom said that feminizing effects on the body of a person my age would be
minimal at best, but I found that not to be the case.
By the time I began thinking in terms of introducing the world to the female person who lived
inside me, I had functioned quite well on girl juice for several years. My doctor was in on my
secret and had given my chemical solution her stamp of approval. There really was no reason to
push the envelope any further.
“Rational”. “Careful”. “Unadventurous”. These are words most would use to describe me, and I
would give them no argument. I‟m not a person who takes chances or makes waves. I live my
life in the background, always playing supporting roles. I don‟t like being noticed.
But I was going to do this. I didn‟t know why or how, but there would be no stopping now or
turning back.
I can‟t think of another time in my life when such a force welled up from within and overcame
all of my instincts, concerns and resistance.
I can only describe the feeling in simple terms. It was as if a long-suppressed female essence had
finally found the strength to take over.
And so I began working on a plan of action. It would be quite a leap from casual and furtive
crossdresser to full presentation and interaction as a woman. There was a lot to consider, and I
was determined to give it my very best effort. It wasn‟t a game for me. It was deadly serious.
At the same time, I decided to keep a journal in blog form. I called it “Another Self”. Although
its purpose was to document what I thought would be a rather short-lived foray into the outside
world, it grew into something much greater and developed quite a wide audience.
I needed a name. Few people ever find it necessary to decide what they wish to be called when
representing a gender other than the one assigned to them at birth. But those of us who do are
faced with countless choices and no particular rationale to apply to the selection process..
For a time, I was “Linda” online. I don‟t know why. I drew some transgender-themed cartoons
and I wanted the artist to have a female persona. I often hide behind pseudonyms when I do
creative things. At some point I realized that there were many real Lindas in my life and it no
longer felt right to use that name.
I‟ve always thought that as a woman I would have dignity. I would dress a certain way and
exhibit good manners. Isn‟t it odd that I knew this “other” person so well? Once I saw a series of

photos depicting someone in various outfits and knew right away that she represented how I
would look.
In the end, I decided to honor my Scottish heritage by choosing the female version of what I was
called as a male and took my.mother‟s maiden name to complete the process.
And that‟s how “Kenna Henderson” was born.
***
Sometimes, it‟s as if two people are using the same mind.
Unless you‟ve come down squarely on one side of the gender fence, you have dual identities that
constantly jockey for preeminence. But society dictates that you play for just one team and wear
only that uniform.
That‟s fine for adults. Most of us learn to conform, if only to avoid the ridicule that comes with
being “abnormal”.
Coming of age when I did, I heard the term “queer” many times before truly understanding what
it meant. I instinctively knew that my crossdressing would fall into that category and, if only for
that reason, could never be revealed.
But very young children are not bound by such definitions and restrictions. Some argue that they
could not possibly know anything about matters of gender without being taught. It‟s an opinion
that is often expressed when, for example, a male child tells his parents with certainty that he is a
girl. And it is decidedly incorrect.
Without any outside influence, I was acting upon my feelings of being female before I was six
years old. There was nothing in my life to lead me in that direction. We didn‟t have television.
No one was plying me with pictures and saying, “Hey, kid. . .look at these. Change your gender.”
Those were very vanilla years. Whatever seamy underbelly there might have been to adult
existence was kept far from the eyes, ears and minds of those of us whose lives were based upon
a few simple concepts: Wake up. Eat. Play. Eat. Play. Eat. Sleep.
Then, I got into big trouble. The details are lost, but they involve “dressing up” with a girl of my
age who lived two houses away. I speculate that her mother caught us and had a talk with my
parents. What happened as a result I have (perhaps mercifully) forgotten, but it was at that
precise point in time that I lost the innocence of a child giving in to his impulses and became
someone who knew he had a very dark secret he could share with no one.

I remember clearly being in a store with my parents and grandparents. I had a bit of smudged
lipstick on my forearm. I don‟t know where it came from, but I had not been able to remove it
completely. And I knew I needed badly to concoct a story in order not to be punished. So I
planned to pretend that I had brushed against the ash of my grandfather‟s cigarette. (In
retrospect, I think that was quite a clever ruse.)
My grandfather thought he had injured me. My parents were concerned. I was relieved.
And I‟m sure that, in the end, I fooled no one.
***
“Christine Jorgensen”. I will never forget that name. As an eleven- year-old in 1952, I devoured
all the details of her story without knowing why they seemed so important. She was the former
American soldier who traveled to Denmark to undergo the first widely-publicized “sex change”
operation.
I didn‟t want to change my sex. I never gave the subject any thought, at least on a conscious
level.
But crossdressing was quite another story.
Under a cloud of secrecy, I had been doing it for about five years. All I had to work with was my
mother‟s clothes, so I looked pretty ridiculous.
I suppose it‟s pointless to keep asking “why”. But I still can‟t help wondering what would drive a
prepubescent child to engage repeatedly in an activity for which he ‟s supposed to be ashamed.
If I were to rank all of the silly things I have done in my life (and I shall not do so here), prancing
about as a youth in 1940s-era fashions would be close to the top of the list. In fact, I wish I could
erase what little remains of those painful mental pictures.
But it seemed so right at the time.
***
My mother and father never gave me “the talk”. Because of their own upbringing, discussing
such intimate matters with their children would have been difficult for them at best.
So I slid into puberty both unprepared for its changes and shackled to my omnipresent gender
confusion. I was on my own, with a brain swimming in powerful hormone cocktail and a body
redesigning itself in troubling ways.

I was not, I would soon realize, your typical teen-aged boy.
People who aren‟t transgender often find it hard to believe that there is no correlation between
that condition and sexual preference. A young natal male whose mind says he is female does not
necessarily have any interest in other boys. But his attraction to girls can be multi- layered and
complex.
Testosterone‟s arrival precipitated my transition from tall, skinny kid to tall, skinny, somewhat
older kid whose mind was a cauldron of competing urges. I had worn glasses since the age of
ten, and now I developed a world-class case of acne. With all that and my complete lack of selfconfidence, I was no young woman‟s image of Prince Charming. And, to make matters worse, in
some ways I saw myself as being like the very females to which I was attracted.
My body was already at odds with my self- image, and it seemed determined to become manly
despite my growing concerns. Once, I shaved my legs while taking a bath, knowing that I should
not but for some reason driven to do so.
This was in the mid- fifties – still a time when there was nowhere I could turn for help in our
small town. Revealing my secret to my parents was out of the question. What little searching I
could do at the library turned up nothing. Left to sort it out in a vacuum, I somehow consolidated
my new- found sex drive and my urge for feminine things into a sort of clothing fetish. From that
point on, there was no hope for normal boy/girl relationships.
To make matters worse, my family relocated after I completed tenth grade, and I found myself
attending a school with far fewer students – all of whom had grown up together in their tight-knit
community. Bonds were already formed and social groups were set in place. I was liked, but I
was also designated as a “brain” because I had brought good study habits with me and found it
easy to earn high grades in that somewhat less challenging academic environment. As something
of an outsider, I never gathered the courage to ask a girl to go out with me.
During all those teenage years, when I should have been dating, I was crossdressing – wracked
with guilt and wanting very much to stop.
I didn‟t know that my battle had only just begun.

Chapter 2
At various times in my life, I was certain I had overcome my desire to crossdress. Repeatedly, I
threw away clothes, free at last from this demanding mistress that led me to do those things of
which I was so ashamed. Will power! I shall overcome!
Well, that freedom lasted for a while – sometimes for several years. But one thing you soon learn
is that gender dysphoria never goes away. It may lie low, but in time it will come back even
stronger.
Once, as an adult, I screwed up enough courage to seek the assistance of a mental health
professional who had been featured in a newspaper article. She didn‟t have specific
qualifications to help with my problem, but very few doctors did at that time. In retrospect, her
solution seems very simplistic: just cut up the clothes. I think it was then that I began to realize I
had more knowledge of my condition than did anyo ne whose advice I might solicit.
Years later, after I had studied the subject a great deal more, I decided to talk with a
psychologist. She was close to retirement age and had no experience with transgender patients
but found the subject very interesting. We got along very well. Once, she had me come in
dressed as a woman. After about ten sessions, during which I took a number of tests, she
pronounced me one of the most well-adjusted people she had ever counseled. It was her
recommendation that I simply treat crossdressing as something I enjoy doing and not worry
about its implications. She also told me I might benefit from pursuing some interests that are
stereotypically female.
One would think that getting the “green light” from someone with her credentials would be
sufficient. Things should have settled down nicely, and I might have had no problem integrating
my transgender needs into my otherwise unremarkable life.
But no. That wasn‟t enough. As far back as I can remember, there was an ever growing urge to
be seen by others. That sent what could have been a harmless (if unusual) hobby into the realm
of potential embarrassment and possibly even physical danger.
I think it‟s testimony to the power of gender confusion that some of us will take risks we know to
be unwise in pursuit of validation of what we feel is our feminine side.
A far better alternative would be to seek the company of others like ourselves and confine our
activities to locations we know to be safe. However, I never had an interest in meeting other

crossdressers. That sets me apart from the vast majority of the sorority, as does the fact that I
don‟t like seeing photos of myself no matter how I‟m dressed. And I don‟t try to attract men.
It‟s worth mentioning here that “crossdressing” covers a lot of territory. I don‟t pretend to
understand some of the fetishists that populate this group to which I am linked (if only by
semantics). But who am I to judge? If someone desires to serve a mistress as her French maid,
replete with crinoline, I say make the most of the experience. I repressed so much of myself for
so long that I‟m well aware of the mental anguish self-denial can create.
And now I was about to learn that its antithesis – self- acceptance – changes everything.
***
Even when contemplating something as innately impractical as working in the “opposite” gender
role, I have to bring logic into the picture. I over-analyze. It‟s my nature. Spontaneity is not my
strong suit.
What sort of organization could be expected to be most open to my proposal? I guessed it would
have some relation to the arts. Surely I‟d find some situation there that would allow me to make
a contribution without creating a stir. I envisioned working at a table in some back room, stuffing
envelopes with volunteer women who would accept me for who and what I am. And that‟s all I
really wanted.
Did I believe I‟d be successful? No. Of course not. Why would any group bring that upon
themselves if they didn‟t have to? I could think of any number of reasons my plan wasn‟t going
to work. I could have made a list, presented an argument or skewered a debate opponent. It was
common sense and reality versus pipe dreams and unformed thoughts. There was no contest.
But I might as well have opened a window and let all that fly out. It only buzzed noisily about
my head as I pressed on toward the abyss.
Living in a city that had not only an orchestra but ballet and opera companies, I felt that I might
have some opportunities to make my case. Was I courageous enough to take advantage of them?
Is one of the definitions of courageous “scared out of one‟s mind”?
What did I think was going to happen? I had no idea. Perhaps the unknown was the very thing
that petrified me. After decades of hiding, I could not help thinking I was doing something
wrong. Although it‟s not illegal to crossdress, in some environments there are risks of shame,
ridicule, persecution and even violence.

In short, I did not know how I could possibly accomplish the task I was about to create for
myself. But it had to be done in spite of any concerns I might have. My need was that strong.
I went to the web sites of the three arts organizations, selected the contact person I thought would
be my best option and began to compose an email message.
Perhaps this wasn‟t the ideal approach, but I attempted to defuse any concerns they might have
by saying that I understood how my presence might be disconcerting to some people and I would
be happy to work out of public view. I do have extensive qualifications that lend themselves to
office work, and I outlined those.
Just sending those emails was very cathartic. I had little confidence that anything would come of
them. But I had overcome my fears and taken a baby step in the right direction.
As an afterthought, I also sent the message to someone at the local office of the Retired Seniors
Volunteer Program (RSVP).
***
What would I tell the youthful me if given the chance? That‟s hard to imagine, because my
advice to someone today would not have applied when I was a child.
But if I knew a young person felt as I had, I‟d recommend that he or she talk to someone – a
parent or perhaps a trusted relative. Whatever the reaction, at least the topic would be open for
discussion. Because there‟s so much more information available now, the chances that the
gender dysphoric boy or girl will find understanding and compassion are significantly greater.
New generations become more tolerant as they come to know people who don‟t fit neatly into
binary gender categories. In my lifetime, I‟ve seen the transition from homosexuality being
something that was only whispered about to being a characteristic that‟s only one small part of
who a person is. So we do evolve – sometimes kicking and screaming – as a society and come to
realize that we‟re all just fragile humans with far more in common than we once might have
believed.
In trying to tell my story, I find myself repeatedly facing this question: “So what?” The life I
have lived was important to me, but why should anyone else care?
One reason for my wanting to document my struggles is to demonstrate that it‟s possible to be
convinced that behavior is “wrong” for a very long time and then find that not to be the case.
Despite what others thought (or what I thought they thought), in the end it turned out that I was
right all along.

All those years ago, I didn‟t have the inner strength to demand to be myself. In those days one
was either a male or a female. There was no middle ground. Anyone who did not fit the pattern
was a “freak”. I still remember the Christine Jorgensen jokes (“He went abroad and came back a
broad.”). To tell someone, I would have had to rely solely upon what I felt, with absolutely no
point of reference or supporting data. And I was always the “good boy” who did what he was
told. I wonder if having to sacrifice part of my inner self contributed to the development of the
stoic streak that plagues me even today.
It was a secret that had to be kept. There was no other choice. And, unfortunately, it went to the
very heart of who I was and how I related to others.
If there‟s a lesson to be drawn from this, it‟s not to allow the opinions of others to proscribe who
you are. Thank goodness we live in a time when more allowance is made for those of us who
color outside the lines. I don‟t like to use the word “tolerate” in this context, because I think it
implies that there‟s something unacceptable about being different. I don‟t need anyone to make a
decision regarding whether I meet some arbitrary standard for normality. I‟m as middle-of-theroad as they come. You would not know I‟m transgender unless I chose to reveal that aspect of
myself.
The self-assured person who wrote those last few words is a far cry from the young man,
socially-stunted and wracked with self- loathing, who managed to finish both high school and
college without having a single date.
It‟s a transformation I credit to one remarkable person: my wife.
***
On our fifth anniversary, I had spilled my secret to the very special woman to whom I‟m still
married.
If you‟re like me, you reach a boiling point at which hiding something like this from the person
you love most becomes terribly painful. But we transgender husbands know that disclosure will
likely spell the end of our marriages. We want to be forthcoming, but we fear inflicting pain.
How is a wife supposed to react when she learns that her spouse is not the person she thought he
was? What else is he hiding? Is he going to leave her for another male? So many questions. We
wish we could alleviate their fears, but we often don‟t understand ourselves well enough to
provide the answers.
Nonetheless, I felt it was right to tell her. We had been close friends for four years before we
became man and wife, but I could not predict her reaction. Uncharacteristically, I was operating

strictly on instinct without giving much thought to the possible repercussions. Sometimes that
happens when love is involved. And the wine we had with dinner helped.
You may be surprised to learn that I side with the spouse in these situations. I would not fault
anyone who, presented with this new reality, decided to leave. That opinion may place me far out
of the mainstream of transgender thinking. But I believe that when we reveal ourselves as having
perpetrated a lie of this magnitude, the marriage vows are broken.
Some of us have a great deal more to lose than others. When there are children involved, we may
be more reluctant to open up for fear of alienating them as well. A person with community
standing and reputation to consider will be far less likely to risk being honest. But unresolved
gender identity issues can lead to depression and, all too often, suicide. It would take a strong
person indeed to keep it inside for a lifetime and not be affected.
I‟m so fortunate. We weathered the storm, and she thought no less o f me. More importantly, she
stayed. There were and sometimes still are questions, as there should be. I‟ve evolved since then,
and we‟ve learned together as I‟ve come to understand this important part of me. I really can‟t
put into words how grateful I am to be spending my life with someone so accepting, so genuine
and so downright lovable. There‟s no way I could compensate her for what she‟s done.
One reason I bring this up is to put into context why I was able to present my job-seeking plan to
my wife before I took any action. She knew it was the right thing for me to do at that time, and
she was totally supportive. Had she reacted otherwise, I would not have gone any further. My
hormone regimen had long ago dampened the urgency of my need to be seen in public, so doing
it behind her back was out of the question.
The one aspect of this that we still wrestle with from time to time is why I don‟t have the desire
to “be a woman”. The only answer I can offer is that all of us aren‟t the same. Strictly (and
perhaps medically) speaking, I might be classified as a late-onset transsexual. But it doesn‟t
follow that my path will be the same as that of others who are so defined. In some respects, life
might be simpler if I felt driven to live entirely as female. Then I could just get on with it.
The best description of my position on the gender spectrum might be “stuck in neutral”. Raised
as male but now having had some experience in the woman role, I imagine I could function all
right either way. Switching teams would be difficult but not impossible. I still have the uniforms.
What‟s important to me now is that I‟m content. I‟m not seeking change. It took years for me to
know myself and even longer to accept who I am.
And therein lay the strength I needed to push the envelope, step outside the door and become the
lovely and vivacious person so many now know as Kenna.

This is probably as good a place as any to insert the fact that I saw some humor in my volunteer
experience. As important as it was for me to take on this challenge, I never lost sight of the fact
that there was still something rather silly about me working so hard to recast myself in a
feminine mold. And I had so much more to consider than just clothing and cosmetics. I needed to
stay constantly aware of my voice, my movements, my gestures...any little thing that would
shout “male” to a casual observer.
So...did I practice for hours in front of a mirror, fine-tuning all the many nuances of behavior?
No. I‟m much too lazy for that. I just winged it.

Chapter 3
There were earlier relationships. It took a very long time to get started, but I finally hit my stride
(such as it was).
Had I not been at a place and time in Korea when anything and everything American was prized,
I might not have been so successful. Being a military counterintelligence agent, I had a job that
was both respected and feared by the populace. Those were simpler times. I gained a certain
confidence from being able to go wherever I liked, on civilian status and driving an unmarked
vehicle, circumventing the curfew in place during that period. Of course, none of that had to do
with my worth as a person, but without the experience I might have remained a bumbling fool to
this day. (There are those who might wish to comment on that, but they can write their own
books.)
I can‟t delve further into my counterintelligence activities without having to kill you, myself or
both. Plus, I think there‟s a fine.
This saying is pertinent: “Even a blind squirrel finds an acorn once in a while. ” When you‟re one
of very few American men among hundreds of women in a small town who want to meet you for
any number of reasons, your social life is going to develop in ways you could never anticipate.
Many wanted simply to learn English, and I taught classes for a while in addition to having
countless informal conversations over tea or meals. One thing that stuck with me over the years
was the basic dignity of the people. I learned to suspend moral judgment of those who were
doing work that in more affluent societies would have been looked down upon. This was not so
long after war had ravaged the country, and they took whatever opportunities they could to
survive. I knew prostitutes, and I would include them in that group.
Going overseas was remarkable in another way. My transgender feelings subsided for a while.
Perhaps there was so much new sensory input that my brain had to prioritize. Ebbing and
flowing wasn‟t unusual then. But at their strongest the urges never reached the intensity of those
I would combat later in life.
The male Koreans with whom I worked would state with certainty that there were no
homosexuals in their society. But later, when I moved to Seoul, I saw plenty of men dressed as
women waiting for soldiers outside the gates of the military headquarters compound.
After about a year, I met the person who would become my children‟s mother. A college
graduate, she was working as a server in a beer hall. I had made a conscious decision to settle
down to seeing one woman exclusively, probably because I‟m monogamous by nature and never

really learned to “date” several people at the same time. I think I may have been attracted by the
fact that she wasn‟t particularly interested in being involved with an American. Her family
owned a pharmacy, and they were very traditional in their beliefs. Once they knew me, we got
along just fine.
It‟s painful to recount the details, because things didn‟t end well. We married and had a child
about thirteen months later. Honestly, I think I formalized our relationship because it seemed like
the right thing to do. I‟m not sure I really knew what love was at that point. I would become a
husband and father, for that was my preordained role. Gender confusion was never a factor.
I returned home with wife and daughter in tow. We made friends with other American-Korean
couples, and we had a son the following year. By that time, I was back to my old habit of
crossdressing in secret and finding it necessary to take more and more chances. Except for the
fact that I feel it‟s unhealthy and unfair for a husband to keep such an important secret from his
wife, none of that had any effect upon the marriage itself because no one but I knew about it.
Eventually she began to drift toward her friends and away from us. Then it was over. Our
children and I were abandoned, and after some very prolonged and painful soul-searching I filed
for divorce.
Then I fell into a deep depression, lost fifty pounds and faced my new life as a single father.
***
How do you fill the void a mother has left?
My children, aged ten and seven, now lived with me in a house that now seemed in some ways
alien. I disliked it for many of its memories but knew it represented stability to them in a world
gone haywire.
It would be nice to report that I was a sterling parent, filling the roles of both mother and father
and giving my offspring the idyllic upbringing we all hope to provide.
All I can say is that I tried. Having shouldered more and more responsibility for their care as the
marriage fell apart, I did have some experience. But now came the emotional aspects of the
breakup. My daughter was devastated by her mother‟s decision to estrange herself, and it was
left to me to offer solace and help her understand. I credit whatever portion of my brain that
provides the typically feminine traits of compassion and empathy with helping me through those
difficult times. Without grasping at straws in order to “prove” I‟m womanly, I can tell you that in
those moments I knew it felt right to be functioning in some way as a surrogate fe male figure. I

clearly remember my daughter asking me to brush her hair before she left for a birthday party
and being very moved by her request.
Memories of my life, for the most part, exist as snapshots. Some are inconsequential. Some mark
pivotal events. I attach significance to the fact that the timeline of my gender dysphoria features
a great many of these old photos, and they have not faded with the passage of time.
I see those months right after the divorce as a transformational period. There were the ongoing
episodes of crossdressing, of course. But now there was also this other dimension: a part of me
that had never before been given voice. I had broken through the male facade and become
emotionally honest with the two people who needed me most.
Taking on single parenthood as someone who has been socialized as a man since birth is
daunting, to say the least. And in those days gender roles were far more rigidly circumscribed
than they are now. But, in another of those enduring mental pictures, I am feeling a sense of calm
and self-assurance as I face my new obligations.
***
Here‟s a partial guide to the tangled web that is my family.
My mother left when I was seven months old. My father remarried soon enough thereafter that I
have no recollection whatsoever of not having a female parent. I did not learn until I was 22 that
the person I knew as “Mom” was my stepmother, and it didn‟t matter to me then.
I had only one sibling: a brother who was four years younger than I. We could not have been less
alike in terms of personality. He was assertive and persistent and always got what he wanted. I
could have used more of those qualities.
Our lives took very different paths. He insisted on attending a private high school and then went
on to college, studied medicine and became a forensic pathologist. I got a degree but was drifting
with no sense of purpose. Knowing I need to gain some maturity, I signed up for the Army. From
that point on, geography kept us far apart and we rarely saw each other.
I never knew he was gay but suspected as much. I found out for sure when he contracted AIDS
and started treatment. We lost him a year or so later. By that time, his mother (my stepmother),
who had never recovered from her divorce and the news of my brother‟s illness, had drunk
herself to death.
What started me thinking of all this was the remarkable coincidence I encountered when I called
to tell my parents I was going to initiate divorce proceedings. Before I could broach the subject, I

was told that my dad had just done the same thing. So I was forced to keep mum and be dragged
into a rollicking game of “he said/she said”.
I‟ll never forget my stepmother‟s warm words of support when she finally got the news: “You‟re
just like your father.”
***
My emails to the arts organizations went unanswered. However, I had unknowingly made
contact with someone who would be the key to the fulfillment of my goal.
I answered my phone, and a female voice said, “Hi. Is this Kenna?” It was Susan at RSVP.
At that moment, things became very real. The project no longer existed only in my mind. I had
crossed a threshold and was now on the verge of engaging in conversation about my wishes with
a total stranger. Forcing my heart back out of my throat, I managed to respond.
When I consider all the ways that exchange could have gone, I realize how lucky I was to have
found someone for whom my transgender status was no concern at all. While living in New York
City, she had known many people like me. She was very supportive and encouraging. There was
no doubt in her mind that I should join their volunteer program. When she started suggesting
possibilities, I found that we were on the same page regarding the arts organizations. She knew
they needed help and couldn‟t understand why they had not replied to my messages.
It was during this initial conversation that Susan asked the question that would serve as
inspiration for me time and time again. I was telling her how nervous I was about going ahead,
and she responded, “What do you think is going to happen?” Those simple words made me
realize how much I hobbled myself by fearing the unknown. Prudence is wise, but worry in the
absence of specific risk is an impediment to progress.
She promised to make some calls on my behalf and get back to me later. It wasn‟t long before I
heard from her again. She had talked to someone at the ballet, and that person had already
arranged an interview appointment.
The only requirement was that I first meet with Susan at her office. All of this was to transpire in
about a week, so I had plenty of time to prepare myself.
I don‟t know the precise ratio, but I would estimate that around 90 per cent of my preparation
consisted of vacillation, perspiration and unbridled panic.
As the big day approached, my confidence flickered like a wind-blown flame on a match.

What on earth was I doing?
***
We don‟t know why some people turn out to be transgender.
It always strikes me as odd that there are those who insist it‟s a “lifestyle” choice. I sometimes
see the same argument presented regarding homosexuality.
Why would anyone choose this? What‟s the advantage? Who wants to spend his or her life
taking heat from all sides – being branded a pervert or a sinner, being derided as sick or
confused, or being ridiculed, threatened or a victim of blatant discrimination?
It‟s not uncommon to see children born with physical and/or mental abnormalities, some of
which have little long-term impact upon their lives. We make accommodations as necessary and
don‟t question whether they made a decision to be the way they are. But there are those who
believe wholeheartedly that at some point in my life I listed the pros and cons and made up my
mind suddenly to feel markedly different from the image I present to the unknowing public.
Well, in my case, that would have been around the time I started elementary school.
As far as theories go, I like the one that points to a prenatal hormone wash brought on by stress.
My intrauterine stay must not have been a picnic, as my parents were in the throes of pre-divorce
conflict that would culminate in her departure well before my first birthday. Had I been able, I
might have banged on the abdomen wall and asked for a little quiet. But I was merely a fetus.
How difficult must the circumstances have been for a mother to abandon a child? My father
wouldn‟t discuss it, so I grew to adulthood without knowing the details. I would guess that there
are aspects of me and my future behavior that were subconsciously affected by her leaving, I did
suffer from a feeling of inferiority for much of my early life and carried a lifelong belief that I
wasn‟t meeting my father‟s standards. I don‟t know this to be the case, but I have wondered
whether on some level he resented me as an unwanted byproduct of that failed marriage. But my
stepmother and her Italian family certainly provided plenty of love and attention.
I was fifty-three years old when I gained access to the online resources that would give me the
information I had craved for so long. There I encountered others like me and immersed myself in
the early transgender research that was becoming available. It was then that I began to get a
much better picture of who I was and to what possible destinations the gender confusion might
be leading me.
All this new- found knowledge may have raised as many questions as it answered. For decades, I
had been simply a person who crossdressed and kept it secret. Now, I saw many different types

of people who engaged in that behavior, and their motivations were quite varied. So I had to
think about why exactly I felt the need. I was trying to define myself, and the definitions were
subject to change if I learned something new the next day.
What was I to make of all the many crossdressers who posted pictures of themselves scantily
clad, overly made up and in decidedly unladylike positions? I felt no kinship with them.
Transsexuals on their way to gender reassignment surgery were another group to which I could
not relate in any meaningful way. But the subset of those who elected not to have the operation
but still lived as women intrigued me. I wouldn‟t say that I fit that category perfectly, but I think
it came closer than the others to describing who I am.

Chapter 4
I‟ve never liked mirrors. They‟re too honest.
As I thought about preparing for my meeting with Susan, I was acutely aware of the difference
between how my mind saw me and how I looked to others. I took for granted that I‟d be pegged
as a man in a dress by anyone who saw me. I‟m too tall, I‟m too big, my hands and my feet will
stand out as being male, and I simply don‟t look the part no matter how I try to feminize my
features.
There was a battle raging within me. On one side, the forces aligned with Kenna insisted that I
was on the right path despite what common sense was telling me. On the other, a ragtag army of
holdouts was doing its best to keep me well inside my comfort zone. I don‟t know why I didn‟t
just give up the idea. The possible gains were not clearly defined, and the potential downside
loomed large. If I were found out, I believed, the negative effects upon my relationships and
reputation would be irreversible.
But I persevered. I gave a lot of thought to the outfit and accessories I would wear. Having
worked in offices, I had a good idea of how I should look in that environment. All those years of
trial-and-error crossdressing had given me a good feel for what clothing was attractive and ageappropriate. Lacking the nerve to try on anything in the store, I had learned to judge size and fit
right on the rack.
Makeup wasn‟t a problem. I had been given some training in application technique by my wife,
and we had purchased the items I needed. Most importantly, I knew not to use too much. But we
decided that this time she should do it and also style my hair. I had a wig, but it wasn‟t a very
good one.
The big day arrived. I had two appointments: the one with Susan at nine-thirty and then another
at ten o‟clock with the ballet. Having endured a ghastly case of nerves the night before, I found
myself strangely calm when I awoke. Was this what it‟s like for the condemned, having made
their peace as they face their demise?
I‟m sure it helped that I tend to play things out in my mind before they occur. And I gain a
certain confidence from knowing I‟m as ready as I can be. I expected to have a glass or six of
wine to calm down, but it wasn‟t needed. I did take an anti-anxiety pill, though – just in case.
And, I skipped my morning coffee to avoid having to answer nature ‟s call at an inopportune
moment.

I got myself dressed and then sat down for makeup and hair styling.
Looking in the mirror at the result, I was impressed but not convinced. Only my wife‟s
assurances that I looked fine and quite believable gave me the confidence to step outside. First, I
had to review the contents of the purse I was carrying to make sure I had everything I would
need. It‟s a major adjustment from using pockets, and it made me acutely aware that I needed to
know that all- important item‟s location at all times.
We took a few pictures before I left, and they make me cringe to this day – not because I look
bad but simply because I don‟t particularly like seeing myself in photographs. I keep those only
because they‟re a record of a momentous occasion.
One might think that the drive from our house to Susan‟s office would have been nervewracking. But once I was on the road I became very calm. What I was doing seemed perfectly
natural. The anticipation had made me nervous, but now I was simply going to see some people
who knew I was coming and would welcome me. I had spoken with one and emailed the other a
number of times. And I knew exactly how to find them.
In retrospect, I wonder why I was so confident. This was a quantum leap from fearing the
unknown whenever I ventured out. Now I had no idea who or what I would encounter on the
other side of those office doors, but that was not a problem.
My life was about to change in ways I couldn‟t have imagined.
***
After telling my wife about my crossdressing, I had contacted the local chapter of an
organization that existed to give people like me a safe place to go for peer support.
They were very security conscious, from the application process to the location and conduct of
their meetings. The group was comprised entirely of males and a few understanding spouses, and
the members were referred to by their chosen female names. Over the years, they had established
a good relationship with a particular motel, and a room was reserved for their monthly gettogethers. It was quite a long drive from where we lived at the time, and I was not yet
accustomed to being “out” to that extent.
The first time, I went alone. Everyone was very accepting, and it was my first opportunity to
interact in person with other crossdressers. The range of ages was quite wide, and a few lived in
the female role. Most were like me – just feeling their way along and trying to understand
themselves. Each member brought a food item.

Because my first experience was so positive, I invited my wife to attend the next month‟s
meeting. At a designated point, the real women separated from the rest of us and went to another
room where they could compare notes and talk about their own experiences.
It was a fun night, and we had a lot to discuss when it was over. I‟ll never know what it means
from a natal woman‟s standpoint to be married to a crossdresser. On some level it can be fun, but
I know there are always undercurrents of uncertainty and concern that can affect the relationship
in myriad ways. It‟s so important that we keep the lines of communication open, and I‟m guilty
of not always doing that.
I mentioned that I have little or no interest in spending time with other crossdressers. I think that
has to do with the very personal and unique nature of my gender issue. I see my crossdressing as
highly appropriate behavior for the individual I know myself to be. It‟s in no way a “turn-on”.
The fact that I do it and someone else also does it means nothing in terms of whether I have
anything else in common with that person. Nonetheless, I fully expected to become an active
member of the group.
And so I found myself dressed and prepared to attend the third meeting, waiting for my wife to
get ready. Sitting there, though, I realized I didn‟t want to go. That, I think, was the first time I
changed directions and made it even more difficult for her to understand me. She was going out
of her way to help, and I kept growing beyond what she believed would make me happy.
We found ways to make our own fun. Saturday nights became dress up parties, with 1970s
music, pizza and beer. She would have me model whatever clothing I purchased during the week
– primarily at thrift stores – and take pictures. This is when I began to get a better idea of how to
choose what to wear, as my wife would give me invaluable feedback on my appearance. I have
photos from that period, and they clearly show how my eye for the right clothes improved over
time.
I saw hints of my feminine side becoming more visible, although I still could not fully accept
that I might be able to pass as a woman. It was then, I think, that I first felt the stirrings of
dissatisfaction with us focusing entirely upon the dressing up aspect.
Being married to someone who not only accepted me but participated enthusiastically in my
crossdressing activities was truly a blessing, and I knew that others were not so fortunate. I could
see countless situations described online in which the wife either did not know or hated the very
idea. That didn‟t bode well for the marriages, as gender dysphoria can‟t simply be wished away.
There have been many times when I worked very hard to suppress it. I consider myself to be
very strong-willed, but I was always defeated in the end.
***

To me, the oddest characteristic I shared with many who crossdress was the need to be seen in
public. I still have no idea why that was so important. It‟s arguably the riskiest thing I could have
done – venturing outside looking only vaguely similar to a person of the opposite gender, with
no real grasp of what it took to fool anyone into believing that I was what I attempted to portray.
There was a certain thrill to be derived from “getting away with it”, but I‟m sure luck played a
very large part in whatever success I had. Until my later adult years, when I had the help of my
wife, I was hopeless at making myself look enough like a woman to pass anyone‟s inspection.
The idea was to blend in, and I certainly couldn‟t have done that. It was foolhardy behavior, but I
felt powerless to stop it. And to think I was doing it before the age of ten makes me wonder if my
parents might have known about it. Was I really that crafty a child?
To the average person, it may seem as though there must be a connection between crossdressing
and sexual arousal. For some adults, that‟s probably the case. And a teen-aged boy can be turned
on by a change in wind direction. But very young children certainly can‟t respond in that way, so
they must be reacting to some other driving force. Some of my very earliest memories involve
the need to act female. How does someone that young even know about the delineation of gender
roles?
***
I made a fateful decision around the time of our parties. I began ordering and using hormones. Of
course, it‟s never a good idea to self-prescribe medication. But the alternative would have been
to see a mental health specialist who might or might not be convinced to start me on some sort of
regimen. Once I mentioned having feminine feelings to my personal physician during an
examination. His response was that I needed a testosterone supplement, and that, I later learned,
would have been precisely the wrong solution.
My approach was to go online and study the various dosages given to transsexual patients,
making an informed choice that was based upon my own needs. I settled upon a transdermal
estradiol patch and an oral anti-androgen. That combination offered the best protection against
serious side effects. And a pharmacy outside the country could supply the items without a
doctor‟s prescription. The one precaution I failed to take was to have my blood levels monitored
by a physician, but that would come later.
I had certainly hit upon the perfect dosage. Within a week or so, I began to sense that the cloud
of dysphoria was lifting. I was able to concentrate better without the constant distraction of
gender-related thoughts. Occasionally, I would stop using the medications (thinking I could
surmount the problem without them) and the confusion would return in short order. I finally
realized that I would need to stay on the program for the foreseeable future if I wanted to

maintain my sanity (and that of my wife, who could always tell when I was trying to fight my
demons without help).
When I enrolled in the Veterans Administration medical system, I found doctors and physician
assistants who were dedicated to treating all of the patient‟s needs – mental and physical. That
caring atmosphere made it easy for me to bring up my gender identity issue, and they were both
understanding and willing to provide whatever help they could. That did not include prescribing
hormones, but at least I now had someone who was aware of what I was doing and watching my
chart for problems.
As the VA encountered more transgender patients, policies were changed and regulations were
relaxed. In fact, when I moved away and started going to a different facility, it was quite a simple
matter for me to arrange an appointment with a resident endocrinologist and get a prescription
that turned out to be identical to the regimen under which I was already functioning.
To reiterate what others have said elsewhere, I want to emphasize that it‟s very unwise to begin
taking hormones in an attempt to accelerate the feminization process. That can be extremely
dangerous. Now, it‟s much easier to find a doctor with knowledge of transgender issues, so
there‟s no reason to risk your health.
I never sought feminization. All I wanted was relief from the mental confusion. At my age,
hormones are supposed to have zero-to- minimal physical effect anyway. I did get more than I
expected, but that wasn‟t my goal.

Chapter 5
“Can I help you, ma‟am?”
I was standing in the midst of a minor hubbub at RSVP. And I realized I was the person to whom
the question was addressed.
“Yes,” I replied. “I have an appointment with Susan.” Rather than responding in any of the ways
my worst nightmares might have predicted (“Whaaaaaat?!” or “Security!!” or “Excuse me for
asking, but what exactly are you?”), the receptionist returned to her work, because Susan had
arrived at my side and invited me to her cubicle.
And now it was show time.
Imagine if you will (and suspend disbelief if you must) that it is possible for a transgender person
to be treated as female simply by making the effort to play the part. I would not have thought so,
but from the moment I walked through the office door that‟s exactly what happened.
I actually started getting light-headed, because it was too much to process. Susan said, “Did you
hear what she said when you walked in? She didn‟t know.” and “I‟m not sure I would have
known. There are a lot of tall women.”
(What? What?! Slow down! I know I‟m comfortable looking like this, but it never entered my
mind that others could be fooled for a minute.) In a matter of seconds, gender presentation
became a non-issue. The discussion was all about the volunteer process and finding the right
opportunity.
I was becoming more calm, but not before nervously swiping at the left side of my head and
sending my earring flying. She said, “Don‟t worry. It happens to all of us.”
Susan advised me not to bring up my concerns about working with the public or what others
might think. She said I looked perfectly fine and told me to stop worrying about it. Since I had
only a little more time before I needed to be at my interview, she gave me some last minute
encouragement and asked me to send her an email to let her know how it went.
Logic tells me my feet must have touched the ground on the way to the car, but I sure wouldn‟t
swear to that.
***

I knew nothing of the ballet office layout. It shared a huge old converted building with the local
opera. A simple sign was the only hint of what lay within.
There might have been a torch-wielding mob on the other side of that door, seeking to wreak
havoc upon the next stranger of indeterminate gender.
But no. I found myself in a bare, quiet hallway. Susan had told me I would be going to the
second floor, but the stairs were nowhere in sight. And there was no receptionist. I walked a little
further. Suddenly, a man appeared and asked if I needed help. I told him why I was there, and he
pointed out the door that led upstairs. No odd look, no other questions, no problem. (What was
this – a parallel universe, in which even a male voice emanating from what is apparently a
woman arouses no suspicion?)
The stairs led right to the Marketing office. As I reached the top, I encountered a young lady who
asked if she could assist me. The person whom I was to meet was running late, so I was seated in
front of her desk and given some brochures to peruse.
Okay. So far, so good. I was sitting in an office, surrounded by strangers, and not one person
paid the slightest attention to me. Were these people told I was coming? Were they threatened?
Or, was I (as we like to say) “passing”?
Before I could give the subject much more thought, I heard someone behind me say, “Kenna?”
Vonda introduced herself, sat down at her desk and asked, “Did you have any trouble finding
me?”
I mentioned the man who had pointed the way. “Oh, that‟s our Executive Director,” Vonda
laughed. “I told him about you.” (Wow, I thought. Nothing fazes these people.) “So. . .what do
you have in mind?”
I disregarded Susan‟s advice. I told Vonda I was there to help in any way that I could, but I knew
they wouldn‟t want me doing any of the jobs that would entail dealing with the public.
“Why not? You look great!!” (Uhhh...excuse me?) I don‟t think I could have spoken a word at
that point. But she kept talking.
Vonda didn‟t see a problem with me being in public, representing the ballet. In fact, she
proceeded to rattle off a list of jobs she could give me – including the reception desk downstairs.
She mentioned the New Years Eve black-tie fundraiser, where I could host one of the silent
auction tables “It‟s a great event, and you get to wear neat clothes!”

I did not faint. My brain was steaming mush, but I at least I did not faint. This lovely, friendly,
genuine person saw something I didn‟t see, and she made me a believer.
At that precise moment, I knew that it would work. . .and work very well.
From behind me, another woman appeared. Vonda introduced her as Kathy, the Director of
Development. She sat down across the desk, and Vonda told her boss all about me – deftly using
all the right pronouns.
We began to talk about what I could offer in terms of talent and ability. Kathy was glad to hear
that I write, edit and proofread. There was a real need for someone with those qualifications, as
she was having to do much of that work herself. But she also reinforced Vonda ‟s comment that
there was nothing I couldn‟t do if I wanted to give it a try.
They both reassured me that as far as they were concerned I was Kenna and I would be treated
with respect. And they wanted to do whatever it would take to make me feel at home there.
We planned for me to be at the office Fridays from Noon to closing. But I told them not to wait if
they needed something written in a hurry. They could email it to me.
Even the bathroom question was settled. Kathy brought it up, and I suggested that they designate
one that‟s not often used by others. Vonda said, “Don‟t worry. She can tell me when she wants to
go, and I‟ll check it out first and stand guard.”
She showed me out, and I gave her a hug. Later, I sent an email thanking her for being so nice.
She wrote back, saying she was really looking forward to working with me.
***
Susan had challenged me with this question during our phone conversation: “What are you afraid
will happen if people find out you‟re transgender?”
We all have our own concerns, of course. There are wise precautions we take to protect our
families, jobs and social standing.
But she was speaking in terms of the general public, and I think she‟s onto something. It‟s a fear
of the unknown that is so immobilizing. But what‟s the worst that can happen? And what are the
chances of that?
Those of us who venture out the door quickly learn that the sky doesn‟t fall. The world doesn‟t
go into freeze- frame, with all eyes on you.

Think of the most outrageously-garbed person you‟ve seen in the last six months – if you
remember at all. How did you and others react? Did you threaten or inflict bodily harm? Did you
follow the person, laughing and pointing? Did you call the authorities? Have you seen over-thetop responses like that in the places you frequent?
In civil society, we may stare for a moment and comment discretely to others. But we soon move
on. What generates attention one moment becomes “that guy we saw in the skirt. . .remember?”
and then not even worthy of mention.
Sure – we‟re not in the mainstream. So people notice (or not), absorb, pass judgment, adjust and
go about their lives. Maybe some nitwit will step out of bounds, but that‟s not to say that others
will follow.
We have to overcome the fear, and take the path that leads us out of our own way.
***
This is just a random thought, placed here because it fits neatly nowhere else.
In the world of volunteering, it seems to me, one should be free to say, “Sure, I‟ll help. One
thing, though – I want to wear my clown suit.”
Initially, the clown suit would surely be a distraction. But, over time, those sharing office space
with the volunteer would come to focus much more upon the person and the work being
produced.
Barring indiscriminate use of the bulb horn (HONK!), the person in clown wear might fit in quite
nicely.
But dressing as the “opposite sex”? That‟s entirely different. Funny, oversize shoes? Okay. Heels
and hose? Not so much.
Gender‟s a volatile issue. Few of us give clowns much thought (Sorry. . .), but we all seek gender
clues to designate others quickly as “male” or “female”.
It‟s a pattern established in childhood. . .and we don‟t much like those who challenge it.
***
I can try to approximate the female appearance by using makeup, wigs, padding, cinching,
tucking, spackling, Bondo™ and other superficial means to hide my maleness. But, as that

famous non-crossdresser (as far as we know) Abraham Lincoln might have put it, you can‟t fool
all of the people all of the time.
Now that I would be working in public, I expected to be recognized by everyone as a transgender
person. That didn‟t concern me. All I wanted was acceptance and respect. In return, I would
make every effort to comport myself in accordance with the way I was dressed.
I was acutely aware of the male characteristics that would give me away. Some could be
overcome with practice: the way I walked, sat, spoke and gestured, ho w I expressed myself in
conversation, even the amount of personal space I occupied. There could be no more lurching
with abandon across a room with body bent forward and arms flailing. (I don‟t think I‟m really
that much of a lurcher and flailer, but you get the picture.)
But what of the things we can‟t control, like the Adam‟s apple? It commonly protrudes in men
but not in women. However, there are exceptions. Until I was faced with being out in the real
world, I never noticed that I don‟t have that telltale bulge. Beards also bedevil those who
crossdress as female. They‟re very persistent, and those with heavy growth find it hard to hide
them. Hormones can slow the advance of body hair, but they have little or no effect upon the
beard.
I tried electrolysis on my face. It‟s supposed to be the only permanent solution for the
banishment of unwanted hair. My first session went very well, but I found that my sensitivity to
pain increased with each visit. No matter how much numbing of the skin I did beforehand, I
eventually found the process to be unbearable. I can‟t blame the technician, who had a very good
reputation and was quite competent.
Again, though, I‟m fortunate in terms of feminine appearance. I don‟t have a thick beard; it
grows slowly and it‟s white. I didn‟t have to worry about developing a “five o‟clock shadow” at
the end of the work day or using a heavy cosmetic cover. A close shave in the morning and
minimal makeup are all I need.
Other things we obsess over when comparing ourselves to women, like height, the broadness of
our shoulders, the size of our hands, the prominence of our brows, etc., turn out not to be so
important. A casual people-watching session will illustrate that females are often quite different
one from another. So there is no absolute standard we must meet in that regard.
Prior to my real world experience, I would never have believed how easily I, with all my
“faults”, could blend in.
***

I arrived a few minutes after Noon to work my first few hours. I was only slightly nervous –
probably because I‟d be meeting more people.
Having received a call from Kathy in the morning, I knew I‟d be doing a big mailing for Brenda,
who handled Public Relations. So I headed right upstairs. The first young lady I saw went to tell
Brenda, “Kenna‟s here.” Everyone knew me already.
Brenda turned out to be the person who had met me at the top of the stairs the previous week.
The place was in a bit of a turmoil, since Vonda had resigned a few days earlier without giving
notice. The mailing needed to go out that day, so they were very glad to have me there. I finished
it all in about three hours, and she took it to the post office. Folding, stuffing, sealing, labeling. . .
just the kind of mindless, repetitive tasks at which I excel.
Brenda reported to the Marketing Director and sat right outside her office. There was a round
table behind her, and that‟s where I worked, overlooking a lake. She was facing away from me
most of the time, and I didn‟t interrupt her often, but we bantered back and forth a little. She was
pretty funny.
It was a quiet office. Because of the layout, I couldn‟t see more than one or two people at any
time. A few came in and out, and I was introduced to them. Kathy‟s husband was helping to
cover Vonda‟s desk on the other side of the wall from me. I didn‟t meet him until he was
leaving. Kathy had already told me that he would be the least of my worries there. He had two
gay brothers and would get angry when people discriminated against others. And he was very
friendly to me.
Many times that first day, I found myself looking around and thinking, “Well, this is no big
deal.” Absolutely everyone treated me as they would any other volunteer. Earlier, I told Kathy I
wanted her to feel free to tell me if my presence was making anyone uncomfortable. She said she
had talked to everyone in advance, and the response was uniformly positive. She told me it was
as accepting a group of people as could be found anywhere.
I finished the day getting their holiday card mailing project underway. Voluntee rs who would
come in early the next week were to do the rest. As far as I knew, I wouldn‟t be back until the
following Friday.
***
Crossdressers come in all flavors, of course – but it may be safe to generalize that those who
have ventured out trying to “pass” rarely are certain of their success. It often becomes a matter of
making assumptions regarding the people one encounters. Did I fool her, or is she just being

nice? No one noticed – or did they? Often, there‟s a feeling of getting away with something or
thwarting danger. There‟s satisfaction in that, of course, and it‟s often even a thrill.
But now that I‟d been welcomed by people with full knowledge that I‟m transgender, those
tensions had dissipated. While I was still on guard, looking for hints o f negative reaction, my
new friends had long since granted me total acceptance.
I wonder if it‟s as simple as this:
When we crossdress, it‟s something we do. It‟s seen as a choice by the uninformed and
categorized as behavior. Behavior‟s easy to judge, based upon our own values and those we
perceive as being normal and good. A certain percentage of the general public will judge us as
“wrong”, and it‟s those people we fear most.
But when we‟re known to be transgender, crossdressing can be viewed as simply an outward
manifestation of who we are. It may not fall within the average citizen‟s zone of comfort, but a
person‟s essence is nonetheless not open for discussion. It is what it is; I am what I am. Accept it
or don‟t. Your judgment is moot.
Covert crossdresser to “out” transgender person – it‟s quite a trip, and it makes the mind race.

Chapter 6
After I started my “job”, my wife and I did something that we hadn‟t done in years. We went to
the big Salvation Army store to look for clothes. It‟s one of the best bargains around, because
some of what they have is hardly worn (if at all) and really nice. And you can‟t beat the prices.
On those previous trips, it was all about dressing up and having fun. But this time I had to focus
on clothes I could wear to the office. Now that was sure I‟d be working every week, I felt the
need to build up a viable wardrobe.
So my oh-so-supportive wife and I were helping each other pick things out. She ‟s come to rely
upon my taste, and I do seem to know what looks good on her. We both bought more than we
thought we would, but that was okay. There were a few things we could share, too.
We planned to try it all on that night. It had been years since we had our weekly Saturday night
“fem parties”. Over time, I had lost interest in dressing just for the sake of doing it. I guess it was
the growing realization that I was more than simply a crossdresser. And then, I fought that
feeling for years before I could accept myself.
So, now we had come full circle: shopping again, having fun, relating on a level many couples
may not experience.
***
Now I had to study.
Some of it had become second nature, but my posture and poise still needed some improvement.
I had to learn and practice the subtleties of movement consistent with my presentatio n. Arms,
hands and fingers all play a part, as do chin, shoulders and spine. I needed to become more
focused upon the message I‟m sending.
I watched one of the DVDs in a series I had I bought for my wife. It did a good job of relating a
ballet dancer‟s total control of her body and space to what makes a woman exude confidence.
The right way to walk, the right way to sit and to stand, the right way to descend a staircase, the
right way to enter and exit a car, the right way to reach for a glass, what to do w ith your hands,
even how to read a menu. . .it was all useful information.
***

Kathy notified me that the staff wasn‟t going to be in the office Friday. They would be over at
the auditorium, preparing for the first performance of “The Nutcracker”.
Susan from RSVP phoned to ask me to become a registered volunteer. She would mail the
paperwork, and she told me to let her know if I‟d like to be considered for any other
opportunities I saw in the newsletter.
It was still hard to get used to hearing someone ask, “Is this Kenna?
One of the pitfalls of office volunteer work turned out to be that there wasn‟t always something
for me to do. They couldn‟t create tasks just to keep me busy for five hours.
With that in mind, I asked Susan to find an additional situation where I could be of assistance. I
wouldn‟t have minded working intermittently at several places. I wanted to be kept busy.
The object of all this was to be out in the real world – not to sit at home waiting.
***
After what turned out to be a long holiday layoff, I finally got back into the trenches, flying the
transgender flag. (Well, that makes no sense. But you know what I mean.)
It was just another day at the office. Would I ever get used to being treated like everyone else? It
was hard to reconcile that reality with how apprehensive I was when I first thought of taking that
big step.
I asked twenty-something Brenda, whose office I was sharing, if she didn‟t have about a hundred
questions she‟d like me to answer. She said she didn‟t reveal much about herself and didn‟t pry
into other people‟s business. That was a refreshing attitude.
I told Kathy that I was thinking of finding another volunteer opportunity to keep me occupied
when the ballet had nothing for me to do. She replied that she‟d like me to be there every Friday
from Noon to five. In addition to the routine things I was happy to do for them, she wanted me to
get involved in all areas that involved writing – marketing letters, newsletter, web site, etc.
So I had a regular “job”, which was fine with me because I liked the people and the
circumstances.
What I expected to be drudge work – five hours of sitting in a back room stuffing envelopes –
had turned into something quite a bit more fulfilling.

I was at my own desk, with carte blanche from Kathy to rewrite anything I thought needed it.
She was Director of Development for the ballet, and I had suddenly become her Administrative
Assistant – even though I was there only on Fridays. Because I‟m able to write well and work
quickly, I was relieving her of a lot of things she just couldn‟t get around to doing.
The section where I sat was deserted that day except for a young intern whom I had not met
before. She was very nice to me.
I rewrote a large section of the web site text, along with a fund-raising brochure and a volunteer
welcome letter. When I finished something, I just copied it to my own folder on the server and
Kathy reviewed it there. It was the sort of work I enjoy doing, so the time went quickly.
Whatever slight awkwardness there might have been between Kathy and me in the beginning
was only because she felt bad about giving me mindless jobs. Once she saw what I could
accomplish, we had a much looser relationship and she turned out to be a lot of fun to work with.
The only concerns I had were minor and had to do with details of my appearance. It‟s wasn‟t
about “passing”. It was about my hair and makeup still being okay after a few hours. I needed to
focus upon learning touch- up techniques. That was the first situation in which I had to look good
for that long.
I felt I had to do something about my nails. They were always chipping and splitting, and no
hardener I tried had worked.
I‟d noticed that when I was leaving the building at the end of the day, my body easily assumed a
feminine posture and walk. I paid little attention to who was around as I crossed the parking lot
to my car. It was the constant reinforcement of being with people all afternoon, I guess.
I was just Kenna, I had worked, and now I was headed for home.
***
Kathy sent an email in which she went on and on about how grateful she was for what I‟d been
doing and how lucky she was to have my help.
And I immediately thought, “Do you have any idea how thankful I am just to be there? Your
kindness brings me almost to tears. Do you have any idea what a rare and wonderful thing it is to
be treated as simply a person by you, your husband and everyone else in that office? ”
Yes, I wrote back and told her.
They were lovely, special people. They needed to know that.

***
I never lost sight of one very sobering fact.
As I traveled from one cocoon (home, where everyone loved me) to another (the office, where
everyone loved me) and back, I was driving for twelve to fifteen minutes each way.
During that time, I was sharing the road with people who would have done me harm or even
taken my life just because of who I am.
At work, I looked out the second- floor window at the lake – and traffic passed by below. I knew
that there were people in some of those vehicles who would think me worthy of nothing but
death.
It‟s a sad reality of living as a transgender person in these times.
***
On my next uneventful day at the office, a few oddities stood out.
About twenty minutes before I was to leave, it became a matter of some urgency that we
readdress the restroom issue. Kathy and I had discussed it once briefly, but no decision had been
made regarding what would be the best option. And I‟d never had the need until then.
Down on the first floor, near her office, there was a locking ladies‟ room that the ballerinas used.
They were performing out of town that week, so Kathy used her key to go in and check and then
stood guard outside the door. It was nice of her to do that, but I resolved to avoid having to ask in
the future. There had to be a better way.
Earlier, her husband and I came around a corner at the same time and almost collided.
Reflexively, he said, “Oops. . .there he is. . .” Although I had the pronoun police on speed dial, I
didn‟t bust him that time. He was so nice to me, and he would have felt terrible. I knew I could
find a better way to get the point across later.
For some reason, a boy of about ten was going back and forth to the office behind me that
afternoon. That was a little troubling. Maybe it‟s far- fetched, but I was afraid that parents might
have some concerns about me being around their children. That‟s why I said I didn‟t want to
work anywhere near the ballet school.
It sure was nice to have all the women being so friendly to me. That made it easy to forget I ‟m
transgender, because no one alluded to it in any way. Sometimes I wished they would ask me
questions, but I guess they thought they shouldn‟t.

***
What if – after having achieved that goal – I chose not to continue?
That would have been so like me. I have such a low threshold of boredom. Once something is
easy, I tend not to stick with it.
I was beginning to feel it was profoundly silly to go to all that trouble each week just to work
those five hours. Much of what I do could be done from home just as well.
But, as I left the house on Fridays, my attitude changed. I turned off my phone, and I tuned all
else out. At the end of the day, I was pleasantly tired and proud of myself for having been able to
help. And – believe it or not – I was glad to get out of the clothes.
I strive for honesty here, knowing that whatever thoughts I express in this book may influence
and perhaps even benefit someone else.
If you follow my path, you may find that once the thrill wears off, the point has been made and
no one else seems to care, your motivation starts to wane.
***
I received another email from Kathy:
“Hope you had a nice weekend. I just wanted to thank you again for adding a fresh approach to
the United Arts letters. Your assistance not only saved me a great deal of time but also put a new
face on our appeal. Your talent and willingness to assist with a variety of projects is a
tremendous help to not only me personally, but Ballet as an organization. ”
The volunteer gig had turned out to be a real love fest. They liked Kenna and I liked them. The
work was very fulfilling, and I was making a real contribution. If their budget had permitted a
full-time, paid position, I‟m certain I could have had it.
***
I had been thinking of hair. My hair, to be specific. It‟s very fine, and styling it took too much
effort just to insure that no thin spots were showing. Maybe it was time for a wig.
I thought I‟d never change mid-stream, fearing what those with whom I worked would think. By
that time, though, having proved my worth to the effort, I could have worn a sleeping marmot on
my dome for all they would care.

We planned to trot out the wig that weekend and put it through its paces. I was warming to the
concept of convenience over authenticity.
***
“Ms. Kenna Henderson”... It was right there on the envelope, in my post office box.
This person I made was getting mail. She was now volunteer number 5764...with RSVP benefits,
including insurance while en route to or from the workplace. She also had an American
Express™ card, courtesy of the corporate entity I had created for tax purposes.
How do you get to be someone else just because you say so? I knew that ‟s exactly what I had
done, but I still couldn‟t get my mind around it.
“I shall now wear a Superman suit. You will accept the fact that I‟m strong and can see through
your clothes.”
“Okay, „Man of Steel‟ it is. Now, can you help get this mailing out?”
***
It was another of those Fridays when everyone vacated the office to help prepare for t he debut of
a new production. That was the down side of working only once a week. One day off for them
meant two weeks off for me.
The day before, my wife and I went wig shopping. One of my goals has always been to make
sure she‟s happy with how I look when I walk out the door. And it was too difficult to get my
baby- fine hair to behave in a way befitting a dignified office worker. The wig I already had was
deemed to be unacceptable.
There was a store nearby that catered to drag performers and the like, and they had added an
impressive wig business serving the public at large. They were justifiably proud of their work
with cancer patients who had lost their hair due to chemotherapy.
The wig-buying process there was very easy, professional and fun. I expected to end up with an
older woman style typical for my age, but it turned out that I could get away with something
much less stodgy without looking odd. I liked the wig we chose. It even had dark roots for extra
realism. (Too much money for fake hair, though. For that price, a head should come with it.)
The only part I hated was being fussed over by four people, including my wife, who were
discussing the good and bad points of the options at hand. I‟m not a shy person, but I absolutely
despise being the center of attention! For that reason, I couldn‟t wait to get out of that chair.

At one point, I was referred to as “she” – though I was sitting there in full male mode.
***
Gender Railroad serves two cities: Male and Female.
Most people live in those two metro centers. They‟re born there, and that‟s where they stay. But
if you ride the train, you can see other houses. The lights are just as bright, and the people are
just as happy. They‟re born there, and that‟s where they stay.
The city-dwellers shun the others. “They‟re not like us,” they say. “They have their own
lifestyle. They weren‟t born here.”
The rural people ask, “But what have we done wrong – other than not to be like you?” “God says
you have sinned,” comes the reply.
“But He is our God, too. He loves us, and we love Him. Is it not up to Him to decide if
something‟s awry?” “No,” say the city-dwellers. “We shall sit in judgment. There are many more
of us, so we are right. Be like us. Move to the city and be normal. ”
“Come and get to know us,” implore the others. “There is a train with many stops. . .” “We do
not leave the city,” say the city-dwellers. “There is nothing to see outside the city. You must
come to the city.”
And that‟s the way things are and the way they shall remain.

Chapter 7
The first day I was going to wear the new wig to work, I woke up fearing it was going to slip off
my head. I fixated upon that thought. There had to be a way. . .AHA! A loop of sticky tape! One
side holds the wig, one side sticks to me. Problem solved.
When I wrote “tape”, you could have envisioned any number of types, but I‟m guessing that
“duct” wasn‟t the first one that came to mind. (Oh, yes I did. . .)
Do you know how tenaciously duct tape grabs onto hair? Do you?
We finally got it loose, and I opted to wear the wig without any further adhesive research.
My wife says it enhanced my appearance, and I agreed. It was a fun day. I thought I looked okay,
so I felt good.
Brenda even said, “I like your hair.” She knew it was a wig, of course.
I joked that it‟s amazing how much hair can grow in only two weeks.
***
Where was this going? What was the end game?
Having found that I could make my way as a transgender person in the workplace, should I set
new goals that would take me into the world at large?
There were volunteer jobs there that necessitated interaction with the public. If I were asked to
help, should I turn them down? Or, should I see such a request as a flattering vote of confidence
and take full advantage of the opportunity?
I was still afraid of encountering someone whom I would not want to know me as Kenna. Unlike
the nebulous fear I overcame when I first stepped out the door, this one had basis in fact. I had
much to lose, and I didn‟t take that risk lightly.
But I heard the women talking about having to work that weekend and told them I could be
available Saturdays if there were a way they could use me. That allowed them the freedom to
keep me behind the scenes and not have to worry that they were hurting my feelings by doing so.
They had been very good to me, and I respected them for that.

I had come to feel quite content being seen simply as transgender. It wasn‟t about posing as a
woman. Not at all. I bantered back and forth with Brenda, who was always nice, and I was just
being my goofy self – regardless of how I was dressed. She was very polite and would never ask
a personal question, but I wanted to draw her out and give her some perspective on what it ‟s like
to be me.
I never would have guessed I‟d reach that level of comfort working as Kenna.
Other than a slightly heightened awareness when I was outside on my way to or from my car, the
role had become routine.
The last two Fridays, I‟d been sure I was forgetting something as I was leaving the house. That‟s
because it had become so easy. The time came, and I got ready and went. I knew what I‟d find
when I got there, so it was really no big deal.
I was told while writing my blog that my success was worthy of admiration. But I was just going
from one safe haven (home) to another (office) and back again. Once the right situation is found,
it‟s not much of a challenge. The people I admire are the ones who accepted me.
The only hard part is taking the first step. And, as I‟ve written before, that‟s the one that takes
you out of your own way.
***
I received an invitation to the ballet‟s annual Volunteer Appreciation dinner. That gave me a lot
to think about. There would be around a hundred people there, so there was a chance I‟d see
someone I knew. My common sense said I‟d be a distraction at such a nice event. And, they
weren‟t inviting guests, so I‟d have to go alone.
The office knew me only as Kenna, so to attend otherwise garbed would have destroyed the
illusion. But I didn‟t immediately discard that option.
I told Kathy just before she left the office that I was surprised no one had tried to find out more
about me and why I am the way I am. She expressed their enlightened attitude in these words:
“You‟re here, you‟re helping. . .whatever!”
***
Being over six feet tall and weighing 200 pounds, I never gave much thought to my personal
safety.

But on one occasion, when I worked extra hours, I found myself alone in the office after dark.
Upstairs, brightly lit behind floor-to-ceiling glass, I was in full view of the park bench across the
street and the walking trail around the lake. As I moved back and forth from the desk to the files,
I became acutely aware that I would be perceived as a female who would be leaving the building
by herself and walking across a dark parking lot.
I remembered reading that women should be prepared to use their keys as a weapon, and I took
that advice. I maintained a posture of confidence, but I scanned for possible trouble all along the
way.
It was a window into what it‟s like to live your life as “the weaker sex”. We‟ve all known strong
women, but under the wrong circumstances any one of them could be a victim.
The fear I felt for just minutes is their constant reality.
***
I‟d been surprised that no one asked me questions. It finally happened.
I had a long talk with – of all people – Kathy‟s husband, who was showing me how to access and
use the database. We were close in age, we had lived in or close to some of the same places, and
he was something of a kindred spirit because of his two gay brothers whom he loved very much.
I don‟t think he had ever known a transgender person, so he learned a lot from me in our twenty
or so minutes of conversation. He‟d always been perfectly nice, and now we could relate on an
even deeper level.
As I was leaving, I stopped by Kathy‟s office to say goodbye. She asked if I planned to attend
the Volunteer Appreciation dinner the following week. So I had a chance to express the concerns
I‟ve described here. And that led to a deeper discussion of what it‟s like to be transgender and,
more specifically, to be me.
I‟m sure she and her husband compared notes later.
I‟m not sure why, but I encountered easily twenty more people that day. Some were dancers
coming upstairs to get their applications for discount memberships at the YMCA. Others were
looking for someone who had stepped out. There were staff members around whom I had never
met or even seen. And they all treated me just fine. Sometimes I was the only one there to
answer questions, and no one seemed bothered by that.
I was just “Kenna”.

***
I had been a member of a traditional Anglican church for just over a year and had made some
wonderful friends there. In fact, the priest and I got along very well.
Now, however, I needed to leave.
An email containing this statement was sent to the congregation:
“A note to let you know that a national day of silence is about to take place on or around April
15. On that date ALL students are expected to be silent IN SUPPORT OF sexual
deviance...including homosexuality, transgender, cross dressers, etc. A partial list of schools is
included below. This list is confirmed as of last week. Attached is a letter that you may wish to
send to the principal of your child’s school.
I plan to send a version of the letter to all schools as a protest from the religious community. It
seems that we cannot speak the name of Jesus in schools but the counterculture religion can,
with full corporate support, espouse the dogma of their beliefs with immunity.”
The priest was alluding to the Day Of Silence, when students were asked to be silent in support
of those who are bullied because of their sexual preference or gender identification – especially
one who had been killed recently by a classmate.
As a transgender person, as someone who has gay relatives, as a friend and associate of countless
other gay and lesbian people over the years, I was angry, offended and disillusioned. How
anyone of his intelligence could view us all as some insidious counterculture force aligned
against that which is good escaped me.
I‟m far from perfect, but at least I shall leave this life knowing I never discriminated or allowed
discrimination against another human based upon factors that person could not control. If a
religious institution chooses to espouse the belief that people – even children – decide to be gay
or transgender, fine. They can sort it out with their God. But I don‟t agree. And I won‟t be a
hypocrite.
How could I not have seen that day coming? Because there was no clue. Other than the
occasional, almost joking reference to a more liberal branch of the church ordaining gay priests,
there had not been the slightest sign of the vitriol on display in this message.
My priest – along with many others – was stunned when I left.
Sometimes, that‟s the way the wafer crumbles.

Here‟s what I wrote to him:
“As you know, I have a great deal of respect for you as a learned person, for the job you do and
for the way you live your life. I’ve valued our friendship as well.
So it’s painful for me on many levels to tell you that I must now leave the Church.
I did not know until very recently how deep your feelings are regarding those you defined as
“sexual deviates”; i.e., homosexuals, the transgender and cross dressers. I presume that you
were speaking on behalf of the TAC, so I must blame myself for not doing sufficient research to
determine the Church’s stance on the issue.
Your message regarding the Day Of Silence leads me to understand that the Church believes that
homosexuality (sexual orientation), the transgender syndrome (gender identification) and
crossdressing (sometimes one or the other, most often neither) are part of an insidious
counterculture movement aligned against all that is good. That’s a pretty wide net to cast.
Unfortunately, I do not agree. I do not accept the concepts of “lifestyle choice” and “agenda”
when used as a catch-all for persons in those categories. I believe that such attitudes foster
misunderstanding and ill will and, in some cases, may encourage violence – even against
children. And I unequivocally reject any sort of discrimination against others based upon factors
which they cannot control.
Generalize, categorize, marginalize, demonize, dehumanize, euthanize. It’s a slippery slope.
I know this is not a matter for debate, as it is your job and calling to teach the doctrine of the
Church.
By the same token, for my daughter, my niece, my late younger brother (a renowned forensic
pathologist and gunshot wound expert, dead of AIDS at age 45) and all the good friends and
associates over the years who have been fine, upstanding people and also happened to be gay or
lesbian, I must follow the dictates of my conscience on this issue.
I’m sorry it’s come to this. I’ll miss the people and the Church. But I cannot be a hypocrite –
either by my words or by my silence.”
He sent me an apology for the email I found offensive, so the lines of communication were still
open. I considered him a friend, but the church and I were miles apart on this issue. I saw no
reason to return.
It‟s all so clear to me. Judge a person‟s behavior if you will, but you‟re not allowed to judge
essence. We‟re all humans, and I won‟t be a party to discrimination or anything else that smacks

of us-against-them when it comes to factors a person can‟t control – such as race, sexual
preference or gender identity.
After decades of not aligning myself at all with organized religion, I found myself immersed in a
faith to which I was drawn by my exposure to it as a young person. Now, breaking away was like
learning not to love something you have come to cherish. I do miss it.
One school of thought expressed to me by many is that one doesn‟t have to accept all aspects of
a religion to adhere to it. If this were a minor issue, I might agree. But when an institution
purporting to have moral authority attempts to demonize a group beca use it isn‟t “normal”, it
gives tacit approval to others to discriminate against and possibly harm members of that group.
How can anyone believe that‟s okay?
An idealist might try to work within the church to change minds, but this is a very old,
established denomination that bemoans the liberal attitudes appearing elsewhere in the Christian
faith.
***
I was sick one Friday and they didn‟t need me the next, so it had been three weeks since I last
went to the office.
How nice it was to be back there. Everyone greeted me like a friend, and I had come to enjoy
talking and spending time with the small group who work in that part of the building.
They left me “in charge” for about an hour. It was a little scary because I didn‟t know with
whom I might have to interact, but it was also flattering to know they had confidence in me.
As it happened, the most technical question asked of me was, “Excuse me...is there a copy
machine here somewhere?” And I just happened to know the correct answer, which is “Yes. It‟s
right back there.” Impressive. . .no?
Kathy‟s husband had been helping in the office for about four months, but he was looking for a
paying job and planned to leave if he found one. I knew I would miss being able to joke around
with him. Kathy was already working long hours because she needed another employee. He told
me that the person they hired to handle database and event planning couldn‟t go on the payroll
till July (some kind of funding glitch).
I left at three that day because they didn‟t have anything else for me to do. You‟d think that once
I was all dressed up for work I‟d have wanted to go somewhere afterward – especially when it
was early and the weather was nice. But no. . . All I felt like doing was going home, changing
clothes and relaxing.

***
Due to the confluence of many varied circumstances, I suffered a very serious bout of deep
depression that lasted several days. It‟s fairly common affliction for those of us who are “gendergifted” – often with tragic results. Luckily, I have an ever-resilient wife who remains steadfast (if
deluded) in her conviction that I‟m not, in fact, a worthless piece of excrement.
I had come to a crossroads. After so many years of hiding who I am and playing the role of
someone I‟m not, the person that most people see and think they know had become tired of his
own existence and saw no reason to continue. Recognizing the danger that feeling represents, I
took steps to breathe more life into the other (and, arguably, much more alive) side of myself.
I had shielded my two adult children from knowledge of my two personalities in order not to
burden them and change their image of me, and I always feared the possible repercussions of
telling anyone else outside of the very narrow area in which I functioned as a volunteer. In fact,
it‟s always been about sparing other people‟s feelings at the expense of my own.
My wife worked in a small retail specialty store. Her two bosses were gay and partners in life.
We all got along well, but they didn‟t know about Kenna. She felt that they would be
understanding if she told them, and I agreed that she should.
I also emailed my daughter and asked for an hour of time with her and her partner later that
week. There wasn‟t a doubt in my mind that they would be accepting, but it was still a difficult
decision to make.

Chapter 8
Here‟s how I feel about death.
(“Oh, boy. . .” you think. “I‟m out of here.”) Don‟t leave, my reader friend. This gets real good.
I like to live life like there‟s no tomorrow. By that I mean nothing left unsaid, nothing left
undone, no one left unloved. I handle the practical stuff now, so there‟s no last minute panic.
And, I accept that no one gets out alive and you don‟t know when you‟ll leave. So if a doctor
tells me I have a week to live, I don‟t have to waste any time. I make it a good week, and I exit
knowing I did my best with the years I was given.
To me, that‟s a healthy outlook.
To an emergency room doctor, on the other hand, when you‟ve just been brought in unconscious
after collapsing at a gay bar while dressed as a woman (just to use a hypothetical example),
somewhat delirious and confused as to what just happened because you can‟t remember and
think you‟re dying (just to use a really long sentence), it means two entirely other things: you
have passive suicidal tendencies and you‟re going to spend up to 72 hours in the psychiatric care
unit.
Say what?
Well, considering that was my very first trip to a gay bar as Kenna (goaded by my wife and her
co-worker) and only my second as anyone, I was off to a rather bad start. Fatigue, not enough
food in the stomach and a few glasses of wine caused my potassium level to drop, and I threw up
and then became unconscious. The EMTs couldn‟t get a response, so they took me to the
emergency room.
If I had a choice of how to be dressed when brought to a hospital late at night, I suspect that “as a
woman” would be far down the list. Having said that, though, I must tell you that I was treated
very, very well during my stay there. They even had my estrogen pill on the med ication list. The
EMTs, on the other hand, made some insensitive and downright unkind remarks in the
ambulance when they thought I couldn‟t hear them.
My wife and her friend were with me, and all was soon sorted out. What had appeared to be an
aged crack whore stewed to the gills on cheap wine, they explained, was. . .well, not.

So, after a while, I was wheel-chaired off to the wonderful world of Psych Med – interim home
of Myrtle the Walkin‟, Talkin‟ Jamaican, who had moving conversations with persons only she
could see (and sang to her stuffed dog), Crooner Bob and his amazing repertoire of 40s and 50s
ballads, which he suddenly belted out with hands lifted high off his walker, and 76-year-old
roommate Don‟s volley of machine gun farts as he drifted off to sleep.
After a couple of days of evaluation, observation and unlimited (!) ice cream at snack time, I was
released.
Of course, the down side (and you knew it couldn‟t be all good) was that I missed another Friday
at the office.
***
I was asked if I wanted to sit in the Box Office and make calls to season ticket holders who had
not yet renewed for the upcoming season. Since I was willing to help anywhere I was needed, I
said I‟d do it.
So I finally saw what the main part of the ballet facility looked like. I had always been isolated
upstairs. I guess I had become accustomed to being seen, because the prospect of working in that
very public part of the building didn‟t bother me at all. From where I was sitting, I could see
racks of costumes and hear the music from the rehearsal hall. People were in and out the whole
afternoon, and they were very friendly to me.
I asked Julie, the twenty-something Box Office manager, if she had ever known a transgender
person. She said, “Yes.” And that was the end of the conversation on that subject. She was very
talkative, though, and we worked well as a team getting people to renew by telephone.
Kathy and I decided that I would work Mondays from 8:30 to 12:30 starting in a couple of
weeks. I would also be able to do some writing for them at home on other days. And I had asked
Susan at the RSVP to find me another volunteer situation for Monday afternoons. I had become a
lot more confident and open to pushing the envelope a bit regarding jobs I‟d be willing to do.
The Executive Director of the ballet stopped by Kathy‟s office while I was there, and she
introduced us. He remembered meeting me when he gave me directions in the hall on that first
day. So much had transpired since then. Now, I was all over that place, among groups, known by
everyone, performing all sorts of tasks.
It‟s amazing how quickly the abnormal can become normal.
***

My wife and I returned to the scene of my earlier misadventure, this time opting to skip the part
with the EMTs and the hospital stay. I made sure I ate something before we left. And, I was the
designated driver – so I planned to have a couple of glasses of wine early and something nonalcoholic the rest of the night. I‟m not much of a drinker, anyway.
I wouldn‟t have thought I‟d like the “gay bar” experience, since I‟m as much of an oddity there
as in the outside world. Despite who I am, the whole concept of “drag queens” is foreign to me.
But, that place was an oasis of tolerance. I felt safe, and it was okay to relax and be myself.
I had a chance to thank the drag show MC for taking charge and getting me help when I
collapsed.
The place was packed (“Military Night”!). Once, on the dance floor, I saw someone with a fuzzy
birthday candle hat, a Scot in full kilt and accessories, and a little person in a tux.
Yes – dance floor. This conservative person who has no courage and little inclination to get out
there when otherwise garbed was transformed in those surroundings and could dance, seemingly,
forever.
It was yet more confirmation to me that I have the essence of two distinct personalities.
We arrived at ten- fifteen, in time for the first show. It was a long night: home at two forty- five,
then talking till three-thirty.
***
My friend the priest had accepted an assignment elsewhere and would be leaving soon.
The music director of my former church had his incoming replacement call and invite me to
lunch. He cleared it with me first, of course. He was a good friend, and I know he wished I
would start attending again.
I was curious to know what was on the priest‟s mind. I had no idea what he was told or why it
was important enough that he wanted to discuss it with me. I was never a major player at the
church, being content to attend mass but not to be involved with groups of any sort. My wife was
in the choir, and I thought of myself as simply an appendage to her involvement.
He was a younger man, full of enthusiasm, and came on pretty strong when we met. As he set
about trying to convince me I was wrong for thinking the way I did, I was a little insulted that he
thought I could be swayed so easily on a matter of principle. I don‟t think there‟s room for
debate on certain issues, and the priest kept trying to use the force of his personality to back me
into a corner. He achieved nothing, because I don‟t allow myself to be manipulated.

He said it was his duty to bring me back into the flock. But after our intellectual do-si-do, I‟m
certain his mental dictionary showed my picture next to the word “intractable”.
Apparently, I can‟t live a Christian life if I don‟t go to church. So I‟m pretty much doomed, I
suppose.
“The Bible is the inerrant word of God. The Bible says homosexuality is a sin. Homosexuals are
unrepentant sinners and can‟t receive the Sacrament. But we do love them. If you don‟t buy into
all that, you‟re not living your faith.”
“Okay. . .then why do you want me back?”
“We want to save you from yourself.”
Oh. Well, thanks.
Here‟s a wild thought: Why don‟t we just treat everyone as an equal human being worthy of love
and not condemn people based upon arbitrary criteria such as sexual orientation?
Wouldn‟t be Christian, I guess.
Silly me.
***
As my hours in public as Kenna grew at mind-blowing speed, I couldn‟t imagine what lay ahead.
Much of what had happened was driven by others, and I found myself with little chance to reflect
upon what it all meant.
Some things were coming into focus. There were people who loved me and were gently pushing
me into new, challenging situations – knowing I lacked the courage to go there myself.
It had been mere weeks ago that I took my baby steps out of the closet. From a life of
compartments (volunteer hours there, white bread churchgoer here, straight- laced citizen there),
I‟d quickly evolved into being Kenna most of the time. I might not have looked the part at any
given moment, but I could not deny that a sea change had occurred.
I had long suspected that Kenna was the stronger of the two persons who used my brain. Once
the constraints were removed, there was no longer a doubt. Kenna was alive, Kenna was vital,
Kenna was me. I could play the other role when called upon to do so – but once the charade was
done, it was Kenna who exited stage left.

“Latin Night” at the club was a turning point. Two hundred people or more, gay and straight,
Latino and not. Pulsating music, flashing lights, swirling groups of people dancing with abandon,
on the floor and off. No time to think about who was around, who was watching, who was
passing judgment. There was nowhere to hide. And it was okay. It was more than okay. It was
then that I knew. A bridge had been crossed. It was a one-way street, and I was looking back,
knowing I wouldn‟t return.
***
I got an email from Kathy saying that they didn‟t have any jobs to give me that week. She still
hadn‟t talked to the Marketing Director regarding the writing I had done and would like to do for
their web site. And she continued to be very busy – but not with the kind of work I could have
helped her accomplish.
That prompted me to contact Susan at the RSVP again. The person she needed to talk with at the
opera had been out of the office, but she promised to get me some hours there or somewhere else
very soon. I didn‟t doubt that she would. She was my biggest fan.
I sensed I was getting depressed again. I felt the need to shop. You have to understand that this
was a foreign concept to me: shopping to feel better.
Now that I was out more, I‟d become aware that my wardrobe needed to be expanded. When not
presenting myself as Kenna, I couldn‟t have cared less how nice my appearance was (or was not)
– except when I was attending events where dress was expected to meet certain standards.
I found that I was moved to look much better as Kenna, and I did get a boost from shopping for
that purpose. Unlike, for example, a fetish crossdresser, I got no thrill from the clothes
themselves. The items I bought one week could well be hanging in my closet the next. I might
not even have worn them yet. But I felt much better for having indulged myself a little.
I came to understand that the shopping itself can be the means to an end – whether or not a
purchase is made.
My wife was amazed that I could tell whether something on a rack would fit me and look good.
There‟s a very sound reason for that. When you spend years furtively buying clothes without
trying them on, you learn to rely upon other techniques. I had developed a good eye for
proportion and cut, and I knew what necklines, length, material, color, etc., were right for
someone of my age. So I could make accurate judgments quickly.
But I still had not shopped for clothing as Kenna. You may find that odd, because I was out and
about in other ways. I suppose my reluctance had to do with my fear of putting a salesperson in

an awkward position. I never expected total strangers to treat me like a woman. There were too
many ways things could have gone badly, and I was very careful not to cause trouble.
***
I did make one last visit to the church. The priest with whom I had the disagreement was
departing, and I attended the reception after the Mass on his last Sunday. He was still a good
friend.
I happen to be a person of faith. I recognize that much of what I like about myself and how I live
my life is attributable to my upbringing within the Judeo-Christian ethic. My personal belief
system doesn‟t mandate that I be part of a church, but I do see the value in communal worship.
The new rector saw me as a lost sheep and would, if given the chance, have continued trying to
bring me back into the fold. I didn‟t resent him for making the effort, but by then it was truly a
lost cause.
My transgender nature, of course, would have been a deal breaker anyway – if he knew. But just
the fact that my daughter and her partner and some of our gay and lesbian friends couldn‟t kneel
beside me and take the sacrament had tainted the experience beyond repair.

Chapter 9
I‟d been told to expect a call from the volunteer coordinator at the opera. That news came from
Susan, my tireless supporter at the local RSVP office.
Whether or not my schedule worked to their advantage had yet to be determined, but it was nice
to know I might have another place to work a few hours on Mondays. That would reduce the
chances of me being “off” every few weeks.
The perfect arrangement for me would have been to spend Monday mornings at the ballet and
then walk to the opera office in the same building to help in the afternoon.
So I had to prepare to go back into interview mode. Unlike before, I had plenty of clothes to
choose from.
Looking back at how nervous I had been when I started, I could see just how far I‟d come. I had
learned that good office volunteers are hard to find. I‟d found that I could make a real
contribution in many ways. And, I discovered that Kenna was someone people liked and enjoyed
having around.
They knew I wasn‟t just another pretty face.
***
I got a refresher lesson from my wife, who had been applying my makeup since I started the
volunteer project.
We got into a routine and just kept it going because it was fun. I still knew the basics, but she
had been working with products that were much different from those we had back then. So she
taught me what she used and why.
Because I was switching to mornings, I‟d have to be ready to leave the house before she needed
to get up. She was working in retail and often didn‟t get home until nearly nine at night.
Also, I wanted to become self- reliant in case I needed to go somewhere and she wasn‟t around to
help. One such case might be the upcoming interview with the opera. If the only appointment
time they had available was late in the day, I‟d be on my own.
You may be surprised to learn that there was nothing in my makeup kit bearing the names
Sherwin-Williams™, Elmer‟s™ or duct.

***
Every once in a while, I‟d be overcome by self-doubt.
The thing is. . .sometimes it wasn‟t okay. I don‟t know why. It‟s just wasn‟t.
Fourteen years of research, my own experience, experience of others, and a massive body of
knowledge all said it was fine. I knew that very well. But a voice in me still told me I needed to
beat this. I couldn‟t simply let go and follow it through because. . .I couldn‟t.
It was one thing to work as Kenna. I went, I did the job, I left. End of story.
It was quite another to accept that I was this person...to give myself permission to be her...to
demolish that facade I maintained for all those years. It didn‟t exist just in the minds of others. It
loomed large in mine, too.
I sympathize with those who are driven do whatever it takes to match their bodies to their minds.
It‟s a very, very difficult road, but at least the destination is crystal clear.
Being stuck in neutral is hard in its own way. Having a choice, in this case, isn‟t a good thing.
You can stop and park at any point, only to find out later you‟re at the wrong address.
What was holding me back? Couldn‟t I embrace the obvious? Who was I trying to please?
I wanted it. I needed it. I was scared. I was confused. I was sto ic. I backed away. I analyzed. I
fought. I hurt. I cried inside.
***
We were back at our favorite gay bar, where I chalked up another first: shooting pool as Kenna.
I had been pretty good back in the day. Of course, “the day” was so long ago as to be swallowed
by the mists of time. As I channeled my inner Mosconi, I thought all my skills would come
rushing back. But no.
Seeing and working the angles isn‟t enough when most of your perfectly aimed shots go wide by
an inch or more. Wait. . .an inch? Maybe it‟s the heels. That‟s about right. Yeah.
We presented quite the eight-ball tableau: our gay friend and me at one table and two husky
women at the other (in sensible shoes, by the way).
I saw a couple of priceless double takes as people walked by. Drag queens were a common sight
there, but aging crack whores lining up bank shots were, I suppose, somewhat more rare.

It was a revelation when I did something as Kenna that I might have done in the past as. . .not.
My movements were much more fluid, and I never lost the sense of being female. It infused how
I walked, how I sat, how I gestured. It had become second nature.
***
I couldn‟t have asked for a better day.
The whole four hours at the ballet were spent writing and re-writing copy for promotional and
fund-raising material. That‟s what I liked to do most, and the time flew by.
It was mostly Kathy and me that morning, and we spent a lot of time talking about ways to
generate bequests and donations. I researched what similar organizations were doing and gave
her three slightly different written approaches to consider before she met with the publications
people.
Susan wasn‟t in when I called, so I came home and emailed her. She wrote back in a few
minutes, and I went to visit her. She was upbeat as usual and very glad to see me after all that
time.
The RSVP Director, an older woman, popped in to tell her something about the event they were
doing the next day and said they‟d love to have me attend. I didn‟t know if she knew I‟m
transgender. She referred to me as “she” at one point. I was beginning to think it wasn‟t as
obvious as I feared.
Susan said the opera would be calling me for sure. And she asked if I‟d be comfortable working
somewhere more public such as the reception desk. I told her it wasn‟t about my comfort level; I
cared only what others could accept.
I was curious to know what she told people when calling for jobs on my behalf. She told me she
said I‟m an excellent writer and a hard worker. And she told them the hours I wanted to
volunteer.
“Nothing else?”
“No.”
***
When I called Susan at RSVP Monday, the person who answered the phone was not at all
friendly. I jokingly mentioned later that I didn‟t think she liked me, and Susan replied that she
didn‟t like anyone.

The next morning, I ordered flowers to be sent to her at the office with the message, “When I
called for Susan yesterday, you seemed not to be having a good day. I hope these help to make
today a better one.” I signed it “Someone”.
The florist called that night to say that the woman had tried to find out my name and they needed
my permission to release it. I said, “No.” My hope was that she would think the next person who
called might be the one – and she‟d have a better outlook.
I loved doing that kind of thing.
Every Valentine‟s Day for several years, we went to the same restaurant. I asked the owner to
have the staff choose the most compelling story told to them by other customers. Once, a young
couple had just become engaged at dinner. Another time, a husband and wife were having the ir
last nice meal out before she had to be restricted to bed for a difficult pregnancy (their first
child).
When the selection was made, I paid the customers‟ check without them knowing who did it.
It cost a little money, but it left us much richer.
***
We were back at our oasis – the gay club with the drag shows.
The crowd was sparse, and we sat at the bar in front for a while. Then, as the time for the first
show approached, we moved to the back near the stage, which is a much darker area. After a few
minutes, a young man came by, made some small talk and tried to get us to dance with him –
first my wife and then me (Did I tell you it was very dark?). He was fun, but we were soon
joined by a slightly older man who seemed like an aberration in those surro undings.
The atmosphere there was very much live-and- let-live: tolerance for all, and never a sign of
trouble.
But this guy was obnoxious. He kept telling me I was cute and trying to kiss me on the cheek and
hand and massage my shoulders. Cute though I may be, Kenna doesn‟t play that. Besides, I was
old enough to be his grandmother (grandfather?). Anyway, he soon progressed (regressed?) to
calling me a “dirty old bastard” and making Viagra comments. I suggested to my wife that we
move back to the bar, where it was brighter and there were other people around – many of whom
knew us pretty well.

Mr. Hands followed, of course, and soon turned his attention to my spouse. At that point, the
staff started taking notice. It was obvious that something needed to be done, and I think they
could tell that I was very close to doing it.
After he ignored a pointed warning from the drag show emcee, they came down on him hard.
The bartenders checked with us to make sure they were reading the situation correctly and then
moved us to seats at the end of the bar. When he joined us there, they informed him that he was
leaving. And out he went, never to return.
I loved those people. They worked hard to insure that the club was a venue where everyone –
gay, lesbian, transgender, straight, what- have-you – felt safe and could have fun. I now knew that
they had our backs, and that was very comforting.
The incident pointed out once again how very different the lives of women can be from those of
men.
Had I been in male garb, he would have known – even in his alcoholic haze – that we were a
couple and would not have dared to touch my wife. Besides, I‟m much larger than he was and
extremely protective of those I love.
Dressed as a woman, however, one finds the situation somewhat less defined. Where is the line
that justifies action rather than passive avoidance?
I told one of the bartenders later that I was glad I didn‟t have to do something unladylike.
***
We were deciding whether or not to go out, and I suggested that we stay home beca use my wife
was obviously tired. I still hadn‟t convinced her that I didn‟t need that additional outlet. Working
on Mondays was more than sufficient.
I decided to show her what I would have worn. I had just remembered having bought it and
never trying it on. But when I went to the closet, I discovered another new outfit I had forgotten.
So I put that one on first. After a while, I went to find the clothes I had been searching for – but I
found yet another unworn item.
To cut to the chase, I‟ll tell you that in the end I went through five such changes before getting to
where I had planned to start. Who buys that much and then never even sees if it fits? Apparently,
I do.

I can purchase with confidence right off the rack or through a catalog and then the clothes
become just additional choices for the future. Other than knowing that they will look good on
me, I derive no particular pleasure from them.
***
I‟d been fighting depression for two days, and I didn‟t know why. It certainly wasn‟t sadness.
Everything was going well. I could have gotten a prescription for anti-depressant, but I don‟t like
medicating away real life. I‟d rather face it.
At that point, I was giving some thought to going on a regulated hormone regimen. It was
available to me, but so far I had not taken advantage of it. I‟d been using sub- lingual estrogen for
some time, and my doctor knew and did not disapprove. It was a small dosage and not likely to
cause me any harm because it didn‟t pass through my liver. Since it was self-administered and
not specifically monitored, though, there was always the chance that my body‟s needs might
change.
I had resisted taking the next step because I always thought I could find a way to reverse things
and be “normal”. It was obvious now that I would not – and I didn‟t want to. I was comfortable
being Kenna, and perhaps it was time to make sure I was getting the proper dosage of the one
thing that kept me sane.
***
We discovered that Friday was the best night to be at the club. It was more crowded but not
packed. The atmosphere was just right, and the vibe was wonderful. Enough staff members knew
us by then that we were always treated well.
We would get there shortly after ten, and the first stage show started around ten-thirty. After that
was over, we‟d sit at the bar for a while and then head for the dance floor. It was always nicer
when there were plenty of people so we didn‟t stand out so much.
I told my wife that I never felt more close to her than when we shared that experience. I was as
free as I could possibly be when we were there.
It was also fun being able to share a secret. We could laugh about things that happened and talk
about new friends we met. Most people we knew had no idea that we were part of that world.
It was often after four when we got to bed. We‟d sometimes be at the club until three. That
sounds like we were partying hard, but the time was taken up mostly by dancing and talking to
each other and to others. I always limited my drinking to a couple of glasses of wine so I could
drive us home safely.

There‟s no better indication of how invigorating the experience was for me than the fact that I
could maintain that pace and barely feel it the next day.
I asked one of the young drag performers how long she spent getting ready for the show. She
said she needed about an hour.
At my age, just the spackling took that long.

Chapter 10
The door opened, and there we were.
She had left us – my dad and me. I was seven months old. I didn‟t know on a conscious level.
But her leaving stole parts of me. I felt the effects for the rest of my life.
Her suitor was a man of God – the assistant pastor of her church where my father was the
organist. He promised her freedom from the stifling life of a home bound wife. She had wanted
to teach, to have a career. My dad was old-fashioned in that regard: stay home, take care of the
house and kids, put meals on the table.
He would never discuss what happened. He took it to his grave. Afterward, his papers led me to
follow her trail. It ended abruptly in 1943. She was in Los Angeles, awaiting the birth of a child.
Given that information and other details, I was able to do some detective work online. Soon, I
found mention of her and her husband posted by their son in a genealogy forum. I focused my
search efforts upon him and found his profession and some email addresses that might be used to
establish contact.
Sure enough, people moved by my story reached him – and we were soon corresponding. She
had told him her secret and asked him to try to find me after her death.
But she was still very much alive. After a career that included teaching in the education
department at UCLA and tutoring the children of many film stars, she was still relatively healthy
and active. Slowed by macular degeneration, she had found ways to cope.
And she wanted to see me. Her son had told her husband, who broke the news to her, and she
was ecstatic.
So, after many letters and phone calls, I stood at her door – flowers in hand, my heart bursting. In
an instant, those 58 years blew away like so much smoke and we were there, she and I: mother
and child.
God, the joy. The fulfillment. The tears. They come again even now.
We had five good years together after that day. She, absolved of the guilt she had carried, came
to the end of her life knowing she was loved without condition. I, my emptiness filled, found in
her so many answers. I am her twin in spirit. I have a picture of her as a young woman that takes
my breath away: it‟s my face as well.

These matters of the heart etch themselves into your being. I carry her and those days like a
treasured book wherever I go.
She is in me. I know who I am now. I am complete.
***
It was the perfect storm. The ballet didn‟t need my presence, the opera didn‟t call, and Susan at
RSVP was on vacation. So the stalwart volunteer dabbled in personal things. And, we found time
for another trip to the club.
We were at the bar briefly, and a young lesbian woman next to me playfully nudged my wine
glass toward my wife. She joked that she was trying to convert her partner to beer and didn‟t
want her to relapse. I told her I was a beer drinker, too, and just trying to act more ladylike. She
found that hilarious.
There was a small group of Trinidad women at the club for the first time. We had flown to their
country for Carnival once, so they, my wife and I had some things to talk about. The DJ saw he
was getting people moving with soca beats, so he kept them going. Being veterans of many late
night “jump ups” with local island immigrants, we were really in our element.
As I was sitting near the dance floor while my wife went to settle our tab, people were going by
on their way out. One young lady left her group to come over and ask, “Are you a boy or a girl?”
Rather than blurting out the first thing that came to mind (“Are you drunk or blind?”), I answered
“half and half” and savored the compliments: one regarding my image and one regarding my age
(“boy?!” “girl?!”).
She was, by the way, not drunk, blind or blind drunk. And, the lights were on.
Earlier that evening, there had been a drag pageant. It turned out to be quite a large event.
One section of the club – where the pool tables were – was curtained off and served as a dressing
room for some of the most lavishly outfitted “girls” you can imagine. We opted not to pay the
ten dollar cover charge to watch the competition, but we saw the contestants as they went to the
stage and returned. Some were well over six feet tall in their heels, and some of the wigs were
huge: massive cascades of curls that almost dwarfed their faces.
I guess the show drew a slightly different crowd, because there were more crossdressed patrons
than I was used to seeing there.
I found myself at the rest room mirror with three Hispanic beauties, and they went out of their
way to tell me I looked really good. I made my usual lame joke about using a lot of spackle, but

they were sincere and specific in their compliments. It was wonderful. (I should reiterate at this
point that I needed relatively little makeup. It took about fifteen minutes – versus the one to three
hours the drag queens told me they spent getting ready.)
And my dear wife. . . She went so far as to say that I was a lot more attractive than quite a few of
the others in the club. I didn‟t see it, but I would have loved to believe it.
A couple of the performers we knew stopped to chat, and the bartenders were especially nice to
us as usual. They even remembered what we drank on our last visit.
There was a lot to see, and we were left with some great memories.
***
Not having been needed at the ballet office for several weeks, I told Susan at RSVP that I was
ready to talk seriously with someone else about a volunteer position. She had recently spoken
with Kathy, who told her they were in a fund-raising mode and really had nothing to give me in
the way of work at that moment. She held open the possibility that I could come back when the
need arose.
I would be sad to leave my friends at that office, but it was time to take on another challenge. As
I prepared to make the move, I had no idea what a great opportunity was in store for me.
In short order, I was accepted to work with a non-profit group that brought touring symphony
orchestras to town each year. They had a great need for administrative help and were very happy
to have me join them. It was a small office, with a manager and formerly two employees. One
had been laid off, and the other was going to retire in a few weeks. Ann, who was in charge,
wanted me to learn all aspects of how the organization was run. They had one other volunteer,
and a couple of interns came in from time to time.
I sat for about an hour with her and Pat, the woman who was leaving, and it could not have been
a more comfortable situation. We were chatting and joking in no time. Pat promised to teach me
everything she did. She was very organized, and she even told me to call her after she was gone
if I had a question.
Ann mentioned a lot of things I could do that involve working with the public, so this would be a
big step up for me. She wanted me to attend events and concerts, which I had avoided doing until
then. I recognized my need to get out of my comfort zone in that regard, so I was ready to give it
a try.
We talked about what it means to be transgender and make your way in public. One of the other
volunteers had a close friend who was transsexual, and I looked forward to meeting her.

This also happened to be the first time I got ready to go out in the daylight without having my
wife help me with makeup. We had spent a lot of time figuring out what to use and why, and I
could finally apply it all by myself with confidence.
***
I didn‟t plan it, and I couldn‟t take credit for it.
But if I had set out to design the perfect place to work as a transgender person, I think I would
have conjured up a situation pretty much like the one I was in now.
It‟s worth noting, if you‟re considering following in my footsteps, that volunteers are worth a lot,
especially in the arts. My timing was perfect. Organizations were cutting back, ticket sales were
down, funds were decreasing and staff was being cut. “You‟re willing to work for free? Well,
come on in!”
I started with the Ballet, and that was great. The only negatives were the bathroom issue, not
enough work to keep me busy and no one to talk with much of the time.
I was now in a very small office with two permanent employees: the Executive Director and the
Office Manager. Because of the way it was laid out, we were always chatting with each other.
During my first week, a male college intern was there. He was off by himself most of the time
working on a project. I saw no indication that he saw me as anything but an older female, and I
did converse with him several times.
There was (and would continue to be) so much work that Ann wanted me there as many days as I
was willing to come in. Tuesdays and Wednesdays were out because of another commitment, but
I expected to end up there Mondays, Thursdays and Fridays before long.
And the bathroom was no longer a concern. I stepped out of the office into the hall, and just to
the left was a single-user ladies‟ room with a locking door.
At the ballet, I thought it odd that no one wanted to ask me anything about my transgender status.
Here, they wouldn‟t hesitate and they know I wouldn‟t mind. We had already covered most of it
in the first few days.
The rapport was excellent. There was absolutely no awkwardness. They both treated me exactly
as they would another woman. I felt perfectly at ease. They talked about me going out and doing
things and meeting certain people as if it were the most natura l thing in the world. If they thought
I could do it, then I would.

I didn‟t have anything special going for me. I‟m not particularly feminine. I didn‟t change my
voice except to soften it a little. I think the key may be this: assert yourself not as a woma n but as
a transgender person. Be the best transgender person you can be by respecting the office
environment. Dress appropriately. Try to fit in.
When people see you‟re making the effort and understand why you‟re doing it, you‟ll get respect
and even encouragement. Choose your target with care and with help.
Taking the first step is very scary. But once you‟ve taken it, the rest is not as hard as you may
think.
***
I was soon getting a steady stream of emails from Ann as she thought of things I could he lp her
with. I planned to work my way up gradually to being there three days a week.
Even though it didn‟t pay anything, the job was such a good fit for me at that moment. It was
different from the Ballet in that I wasn‟t going to be insulated from the public. As I left at the end
of each day, people were all around – and it didn‟t bother me a bit. I just couldn‟t get enough of
feeling “normal”.
I did start to think of myself as more female than male. It was a slow process. Unlike some, I
hadn‟t rushed headlong into women‟s clothes, speech, mannerisms, etc., and thought of myself
as “sexy”. I hadn‟t transformed myself into some stereotype or fetish and plastered pictures of
myself all over the internet. I just knew that when I dressed a certain way and looked a certain
way I‟d be treated as the person I believed myself to be. There was nothing erotic about it.
The women I was working with were just great. They all said the same thing to me, in one way
or another: I deserved to be myself and should just make the most of it. They taught me by
example that I had less to fear from what others might think than I imagined. There‟s that theme
again: “Get out of your own way.”
I had made an appointment to seek information about starting a hormone regimen within the
Veterans Administration medical system. If it was available to me, I intended to go ahead. I was
convinced it was the right move.
All of these things were very calming. It had taken a very long time, but I was getting to a place
where I felt at ease with myself. There were no regrets, because if I had done it sooner I would
not have been with my wife, who is far and away the best thing that‟s happened to me. I‟ve told
her time and time again that I would reverse course in a heartbeat if that ‟s what she wanted –

painful as it would be to do so. But she‟s been totally supportive of the changes I‟ve gone
through, and we‟ve survived them together.

Chapter 11
I was in the office with two young interns – one male, one female – and Ann. None of them
treated me as anything other than a lady. We all joked around with each other. It was that kind of
laid back atmosphere.
Getting myself ready and going to work there was something I really enjoyed. That morning, as I
was about to leave, my wife had commented, “It‟s a girl on the go.” It was such a joy to be
myself and not have to worry about what people might think. And I‟d made a lot more friends as
Kenna – almost all women.
Ann had me pick out a logo shirt for myself, saying she would want me helping somewhere in
public in the future. And they gave me an organization mug, so I guess that meant I was official.
Because of the many office skills I brought to the job, she was relying upon me more and more
for the things the interns didn‟t know how to do. She had me involved in just about everything
that required writing. And she didn‟t know how to mail merge, so I did that for her.
I had a nice email exchange with my daughter. Although it put a burden on her to keep my secret
from others, I wanted her to be aware of the changes I was going through. She was very
supportive and understanding. She accepted me in the new role but didn‟t want to give up the
“old” me.
No matter what course our lives might have taken, we who are fathers never lose that special link
to our progeny. And, a picture remains in their minds of who we are and how it used to be. They
want to hold tight to that image, and they have a right to do so, I think. My wife sometimes
expresses the same sentiment. It‟s problematic for those of us who are transgender, of course,
because we don‟t see ourselves in that old physical mold.
So we do a dance, they and I. The child who knows of Kenna chooses not to see her because
she‟d rather not lose the dad she remembers. The one who doesn‟t know is better off, because he
has no such conflict. On Father‟s Day and other special occasions, I gladly play the role they
know for the sake of those I love.
***
There was no doubt that I‟d undergone a significant mental shift. From the moment I opened my
eyes now, I was Kenna. There was no artificial construct, no play-acting. I faced everything as
Kenna and toned it down only if and when I had to. I dressed to fit what I needed to do, and there

were still times when a male presentation was appropriate. But dressing as a man no longer felt
quite right.
Kenna had been born only a year or so ago. It was a difficult birth, so it remained fresh on my
mind.
She came to life when she said, “Enough!” – and commandeered my mind. She emerged fully
formed, having lay dormant for decades while giving only hints of her presence in the twists and
turns and blind alleys that marked my search to find myself.
All the while I denied, she knew. She would bide her time, but she would have her day. The fog
would lift, the pain would subside, all would become so very clear. “I am you,” said Kenna. And
that was that.
I was happy to let her run things for a while, confident that she would do a much better job.
***
The Ballet asked for my help with an upcoming database entry project – not Kathy this time, but
two other women I knew in the Marketing department. I planned to give them Monday morning,
as I had already committed to working Thursday and Friday that week at the other office.
On this day, I intended to leave around Noon, go home and change, and then head to the VA for
my hormone talk with the nurse practitioner. She had told me in the past that I could come in
dressed any way I liked, but things would have been awkward in the waiting room because
Kenna Henderson wasn‟t my name or gender of record.
Oddly, I had just been thinking that I could ask for a testosterone supplement. That‟s right – even
after all I had done, something in me still wondered if I should just reverse the whole process.
Maybe it was a sense of finality – that I was crossing a bridge with no way home. But I was still
resolute in my belief that I was doing the right thing.
The fly in that particular ointment, of course, was that testosterone makes things worse for me.
Gender dysphoria rushes back, the mind is in turmoil, anger bubbles up... It‟s not fun. And,
instead of calmly making sound decisions like the one that led me to volunteer, I‟d be led by
irrational thought into taking risks.
The “hit” count on my blog, “Another Self” was on the verge of reaching ten thousand. I had
watched it climb much as I might have stared at my car‟s odometer as it was about to hit some
dramatic but inconsequential mileage benchmark. It didn‟t amount to much in the overall scheme
of things. But to me it meant I had written something that touched a few lives. Whether it made

someone laugh, melted a heart, provided hope or just diverted attention for a minute, I had
stepped out of my world and into those of others. I had made an impact.
***
Pat and I had a long talk one morning. She was leaving in less than a week, and I would miss her.
She raved about my outfit and my ability to accessorize (Who knew?). I told her some of the
things that were on my mind, and she was so sympathetic.
Would that the real world were like that. I was treated so very well there. They introduced me to
everyone who came in and acted as if they had known me forever.
It was time to fish or cut bait, as they say in. . .(Where do they say that?) Anyway, I had a
conversation with my wife – basically to be sure that she saw this as the right path for me to take.
I told her my concerns regarding her and the people we know. When I thought of the effects it
could have upon others, I found it hard to justify doing something so selfish. But she was
convinced I needed to be myself and was ready to handle whatever came our way as a result.
I had stepped back a lot in the last few days. I seriously considered fulfilling my volunteer
commitments through Monday and then asking the VA to set me up for testosterone treatment –
no matter what mental price I might pay. It was that damned stoic streak again. Suck it up, for
the common good.
But after we discussed it, I began to come around. We decided to go to the club – a little earlier
than usual – and had a wonderful time. Nothing like a little (or a lot of) dancing to clear the head.
So it was going to be full speed ahead. Damn the torpedoes, as they say in. . .(Where do they say
that?) Life‟s full of ups and downs, twists and turns, surprises and disappointments. Why not be
dressed (and accessorized) well?
***
I feel as if someone reading this – many reading this – may want to smack me upside the head.
And I deserve it. What a waffler I was: Yes, I will. No, I won‟t. Yes, I do. No, I don‟t. Make a
decision, already! Choose a team and suit up!
I over-analyze. Any major decision without a clear solution must be dissected, examined and
discussed ad infinitum. My poor wife had to be thinking, “I don‟t care if you paint on stripes and
party with zebras. Just do something and stop talking!” (The zebras thing is just an outrageous
example. Don‟t get me wrong; I adore zebras – just not in that way.)

The problem has always been this: I love my life – which is to say my marriage. It doesn‟t matter
how much reassurance I get. I just couldn‟t shake the feeling that changing the status quo would
lead to problems down the road. It would have been my fault. I would have made a decision that
caused it to happen. And then nothing else would matter.
The answer I kept hearing was, “You have to do what makes you happy.” But that‟s not so. I
could choose not to. I could live out my life secure in the knowledge that there‟s nothing else I
would do to threaten what I have, which is of such vital importance to me.
I had been left before. Despite my very best efforts, I had found myself watching cars and lives
pull away, crying my eyes out. I was a bad memory. . .a mistake. . .something from which to
learn and move on. It still hurts me to know that.
But being myself was a powerful drug. I felt twenty years younger, full of joy, incredibly
energetic. I wanted so much to hold onto that feeling..
***
I spent a fun morning at the Ballet. It was nice to see them again after all that time. I could put in
only three hours because of my early afternoon VA appointment.
My friend, the nurse practitioner, had a colonoscopy the previous fall that revealed the presence
of cancer. Surgery was successful, and she didn‟t have to endure chemotherapy. News like that
sure put my “problem” into proper perspective.
I talked with her about my options. The local VA center didn‟t provide hormone replacement
therapy for treatment of gender issues, so the alternative to continuing self- medication was to
seek a cooperative endocrinologist in private practice.
She said the same words that I heard from everyone else: “You have to do what makes you
happy.” And, once again, I felt a surge of confidence that I was on the right path. I promised
myself I would drop the “Yes, but. . .” and “What if. . .” thoughts from further consideration. I
wanted to accept at face value the premise that people who supported me then would do so later
as well. In essence, I knew I had to give up trying to manage the future. This one time – maybe
for the first time – I needed to focus my attention on my own needs.
I woke up the next morning – the day after allowing myself to accept that I was in fact
transgender and possibly in transition- and nothing seemed to have changed.
I was out and about, and the world appeared to be firmly on its axis. Reports showed the tides
still ebbing and flowing, the sun rose on schedule and people were finding ways to live their
lives much as they did before.

If there was staring and pointing, I missed it. Hushed comments escaped my attention. Those I
met did an excellent job of hiding their emotions and acted like nothing had happened.
My wife and I got pedicures. And that proved to be the highlight of the day, a fact which
surprised me. My visions of Armageddon proved not to be accurate in the slightest.
Where was the wailing. . .the rending of garments. . .the gnashing of teeth? Why had hordes not
risen up to denounce me? Why did children not scurry to hide behind their mothers‟ skirts?
I tell you, it was as if my big decision had no effect. None at all.
***
“One of the girls”. It felt good to say it. . .and to be it.
After only a relatively few days, I felt as if I had worked there for months. I was still a bit
stunned by the fact that I could be treated just like a woman by other women. There had not been
a single misuse of pronouns. The people were genuine, kind and very friendly. There wasn‟t a
hint of awkwardness as they included me in conversations among themselves and with others
who stopped by.
Consequently, I had quickly become more confident. At one point, I went outside to get some
fresh air. After a few minutes, I realized, “Oh, yeah. . .I‟m dressed as Kenna.” I felt no
apprehension, though people were around. And because I was calm, I‟m sure, they paid no
attention to me.
I loved being an executive assistant. I liked being challenged and getting things done. Ann was
constantly thinking of new problems I could help to solve, and I took them on with enthusiasm.
I was her confidant now, too. She spent thirty minutes early one morning telling me the problems
she was having with board members as she tried to do her job. She asked for my input regarding
her decision to offer the marketing assistant position to an applicant she liked instead of one
being pushed by a member of the board.
We‟d become very good friends, as woman and “sort of woman”.
It was still so odd to hear someone call my female name – especially if it was one of the interns
needing to ask a question. They both continued to be both very polite and friendly to me. The girl
was a little shy and quiet, but I was getting her to loosen up a little.

The ease of commuting and working as Kenna astounded me. I was among so many people now
on a daily basis that I rarely gave it any thought. How was that possible? When would something
go wrong?
That night, I was lying on the bed talking to my wife. She commented that I had developed a
more feminine shape, pointing out the curve along my side. Sure enough, there seemed to be
pads of fat on the edges of my pelvis. It was gradual redistribution by the estrogen, I supposed. I
hadn‟t noticed because I hardly ever wore form- fitting clothes.
Now, I needed to work harder to make my body forget a lifetime of habits and get with the
program. In addition to the obvious (walking, sitting, speaking, etc.), there were more subtle
skills to be studied and practiced. One was fluidity of motion. It was there to a slight degree, but
it had to become second nature. Slipping so easily into my new life carried the danger of losing
focus. I had to be careful not to slouch when sitting. Neanderthal walking was out, too. I couldn‟t
grab for things; I had to reach for them in a more graceful manner. Don‟t bolt from a chair. Rise
and move smoothly. There‟s a right way to ascend and descend a staircase. The list goes on and
on.
I don‟t mean to stereotype feminine behavior. But someone like me who needs to provide as
many female clues as possible must understand that poise is of paramount importance. The goal
was surely worth the pursuit. I knew it wouldn‟t be easy, but neither would it be unpleasant.
I saw it less as learning a role than as putting an old one behind me.

Chapter 12
Ann was closing the office at three-thirty, so I would be heading home early.
She asked if I was going to lunch. When I told her I didn‟t go out in public for fear of frightening
small children, she offered to buy me something and bring it back. I ate a huge Southwestern
salad.
Now that Pat had retired, Ann was rearranging the office and sending a lot of files and extra
furniture over to the storage room. The interns were doing a lot of the work, and she was having
a crew come in later in the week to move the heavy items. In my previous life, I would have
jumped right in to help. But she would never think of asking me to lift anything heavy.
The marketing assistant applicant had accepted Ann‟s offer and would be starting work in three
weeks. She was reportedly very involved with her church, and I asked Ann if she might have a
problem with me from a religious standpoint. She told me she would discuss it with her.
Obviously, I wouldn‟t have stayed if my presence created tension in the office.
Things were very settled at that point. I had felt such a sense of calm ever since I quit fighting
among my “selves”. I was probably easier to live with, because I had stopped constantly talking
about my inner conflict. It‟s amazing how a little thing like admitting who you are can have such
a profound effect.
At the same time, I knew that it wouldn‟t all be smooth sailing. I hadn‟t been challenged yet.
And I was still not willing to push the envelope by ve nturing out on my own just to test the
waters.
I didn‟t know what lay ahead. But we never do, do we?
After so many years of adulthood, I had become accustomed to moving into and out of people‟s
lives without causing much of a stir. In daily encounters, I s uppose, I created the impression of
being someone of good humor and some intelligence. But, to the average person, I wasn‟t
remarkable – certainly not in appearance.
By presenting myself as transgender, I would change all that. Everyone with whom I interacted
would have a reaction far beyond what I had experienced.
For the great majority, I would be the first of my kind they had met. There would be questions –
most of which would remain politely unasked. From what they observed, they would form

impressions not only of me but (unfairly) of others who vary from the gender norm. They would
want to tell their friends. I‟d be the subject of discussion – good or bad. I might well be ridiculed
behind my back.
The rare individual would take it in stride. I met several of those in the workplace, and I
treasured them as friends. At the other end of the spectrum, I would encounter some who reviled
and despised me. Members of certain faiths would brand me a sinner and shun me. Some –
religious or not – might wish to do me physical harm.
Meeting people would now be fraught with uncertainty. I could no longer take for granted that
someone would like me or even want to be near me. Caution was the watchword.
That, to me, is a clear argument against the erroneous concept of “c hoice” regarding gender
identity. Why would anyone choose to make life so difficult?
***
“Hey. . .look at you!” Ann walked up to greet me as we both arrived. A cheerful compliment;
that‟s the way to start the morning. (Fashionistas will want to know that I was wearing a belted
black dress with short sleeves, black earrings, gold necklace and watch.) And bagels! She bought
bagels!
The first hour of the workday had become a nosh and dish session. The interns typically came in
at ten, but they were on vacation. I got some background information on people who used to
work there and heard more of the problems Ann had with board members. She wasn‟t a pushy
person. . .but she wouldn‟t be pushed, either.
I also got an explanation of how she ended up wearing the top she had on. (I submit that when a
female shares those details, you‟re in the club for sure.)
A woman came in to discuss helping with a fund-raiser, and of course I was introduced to her
and drawn into the conversation. I still didn‟t know what people tho ught, because they never
reacted other than normally. Ann almost always used my name when she talked to me from her
office, so I was becoming accustomed to that.
I now had a key to the office and one to the building, too. And I was only a volunteer.
***
At the club, I had the opportunity to meet and talk with a legendary drag artist and transgender
advocate. She was a world-class performer who had won countless pageants and competitions

during her twenty- year career. And, she still put on a very exciting show. We were there Friday
and Saturday nights to see her act.
She was very gracious to my wife and me. She‟d been appointed to a government position to
work on behalf of transgender rights. I gave her my contact information and offered to make
whatever contribution I could to her efforts. I admire anyone who steps outside the comfort zone
and works on behalf of others. It‟s not been my nature to do so, but I‟m trying to help however I
can.
Some other local drag celebrities attended that show on Friday. Two of them had assisted us with
my wig purchase some months before, and they both remembered me, were friendly and said
nice things about my appearance.
As if my head hadn‟t swelled enough by then, one of the more stunning of the regular performers
at the club made a point of coming over to talk to me. She said I seemed shy, and I confessed
that it was because I was so much older than the rest of the people there. She told me I was very
pretty and said, “Just look at those eyes!”
That‟s one reason I felt so comfortable there. People made an effort to be nice (if not entirely
truthful!)
***
It was early afternoon and Ann hadn‟t arrived yet. I expected her momentarily. It was her son‟s
birthday, and she took the morning off. So I was alone in the office most of the time.
It had been a busy morning. I fielded a lot of phone calls and several people walked in. The
interns were there but left to go distribute advertising posters.
I had to deal with two UPS drivers and sign for their deliveries. One was for us and one was for a
one-woman office a few doors away. She came by later to pick it up. I was “ma‟amed” a lot.
That was very nice, but it raised a concern in my mind about the UPS guys. With eyesight that
bad, should they be driving those big brown trucks?
Okay. . .I did look good. Not great. . .just good. Some days you know you look better than on
other days, and that was a good day for me. So I exuded more confidence, and I‟m sure that
helped when dealing with someone face to face.
It seemed that challenges were coming at me slowly enough that I could adjust to them. Having
been in the office when people visited had allowed me to become accustomed to dealing with
new, unexpected encounters. So, I wasn‟t as apprehensive as I might have been about being there

by myself. I‟d progressed from giving friendly greetings as people arrived to conversing with
them and taking care of their needs. And everything was going well.
I had begun finally to be less concerned about what others were seeing when they looked at me.
The more you‟re taken out of yourself by having to interact with others, the less you focus upon
your own appearance, I suppose. And I never saw the slightest indication from anyone that
indicated surprise, shock or any other unusual reaction.
So either that area was a hotbed of superb acting talent or I must have been doing okay.
Ann‟s office door had locked behind her when she left on Thursday, and she had no key. I tried
to break in but didn‟t have the right tools. There‟s never a metal nail file around w hen you need
one. Our male intern was fascinated when I told him I worked in military counterintelligence
years ago and was taught lock picking – among other useful skills. I explained the whole process
to him. When the locksmith Ann called also failed to pick the lock and went to get some other
tools with which to gain entry, I jokingly criticized his technique. (Well, he had no finesse at all.)
That was the first time I‟d said anything about my past to anyone I worked with. I knew I had to
be careful if I didn‟t want to raise questions in people‟s minds.
I mentioned that the next day was my birthday, and everyone got so excited. I told them it was
only a guess because there were no calendars back then. They had to go by the phase of the
moon. And cave drawings.
It was nearly closing time when Ann decided she was hungry for Chinese food. She insisted on
bringing something back for me so we could share a pre-birthday meal. The interns had left, and
we spent most of the last hour of the workday in her office eating.
I soon realized she needed someone just to listen, and I think I do that pretty well. Her two boys
had just left to spend the summer with their dad, and she missed them already. It was one boy‟s
birthday, and he was gone by Noon. She talked a lot about emotional issues, and I was flattered
that she trusted me that much already. I knew she appreciated getting feedback from someone
who‟s much older, and it was nice to be able to provide that.
I loved the connection I now had with women. Communication was open, honest and very
heartfelt. I knew how special a gift that was – to be told, in effect, “I know you‟re one of us. You
understand.” Whatever secrets I learned might as well have been in a vault. I‟m a very private
person, and I never traffic in other people‟s information.

Ann needed me to open the office again Monday morning. She would be out most of the day, but
at least one of the interns would be there. I would be working the following Thursday and
Friday, too.
Every day I was there, I remembered I could leave whenever I wanted to. I was only a volunteer.
But, of course, I relished every minute I could stay.
Twenty- four hours a week for no pay at all? What was I. . .crazy?
Well, the psycho ward had let me go. . .
***
A larger office space in the building became available, and Ann decided to relocate.
We had a man in his late fifties – maybe early sixties – in the office repairing a wooden desk. He
left and came back several times, getting tools, etc.
I felt bad because he was huffing and puffing the whole time. He had to stand the desk on its
back to finish the job, and I thought he might collapse. But I resisted the urge to jump up and
demonstrate a decidedly unladylike feat of strength.
Ann and I were transferring things all over the place, getting ready for the furniture movers.
They were coming in just a couple of days, and she had completely rearranged the layout and
was having the walls painted. So there were a lot of small items to be taken off of desks and
tables and stored out of the way.
She left shortly after two, and the desk repair was still underway behind me. I took note of the
fact that I was alone in an office with a man for the first time. It didn‟t worry me from a safety
standpoint. It was just another milestone.
I heard him say, “Excuse me, ma‟am. . .I think I‟m going to need your help here.” He wasn‟t
able to lift that heavy desk back up. So I assisted him just enough to be useful but not enough to
reveal that I could have set it upright all by myself. I guess I pulled it off, because he was very
polite to me as he was leaving – “ma‟aming” me once again for good measure.
***
Old Kenna might have risked a trip to the post office, timing it with care, gathering nerve in the
car until no one was in sight, furtively rushing in and then out, heart pounding. New Kenna ran
from the car to the door in the rain (in heels), passing two women just inside who barely noticed,

got the mail from the box, stopped at a table to sort it and then dashed back through the rain to
leave.
Old Kenna might have summoned the courage to go to a mall or other public place but would
have been very wary of everyone she saw, fearing ridicule. New Kenna encountered people all
day long who simply greeted her as they would anyone else. She interacted with others, rarely
thinking much about it.
Old Kenna would reconnoiter each target, assessing potential damage, laying out escape routes,
being a bundle of nerves from start to finish. New Kenna was asked to drive something across
town to another office and saw it as just another positive sign of acceptance.
Old Kenna would have tentatively injected herself into situations, testing the waters, always in
control and able to leave. New Kenna stayed in one place, and situations developed around her.
She didn‟t know what would happen next, and that was okay.
Old Kenna was stressed. New Kenna was calm, relaxed, and having fun.
Are you an “Old Kenna”? Maybe it‟s time to take another step forward.

Chapter 13
It was just the painter and me in the office. He was the same older man who had fixed the desk
the previous week. I helped him move some furniture away from the wall, and he was so
concerned that I was going to hurt myself. As many times as I had talked to him, I still had no
idea if he thought I was anything but a genetic female.
Ann had to leave early and wouldn‟t be there the next day. She asked me to do what I could to
straighten the office after the painter left so it wouldn‟t look so bad when the new person started
on Monday.
The male intern was leaving school and returning home for the summer. Ann bought us lunch,
and he and I sat across the table from each other and talked about his plans. He intended to help
with the first concert of the season in November and said he hoped to see me then.
There was still no word on how the new marketing assistant felt about working with me. Ann
had sent her a couple of emails but had not received a response. She was working as a church
camp counselor that week, and I imagined she might not have easy access to a computer.
My next big project (which I suggested) was to clean and organize the supply room. The recently
retired office manager had always ordered in bulk to save money, and now there was an over
abundance of everything – including supplies that the office would never need. And, it was hard
to know what we had and where to find it.
So far, negative consequences of working as Kenna had been non-existent. But, of course, I was
waiting for the other shoe to drop. It couldn‟t be that good forever, could it?
***
When I arrived at the office the following Monday, Ann had taken the new marketing assistant
out for breakfast. That‟s when she mentioned she‟d be working with a transgender volunteer.
Lana was not fazed. She had been bridal store employee, and she became accustomed to
crossdressers coming in and trying on gowns.
She was very friendly right from the beginning and even sat down at my desk to chat. I liked the
fact that she was making an effort to put me at ease. I was three times her age, and – like the
interns – she treated me with appropriate respect.

Pat came back to visit. She gave me a big hug and said, “I don‟t see a buzz cut and a golf shirt,
so I guess you made your decision.” She remembered how conflicted I was before I accepted that
I am Kenna.
At one point, Ann was talking to Lana and mentioned my wife‟s name. Lana asked who she was.
Ann explained, “That‟s Kenna‟s wife.” Realizing how strange that sounded, she told me,
“Kenna, you‟re confusing us here.” I said, “You think you’re confused. . .”
I had been ready for the possibility that I‟d be looking for another assignment, and I was glad I
would be able to stay. It was such a good situation. Ann and I got along so well. She had a goofy
sense of humor, so she enjoyed my somewhat off- the-wall personality.
Lana was surprised that I‟d been there such a short time because I seemed to know a lot about
running the office. I guess that was true, although I mostly did routine jobs when I came in.
Maybe I‟d absorbed more information than I thought I had. Ann was starting to work me into
some of the office manager tasks. She loved what I did with the layout Thursday afternoon. It
was a much more pleasant environment and made more sense logistically.
I had to keep reminding myself that I was doing all that for free. It felt like a job – one that I
liked very much.
***
Right in the middle of one of my two weekly stress days – when I was immersed in my own
company‟s problems – I went to the salon to have my hair cut.
The stylist/owner seemed impressed that I now spent sixty per cent of my working hours as
Kenna. She had always been very encouraging, but I hadn‟t kept her up to speed on how much
things had progressed.
She knew I abhorred traditional men‟s styles, so she was always ready to do something creative
with my hair after it was cut. That day, though, I asked her to tone it down because I needed to
deal with certain people who were used to seeing me the other way. She laughed and said,
“You‟re spoiling my fun.”
She told me to call if I ever wanted her to style it for me for a special event. But I preferred to
wear a wig, so I didn‟t expect to take advantage of that offer.
And, she wanted me to stop by one day before I went to the office so she could see what I looked
like. Most of the stylists and other staff knew my story, so I wouldn‟t have hesitated to pay them
a visit as Kenna. The salon was another of those oases of support that I came to value so much.

How routine it had all become. I was amazed by the very normalcy of my situation. In a
relatively short amount of time, opportunities that I once would not have dared to contemplate
had become available.
Like children, we test the water with our toes, and then we step in. We relish the few moments of
frolic – ready to dash back out when a wave threatens to engulf us.
From those tentative first days through my later stages of progression, I had come to believe that
there might be no wave.
Events led me at light speed to the mainstream. I was a functioning person known as Kenna and
was being treated as such. My circle of friends had grown so fast that I could hardly keep track.
I‟d been asked to join a board. Kenna Henderson: member of the events board for the
organization. “But. . . But. . .” “But what? You want to be accepted, and we accept you.” I took a
phone message from one of the movers and shakers, and she later asked Ann to tell me she was
sorry for not having remembered my name.
Ann told me I could help wherever I wanted to. It was my decision to make. She wouldn‟t expect
me to work at the concerts because I spent so many hours volunteering already. But she said I
would be welcome to do so if I wished.
And, she imparted a bit of wisdom. No matter what the circumstance, the initial strangeness of
meeting a transgender person wears off quickly. In short order, we become simply people in the
minds of others. That‟s how she saw me now, and that‟s why she didn‟t think twice about asking
if I wanted to walk across the street and get some lunch.
Slowly but surely, the guard was coming down. The sea was calm. It was a very beautiful day.
***
Here are some things my experience taught me:
Rolling office chairs and long, flowing skirts are natural enemies.
The words “ma‟am” and “she” never grow tiresome.
The magnetic core of the earth attracts the skin, drawing it downward as we age.
A well- fitted wig is well worth the money.
I like to wear black. I don‟t know why.
I don‟t have to act like a woman. Being myself is fine.

The more you spend on pantyhose, the faster they develop runs.
My nails are a lost cause. Nothing helps. I have lots of bottles of stuff that said it could.
***
It was turning out to be a fairly busy day.
An account representative from the local newspaper was in to talk about advertising for the
upcoming concert season. She, Ann and Lana were sitting at the conference table right across
from my desk. The way things were laid out, I was in the middle of whatever went on.
I took a call from a woman who had volunteered in the past but usually didn‟t do so during the
summer months. She was English, about my age, and the one who had the transsexual friend. I
hadn‟t met her. She was inquiring about the possibility of coming into the office to help on the
days when I couldn‟t be there.
At first, I had feared answering the phones because I didn‟t feel that I knew enough to be of
much assistance. But now I had a pretty good sense of what was going on and where to find
information I needed to help the callers.
It was one of those times when I felt well-dressed. I looked all right, and the clothes were
comfortable and fit nicely. I didn‟t think much about “passing” anymore. I just dressed and made
myself up as nicely as I could for the work environment. So far, I‟d been accepted as I was. I
softened my voice somewhat; it had never been stereotypically masculine anyway.
I was completely comfortable with my appearance, so I didn‟t send signals of nervousness. I
couldn‟t imagine a situation I wouldn‟t be able to handle, so I didn‟t worry anymore. If I
“passed”, fine. If I didn‟t, there was nothing I could do about it.
***
Ann would apologize for giving me so much to do. Wasn‟t that why I was there? My usefulness
was the very thing that made it possible for me to view volunteering as something other than
self- indulgence. Remember – it was all about me in the beginning.
And, when I was kept busy, I didn‟t think much about being “different”. It just wasn‟t important.
That was excellent training for life outside the office. Do what you do, be who you are, and let
others sort it out in their own minds.

I closed a drawer on the big printer firmly enough to cause some papers to fall off onto the floor.
In quick succession, I heard, “Kenna, you‟re fired. Lana, I‟m firing Kenna.” And, from Lana,
“I‟ll miss you, Kenna.”
Ann wrote one day, “When you come in tomorrow, you may want to choke me!” I responded,
“No time for that. Too much work to do!”
I‟m sure you can see why I looked forward to the days I could spend there.
***
Two people came in and stayed for quite a while – the representative of the company that did all
the printing and one of the board members. In both cases, I was right in the center of everything.
Whoever stopped by simply accepted that I was part of the group. And I knew most of them had
not been told anything about me in advance.
I was taking deliveries, signing for things and making small talk with the guys. And, I was
getting ever deeper into the activities that kept the place going.
Ann and Lana went to lunch with the woman who serves as chairman of the board, and Ann told
me they talked about me and how grateful they were for all the things I was doing for the
organization. Lana must have heard something she liked, because was noticeably more friendly
when they returned. It‟s not that she hadn‟t been nice before. I think it‟s just that she didn‟t really
know me that well yet. This was only her second week, and I wasn‟t there every day.
The very next day, Ann needed to wait at home for the telephone repairman, so Lana and I were
there alone. She sat down across from me, and we had a lovely conversation about my gender
issue and other things. At one point she mentioned that just because she‟s religious a lot of
people think she holds very conservative views on sexual orientation and gender identity, when
in fact she‟s very open- minded.
I was impressed that she made such an effort to put me at ease and to learn about me and my life.
I respected her for that, and I felt that I had another new friend.
We heard from a young lady at the ballet box office. I had sat with her for about four hours many
weeks earlier, making phone calls. Even after all that time, she recognized my voice right away
and said, “Hi, Kenna.”
And I met another member of the Board. He was a former Executive Director – probably a few
years older than I was – and had been associated with the organization for many years. He came
in to sign a letter to the Mayor that I had rewritten for him the day before. I‟m not sure if he
“knew”, but he was very polite to me as he was leaving.

I had told Lana that meeting men always made me a little nervous because I believed they would
be less likely to be accepting of someone like me. Maybe it was unfair to generalize. Kathy‟s
husband at the Ballet could not have been nicer. But I was always a little more on guard where
men were concerned.
***
We decided to visit a gay bar that was new to me. My wife had been there after work a couple of
times with a friend. It was closer to home than the one we had been frequenting. There were no
drag shows, and the sound level was much more conducive to conversation.
What a great time we had just being together – sometimes acting very silly, as we do from time
to time. We talked a lot, played a little pool and met some new people.
Not too many transgender individuals or crossdressers went there. But I certainly felt welcome
and was treated very well.
I did have a chance to talk to a transsexual who happened to be my age. My wife had seen her
there before, but she didn‟t go often – so our timing was good. Her trajectory and mine had been
quite similar. When she told me she was “born last year”, I knew exactly what she meant.

Chapter 14
I heard someone make the statement, “All transsexuals are gay”.
The words themselves were no surprise. I believe they reflect the view of many who have never
known one of us or had reason to research the subject. The source, however, was something of a
shock. A transsexual person said it to me, in response to my comment that I was not only straight
but still very devoted to my marriage.
Well, let‟s be fair. In the strictest sense (and the one in which she may have been speaking), my
self- identification as more female than male does put me in the position of having a homosexual
relationship with my spouse.
But I think it‟s important to make one thing clear. There is no correlation between homosexual
attraction as it‟s generally defined and the transgender condition.
I mentioned previously that as early as age six I knew something about me tended toward the
feminine. Shortly thereafter, I learned or was led to understand that it was something I needed to
hide. And so that is how I lived my life.
I came of age in the nineteen-fifties, when “queer” defined whatever gay people were or did. We
had little if any information and almost no curiosity. When I was in high school, one boy in town
was known to be “queer”, and jokes were made at his expense in his absence. But that was it.
Never once in my youth did I think I might have homosexual tendencies. I always felt attracted
to females, though I was never socially adept enough to date. Even during puberty‟s time of
turmoil, I thought of myself only as a boy who – for reasons unknown to me – was not someone
girls wanted to be with. There was no trauma in that regard.
As I grew older and met a few gay men here and there, I understood more about the subject. But
my feelings didn‟t change. I found nothing attractive about them or any other male. I‟ve never
come close to having a homosexual experience and would not seek to do so.
So, to anyone who assumes otherwise, I can only say, “You‟re wrong.” I sympathize with your
confusion, but let this serve as a chance to correct your thinking. Transgender people shake up
your lifelong concepts of gender and sexual preference, and I don‟t expect you to understand me
or know me without some help.

I do think there‟s something of a bond between gay and lesbian people and those who are
transgender, but it has to do with the feeling of being out of the mainstream and not being able to
be yourself unless you‟re among those of like mind. That may be why I can go to a gay bar and
feel comfortable.
***
I was still unable to overcome a mental block against spending much time in public. I had gone
out on occasion with success, but I didn‟t seek opportunities to do so.
Ann asked if I wanted to walk over with her to pick up some sub sandwiches to bring back to the
office. She saw me being out and about as perfectly normal; I saw it as something to be feared.
So I didn‟t go.
There was no doubt that the challenge needed to be faced and overcome. It should have been
simple for me to do so. I had accomplished things I never thought possible for me, yet this
loomed in my mind as something very different and rife with potential for problems.
Other people were involved – people who had not been forewarned that I was “different”. I was
concerned as to how they might react. I was afraid of being ridiculed. And, I respected their
desire not to have to deal with me if that was their preference.
The crux of the issue was this: I had a perfect right to be who I was, and I should not have felt
constrained to hide myself. But I didn‟t want to be considered a freak, so I huddled in my
comfort zones.
Was that the life I wanted? It was better than what I had, but was it a life?
Later, I had a chance to discuss my fears with Ann. She was surprised that I would be concerned
and said she and Lana would help me.
We talked about the difference between people visiting the office and me going to another place
of business. When someone came there, he or she wasn‟t focused upon me. And, I was almost
always sitting behind a desk working. Many already knew my status, too. Anywhere else, I
might well be the center of attention. I knew that the chance of encountering a problem in the
real world was remote, but it was so easy simply to avoid the possibility.
Ann was strong-willed enough to take me anywhere and dare anyone to react. I was pretty
strong, too – but this wasn‟t something I could do alone.
***

I‟ve often told others that I can‟t write fiction and don‟t particularly like to read it. I wouldn‟t
know how to begin creating characters or circumstances and making them seem so genuine that
they would ring true to a reader. I‟m firmly grounded in reality.
But much of my life has been, in a way, fictitious.
I was the person I was told I was. I lived as that person was supposed to live. I never felt I was
very good at it. In fact, the personal characteristics of which I am most proud are not considered
to be typical of men.
Not being privy to alternatives, I soldiered on. I think of my past in shades of gray – not much
excitement, not much fun. It wasn‟t bad. It was just not fulfilling, I suppose.
But then suddenly the female side of me, which I thought for so long was a figment of my
imagination, came alive and was dominant. I was Kenna. I knew that with certainty.
For decades, though, I was just as sure that I was male. And one would think that those two selfimages are mutually exclusive. Of course, I was happier now – much happier, and complete. But
could I measure reality by those criteria? If the past had seemed so very real, who was I to say
that the present was not the fiction?
I have always been burdened by my need to dissect and analyze.
***
There was a woman whose business handled all the printing for the office. She had been here to
meet with Ann and Lana, and they all sat about ten feet from me. So she knew who I was.
One day, she arrived with a delivery and called from the parking lot in front of the building. I
answered the phone. We‟d had a lot of rain, and she wanted to make sure someone was in the
office. She needed help bringing in some boxes.
Lana was on the phone, so I went out. When she saw me, she said, “Oh, Sweetie. . .this is too
much for you. Let me see if there‟s a man around.”
I “struggled” with the heavy box and “managed” to carry it into the office. But, my goodness. . .
I nearly got the vapors!
I was such a delicate flower.
***
I found myself considering one more visit to the church.

It would be the last Sunday there for my dear friend, who was leaving his post as Music Director.
He‟d be playing one final organ concert after the service. Regardless of my feelings toward the
religion, I wanted to attend that event.
He was the reason we joined. My wife sang in his choir, and many times he brought me to tears
when thoughts of my father, an organist and choir director for 60 years, came rushing back with
some bit of music he played.
I was in awe of his talent, yet he was so down-to-earth and self-effacing. He loved puns and silly
humor, as did I.
Of course, he knew me not as Kenna but as my alter ego, who needed to represent me in some
situations still. I wondered sometimes how close friends such as he would react to learning my
secret. It was hard to predict which ones would fall away.
I suspected he‟d be conflicted. He was very religious and held some views that were at odds with
what I knew to be true. He believed, for example, that homosexuality can be cured. So I
imagined he would counsel me to seek therapy to rid myself of all this silly gender confusion.
It was hard to imagine that someone with whom I was so friendly could shun me because of this,
but that‟s the ugly truth about the way we have to live. There are no guarantees.
All we can do is be who we are, endure the pain as it comes and draw strength from the fact that
only we can see inside ourselves and know the truth.
***
After a day spent trying to keep my own business from collapsing, I was finally back at the
office
To coin a phrase, “A day as Kenna is better than a day as Ray”. My name isn‟t Ray – or anything
close to Ray – but I do have a poetic license and I‟m not afraid to use it.
Lana offered me free admission to a performance of the ballet “Romeo and Juliet” at a local
megachurch the following week. My wife wasn‟t working that night, and we made plans to go. It
was no big deal in the overall scheme of things, but it would be a giant step for Kenna into
public. And being invited by a woman friend to any sort of event made me feel very special.
There was a rush of confidence that came with someone saying, in effect, “I will be comfortable
helping you to adapt to circumstances involving others who don‟t know you.”
We had a walk- in customer that afternoon – someone who wanted to buy tickets. That‟s not
something we handled. All we could do was take their information and have someone contact

them. Most of the time, all of that happened on the phone. I was able to provide details, answer
questions and have her fill out a form – all without her batting an eye.
I was so far into the role now that I couldn‟t conceive of anything happening there that would be
a problem for me. Now, I needed to carry that confidence into the world at large.
Unless I left this new found plateau of normalcy, I‟d never know how far beyond it I might have
gone. The ballet was a first step. It could serve as a prelude to attending some of the concerts
being sponsored by the organization. One of my fears in those situations was the very real
possibility that I would encounter someone who didn‟t know me as Kenna.
I wasn‟t particularly driven to push the limits, b ut I knew I must. I needed to grow. It would have
been easier not to, of course. And not as scary. Of course, I had been unduly worried about so
many things regarding my venture into volunteer work. And everything had turned out so much
better than I could have expected.
I did take one step out of my zone of comfort.
There was a large state university in town, and I wrote to the head of the Department of
Psychology. I told him that I‟d be willing to be part of any sort of education/outreach program
that might help the students to understand better what it‟s like to be gender dysphoric.
The prospect of speaking before a group didn‟t frighten me at all. I had no fear of situations in
which people knew in advance that I was transgender. It was only the chance of being “outed” in
an embarrassing way in public that made me wary.
I had an invitation from the ballet on my desk to attend their upcoming Volunteer Orientation
and Social for the next season. Although I hadn‟t done any work for them in a while, I was still
on their list of those who were willing to help.
The first time I had the chance to attend a group event such as that, I was too nervous to go.
Since then, however, I‟d had weeks of exposure to all sorts of people. My attitude was changing.
I found myself much more inclined to interact, so others could learn that transgender people are,
in all ways save one, quite normal.
***
I spent so much time in pursuit of reasons and explanations.
It never made sense, this way I felt. I‟m a rational person. Things must adhere to known patterns.

Why, as a child, was I driven to crossdress? I was male. I was like other males in other ways.
They didn‟t do this, did they? Why did I have those thoughts?
Why, as a teen, did I feel a bond with girls but no lust for them? I had the same physical urges as
did the other guys, but I could not see girls as objects or as prizes to be won. Why?
Why, as an adult, could I not suppress the need for things female? I was grown, in charge of my
own mind, but helpless in the face of this. One “took action,” “overcame,” “put it to rest”: That‟s
how problems were solved. But that approach – for this – didn‟t work. Why?
Why did I buy women‟s clothes again and again. . .only to dispose of them later, thinking I could
stop for good? Why did I want to go out in feminine garb? Why did I risk exposure, ridicule and
shame? Why couldn‟t I beat this?
Later, it was “Why does this happen? Why am I like this? Why is there no cure?” And “Why is
willpower not enough?”
Then, it finally sank in. Time after time, I heard it from others. Stop asking “why”. No one
knows for sure. The point is that it‟s useless to spend time trying to figure it out. It simply is.
You can‟t make it not exist.
You can accept and adapt. That‟s the limit of your power.
***
I was up early – way too early. I got out of bed before five o‟clock, for no reason.
On that particular day, I wanted to be “hot”. For whom? For what? I don‟t know. That‟s just how
it was. I wanted to look good. The day before was simple, tasteful, unremarkable. That day was
sexy.
It was part of the rush of new feelings I‟d had to cope with since letting Kenna have her way.
Before, I had given little thought to how I dressed. I was neat, presentable, boring. Now, there
were “looks”.
Do the clothes control the mood, or vice versa? Knowing I looked good would make me feel
good. My ego would lap up the compliments from Ann and Lana. The part of me that was female
would savor the validation.
I wasn‟t depressed, needing a boost. My mental state was the same as before. So what was this
“hot” thing all about?

I had so much to learn.
***
We saw a depiction on television of “brotherhood”. My wife observed that I didn‟t belong to one
but had, rather, developed a sisterhood that was more extensive than hers.
I think that was an overstatement. Although I had bonded with some women since starting my
volunteer work, I couldn‟t pretend to be as close to them as they were to each other.
I was given a peek into that world, but I‟ll never know what it‟s like to live there. Nor could I
experience true brotherhood. I‟m somewhere in the middle, I suppose.
I have a few male acquaintances who I consider friends. But because they do not know me, the
bond is inherently dishonest. Were I to reveal my true self, it would likely evaporate.
I‟m drawn to women, and I do relish those moments of closeness that I am granted. Much of
what brings them together, though, is common experience – the struggles they share. Having
lived most of my life as a male, I know nothing of that.
So even now that I‟ve presented myself as Kenna, I‟m careful to distinguish among the words
“feminine”, “female” and “woman”.
The first two may define me, to a degree. The last one does not.

Chapter 15
Let‟s see if I can make any sense of this.
You can‟t truly love another unless and until you love yourself. By fully accepting myself as
Kenna, I had become someone who radiated genuine affection.
People who are loved tend to reciprocate. That‟s why I was getting such strong support and made
so many new friends in a relatively short period of time. I was happier and much more open. I
cared, and they knew I did.
Lana told me that her boyfriend was about to commit to going overseas to teach English for
twelve months. She thought he was planning it for next year – but now it was going to be next
month. As it happened, I lived in the country in question for five years. And I taught English
there. So we could talk about it. But more importantly, I felt her sorrow at possibly losing her
very first boyfriend. He was a good man, and she was deeply in love. He‟d asked her to leave her
job and accompany him, but she wouldn‟t do that unless they were married.
At that moment – when she and I were talking – there was nothing more important in the world
to me than her pain and my wish to help heal it. I felt so blessed to be the kind of person to
whom others could reach out for support.
The love had always been there, but now it showed.
***
There were hundreds of people filing in to enjoy a staging of the ballet “Romeo and Juliet” with
full orchestral accompaniment. And there I was – right in the middle of it all.
My wife had decided she was too tired to go. So I hoped Lana wouldn‟t cancel at the last minute
and leave me with no one to talk to.
Parking was across the street from the venue, so I had to walk about a city block with many other
attendees arriving at the same time. No one paid the slightest attention to me, and what little
nervousness I felt began to dissipate quickly. With a scan of my ticket and a quick consultation
with an usher, I was on my way to my seat. Moving with the crowd, I had no time to think much
about it.
I heard Lana call my name and saw her waving. She had brought her boyfriend, her mother and
one of her mother‟s friends, and she introduced me to them. My seat was at the other end of the

next row, and she and her boyfriend came and chatted with me for quite a while before the
performance got underway.
Intermission was a bit uncomfortable. When the lights came up, I was sitting there alone while
people milled around. But then Lana and Jim stopped by again and I didn‟t feel so vulnerable.
It was during the second act that I found myself relaxing and starting to get out of myself and
into the performance. I‟m no fan of ballet, but I must say I would be inclined now to go again. It
was beautiful.
As we were leaving, I joined Lana‟s group and we had a lively discussion in the lobby. Her mom
was extremely nice to me and said that her daughter really enjoyed having me in the office. Jim
hadn‟t seen where Lana worked yet, and he said he wanted to make sure he came by on a day
when I would be there. We all chatted and joked as we made our way across the street to our
cars.
At no time during the three hours did I see anyone point, stare or give the slightest indication that
I was viewed as anything other than a woman (which, in case you came in late, I am not. . .).
This experience gave me the courage I needed to attend the ballet‟s Volunteer Orientation and
Social the following week.
Specifically, it reinforced my confidence that I could be accepted on the strength of my
personality regardless of my gender presentation. I was beginning to see it on a much smaller
scale in the office, but this was my first exposure to the general public.
And, this is another example of how “passing” is largely a matter of self-confidence. I was
comfortable in my role and didn‟t give a lot of thought to the minute details of my appearance
once I left the house. It was just a matter of checking the hair and the clothes occasionally to see
that everything was still in order – as anyone else would do.
I was deeply grateful to my young friend Lana for giving me the gentle push I needed to take that
big step.
When I came home, my wife said she had been worried about me. She told me many times that
she would have no problem going out with someone else who was crossdressed but couldn‟t
stand the thought of me being ridiculed or possibly harmed. No matter how careful I am, I
believe, she will always have those fears.
***

I now had two invitations that required a response. One was for the ballet‟s Volunteer
Orientation and Social, and the other was for the RSVP‟s annual recognition luncheon a week
later.
I knew people in both of these groups, and they always said they would love to have me attend
their functions if I‟d be comfortable doing so.
Comfort was the key word. Having seen all the names in the ballet‟s volunteer database, I knew I
won‟t have any awkward encounters at their event. The RSVP luncheon was a different matter.
That would include volunteers from all over the area. I could come face to face with a person
whose knowledge of Kenna could have unwanted repercussions.
So “yes” on the first one. . .”maybe” on the second. I‟d have to give it some thought.
Meanwhile, Ann and Lana were urging me to attend another fun event that Sunday night to
celebrate the beginning of the arts season. I loved that they want to include me in those kinds of
things, but they had to understand that I needed to consider the risks before I could commit. Ann
appreciated my position but thought it was a shame that I couldn‟t just be who I was and let
people deal with it. I could have, of course, but I chose not to.
Both of my coworkers/friends were leaning heavily on me for advice and opinions regarding all
sorts of things as we headed into the busy part of the year. I felt very much like part of the team.
There were some new volunteers and interns coming in to help, but I enjoyed a special status.
***
It was a day to get my hair cut and see my friends at the salon. Everyone was friendly as usual –
going out of their way to talk to me and, in the case of one very nice young lady who had only
recently been hired, coming over to introduce herself. The receptionist had a glass of wine being
poured for me when I walked in. It was such a wonderful group of people. The owner created a
fun yet professional atmosphere.
I saw a phrase that I thought quite nicely summed up my transformation. I‟m sure some will
disagree. Remember, though – I‟m specifying “my”. This concept will not fit all transgender
people.
I had not become a woman. I had “assumed the role”. This sidestepped both the chromosome
issue and my personal definition of a woman as not only a genetic entity but also a product of her
gender-specific upbringing and socialization.

Essentially, I was saying I wanted to be treated as a woman my age would be treated. I would
alter my appearance to make it easier for people to respond to me in that manner. If I did not do
so, they would treat me as a male.
Much as a good actor wants you to believe he is the person he is portraying, I wanted others to
accept me as the female whose script had been written in my mind. That person was an
approximation of a woman – nothing more. I‟d taken the part, and I hoped to play it better as
time went on.
It was, as they say, “the role of a lifetime”.
***
I wrote to Susan at RSVP, telling her that I would attend the luncheon on the 25th.
She was full of surprises. Instead of just saying she was glad I was going, she asked if I want to
help her greet people as they walked in or hand out raffle tickets and surveys.
Susan had been my biggest supporter since the day I first spoke to her on the phone. She knew I
was nervous and taking baby steps toward feeling comfortable outside the office. If she had her
way, she would have dragged me into public and dared anyone to say a word.
I didn‟t commit to being at the door, but she gave me her cell phone number in case I arrived
early and wanted to assist behind the scenes before anyone was allowed to come in. I knew two
other staff members who would be there, and a couple of other volunteers would be helping them
get things ready. I‟d have a good chance to become acclimated a little more slowly.
***
The ballet‟s event was very nice, and I was so glad I attended.
First of all, there were no problems. There wasn‟t the slightest indication that anyone there
noticed me unless I knew the person or initiated conversation.
I was a little nervous standing in line, but once I got up to the check- in table, I was fine. That‟s
because Kathy‟s husband was sitting there, and he and I were friends. He greeted me warmly by
name, told me to fill out a name tag and handed me a ticket for the door prize raffle.
A photographer asked me to stop for a picture as I entered the room, but I smiled and told him
I‟d rather not.

The bar was on my right. I got a glass of white wine, and as I turned around, Kathy came up and
gave me a hug. She apologized for not needing volunteer help recently, and I told her I was being
kept quite busy elsewhere. She said the Marketing Director might soon have some web site copy
for me to work on. I was next to that person in the buffet line later, and we talked about it.
I wanted to try to blend in, so I headed for a table where others were seated and asked if I could
join them. We were off to the side, and I had a clear view of most of the room. I never saw
anyone looking at me. Once again, I was amazed that I could sit in a group of a hundred or so
people and not attract undue attention. How was that possible?
***
It had been a year since I began working as a transgender volunteer. Here are some lessons I had
learned along the way:
Sometimes, fear has no basis in fact. The common sense remark of my friend Susan resonated:
“What do you think is going to happen?” Fear of the unknown is pointless and debilitating.
There‟s nothing to confront...no strategy to implement.
Attitude counts a lot. As my wife put it, “What matters most is what you project.” That‟s the
only way to explain the fact that a rather large genetic male could present as female in a crowd of
women and not draw attention. I knew I was Kenna; therefore, I was. Simple.
I‟m not one to seize upon anything that smacks of a feminine characteristic and use it to build the
case that I must be female. You and I have traveled that road, so you know my feelings on the
subject. But it‟s obvious to me that I bond with women. Males, in some ways, are outsiders to
me.
I had progressed. Challenges that once loomed large were met and overcome. There was no plan
or road map. It became a matter of taking whatever life as Kenna presented and making the most
of it.
***
My biggest test was yet to come.
In a few days, I‟d be helping the RSVP staff and other volunteers set up for the luncheon. Then,
when the doors opened, I‟d encounter a couple of hundred new faces – praying that none of them
looked familiar.

What was at stake here? There was a possibility, albeit remote, that someone who knew my alter
ego might realize that (1) she‟s not quite what she appears to be and (2) she looks like. . . “Oh,
no! Could it be. . .?”
So then what? Probably nothing. It would be, for the most part, a group of seniors. No one would
be likely to stand up and shout, “Hot dang! That ain‟t no woman!” One would hope so, at least.
The only people of that age with which my alter ego had much contact were at the church, where
they were kept so active that they wouldn‟t have had much time for outside volunteering.
And, based upon all I‟d been told, I looked some twenty years younger as Kenna. I was aware of
gestures and movement that say “male” and avoided them. I‟d been living and learning the role
for quite a while by then, and I was getting good at it.
Really, there was little cause for concern. So I planned to go, enjoy myself and feel better for
having taken one more step forward.
And, of course, it was a free meal.

Chapter 16
It was another relaxing day at the office.
Lana was there in the morning, and I got started right away with a big mailing project. The first
concert would be in just a couple of months, and people who bought tickets for any or all of the
performances would be receiving them the following week.
Around Noon, Ann arrived, followed closely by Mary, another volunteer. I had been hearing her
name since I started there in June but had not yet met her.
We talked a bit as we were working. She was a very positive person, with an interesting
background. Among other things, she spent time in Guyana as a member of the Peace Corps.
She grew up in Liverpool, and I asked if she was the re during the Beatles‟ heyday. I was
surprised to learn that she worked at the Cavern Club, where they played, and later at a sandwich
shop they frequented. She knew them all quite well.
Ann bought us lunch, and the three of us ate and talked politics. Lana had left for an appointment
The subject of Mary‟s friend never came up, but I was sure she‟d have plenty to tell her.
I certainly had a lot of good people on my side – not the least of those was my wife, who made
the difficult choice to live with all this because she understood my need for fulfillment. I‟d be
hard-pressed to find sufficient words to express what she means to me.
***
What an experience!
It took a while for the magnitude of what I had accomplished to start to hit home.
Everything went so incredibly well. I had no trouble finding the luncheon site, and I asked a
security guard where the event was being held. After parking, I had to walk about a city block to
the entrance with other arriving guests. I called Susan, and she directed me to where she was.
There really was nothing for me to do, so I had some time to kill “behind the scenes”.
Let me set the stage: A huge banquet hall. Eight round tables wide, with eight seats per table, and
ten rows deep. Over six hundred people outside the room, waiting for the doors to open in about
forty- five minutes. Servers buzzing around, setting up for lunch. And me, sitting alone, scanning
the list of volunteers, hoping not to find names I recognized.

Susan offered to put me at the head table, but I really didn‟t want that much visibility. So she
directed me to a front row side table reserved for the entertainers if they wanted to eat. As it
turned out, I was sitting alone a lot of the time – which made me stand out even more! It was
okay, though. She kept telling people about the work I was doing on their web site, and they
came over to thank me and chat a little. I also spent time talking to one of the young men taking
pictures. He was heavily involved in trying to promote RSVP, and he appreciated my input.
There was a singer on the program – someone I knew quite well in the eighties and nineties when
I worked in local radio production. It would have been interesting to interact with her as Kenna.
She would not have made the connection. But she elected to skip lunch, so I missed that
opportunity.
I needed to use the rest room twice. That required that I attract attention by standing up and
walking out. Then, I had to follow a long route to another side of the building. There were many
activities underway, and plenty of people were milling around the lobby. When I got to the
ladies‟ room, I ducked into the closest stall and was as unobtrusive as I could be. I had no
problems.
What more can I say about Susan? She was such a dear friend and staunch supporter. With all
she had on her mind as one of the people in charge of the activities, she still came by periodically
to talk and make sure I was okay. And, she sent me an email later saying she was glad I came
and hoped I had a good time.
After I returned to the office, Ann was glad to hear that everything turned out well. She knew I
had been concerned. The next step, she says, is to go to the five orchestral concerts they were
presenting.
***
I was on quite a roller coaster ride. Just at the point of my greatest “success”, I found myself
thinking once again of going back.
Living two lives was becoming more difficult. Returning to just one would be much easier, if a
bit painful. Either option could be problematic, but reverting would be much less so because the
pain would affect only me.
One of the hardest things to deal with was the possibility of people who knew me as Kenna
encountering me otherwise. It made me fear that they‟d see what I was doing as simply a dressup game. At the same time, there were those who d id not know Kenna at all. And for them I‟d
chosen to perpetuate an illusion.

There could be situations in which there was a confluence of both. My dual role was already
dictating whom my wife and I could see where and in what combinations. And therein lay the
problem I‟d created for us by not wanting others to know me both ways. Things should not have
been revolving around me. That wasn‟t fair to her.
So I was at least considering the possibility that the arc of Kenna‟s existence would be shorter
than I might have liked.
***
Sometimes, in my blog, I‟d go off on a tangent and empty my mind of a few random thoughts.
Writing something as serious as the above makes me want to lighten up for a moment.
I love ice cream. I mean, I love it. We can‟t even buy it, lest its siren call from the freezer draw
me to it again and again – my gut all the while growing larger. I don‟t like things in it, though.
That is to say I don‟t like things that don‟t dissolve or go down smoothly. If I wanted to chew,
would I be eating ice cream? I think not.
I know a bit about many things but a lot about nearly nothing. People who don‟t know better
think that I‟m intellectual. No.
My mind works in strange ways. If I expressed some of the thoughts that occur to me outside the
confines of my home, I might be confined outside of my home. I think they‟re funny. My wife
thinks they‟re one of the many prices she‟s paid for having married me.
We inherited a parakeet from my mother- in- law. I‟ve tried to teach it some phrases, but all it
says is something that sounds like “wheat”. So I‟m forced to construct questions for which that‟s
the right answer. Stupid bird.
I‟ve never been to an open casket funeral where I didn‟t think at least once that I saw the body
move.
I still don‟t have a favorite color, and I‟m running out of time.
***
It was time to visit my hair stylist again, and when she asked, “What are we doing today?” I
didn‟t say the usual, “Just not the standard male cut.” I said, “You know what? I‟m tired of
compromising. Let‟s start working toward a feminine style.” So we started letting it grow out,
and we planned to do something fun with it. I didn‟t know what, and that was okay.

Returning to the office after being gone for almost a week, I found that Ann and Lana were very
glad to see me as usual. They brought me up to date on everything that had happened in my
absence.
I got a friendly “Thank you, ma‟am” from the UPS guy. A woman who helped raise funds for
arts organizations – one of the first people I met when I started working in that office – chose the
chair in front of my desk to sit in and engaged me in conversation. Any time I saw her, she
thanked me for volunteering.
Lana‟s boyfriend Jim came in to help stuff envelopes. His visa approval was imminent, and he
would leave for Korea shortly afterward. Lana had a “promise” ring from him. He had a webcam
for his laptop so they would be able to communicate by video.
Ann brought us lunch again – Chinese that time. She reminded me of Elaine on “Seinfeld” when
she talked about her social life. She stopped seeing one man because he had no eyelashes and
another because she didn‟t like his countertops. I had a dish on my desk with candy in it. Ann
was always buying snacks and then telling me to help eat them because she shouldn‟t. And I
should?
Waxing philosophical again, I wondered aloud to my wife how something like this that seemed
so right could be considered sick or perverted by so many people.
***
I didn‟t play by the rules.
I did nothing the way I was supposed to do it. “Transgender Person Of The Year”? Not a
snowball‟s chance. I didn‟t even enter.
First, I didn‟t see a therapist. I had a silly belief that I knew myself better than anyone else ever
could know me. And, I‟d studied this condition for fourteen years. My head was on straight. It
just happened not to match my body.
So, I should have fixed that. Surgery: face, trachea, naughty bits. Whittle me into a woman, Doc.
Well, I hadn‟t. And I won‟t.
That voice. . . Work on it! Nope. Electrolysis, then. No. I tried, but it hurts. What beard was left
was thin and slow-growing. Not a problem. A minor inconvenience.
Conventional wisdom says that hormones will have no significant effect on someone my age.
Well, a simple regimen of oral estrogen taken sublingually along with a minimal dosage o f anti-

androgen produced results that were quite impressive, thank you very much. My cups runneth
over.
Advanced age cuts you some slack, and nature helps you along by making men a little more like
women and vice versa. With little makeup, I passed well. My legs were long and – so I‟m told –
great. My skin tone was good, my shape lent itself to nice clothes, and I carried myself with
confidence.
But don‟t be like me, kids. Seriously. This is too big a thing to be taken lightly. A lot of very
smart, very caring people have given plenty of thought to the right way to handle transition.
Listen to them.
My journey is my own alone, and it just happens to have been the right one for me. All I‟m
trying to do is show you one path to the working world.
Take this from what you read here: Be yourself, get out of your own way and see what‟s around
the corner.
* * ** * *
I was thinking about how our bodies start giving us unexpected gifts when we reach a certain
age.
After decades of faithfully growing hair on top of our heads, the body decides, “Wait. Why don‟t
I try something just a tad more creative?” And so, without warning, hairs start showing up in the
strangest of places. In the ear? Ah, yes. . .quite useful, thank you – a nice complement to those in
my nose, which now are energized and growing with abandon.
And what better way to highlight a mole than to festoon it with hair? That says in no uncertain
terms to everyone, “Look! Not only do I have this quite unsightly „thing‟ but there are these
filaments waving in the breeze to draw your attention to it!” Speaking of moles, I have but one
question: Why?
Spots, splotches, random hair. . . We become merely a canvas as we get old and the body turns
artistic.
***
So my wife said to me, “Breasts don‟t make any sense. Two things just hanging off the front of
your body. And you‟re trying to grow them.”

Well, “trying” is a mighty strong word. It‟s not like I gritted my teeth, held my breath and
pushed real hard and out they popped. No. . .they just sort of appeared over time – a result, at
least in part, of the hormone regimen. And I suspect they‟re mostly fat that would dissipate if I
lost the extra fifteen pounds I carry around.
Be that as it may, I didn‟t expect them, but since they‟re here they‟re certainly welcome to stay.
It‟s a minor inconvenience having them but much less so as we enter the cooler part of the year.
During the hot and muggy summer months, I‟m not free to wear just a t-shirt among the
unsuspecting. And I wear one that‟s two sizes too small under other garments to keep things in
check.
I went to the VA Medical Center to have a dermatologist look at a suspicious patch on my skin.
It was clearly visible at the neckline, but he asked me to remove my shirts so he could check for
other things I might not be able to see. That was a bit awkward, but it‟s something I had to get
used to.
It‟s not uncommon to encounter gynocomastia in males my age and beyond, so I‟m sure that
wasn‟t the VA doctor‟s first time seeing old guy hooters. But mine are rather more prominent
than most.
I just wanted to get that off my chest.
***
The first orchestral concert of the series was in just a few days.
I had two free tickets, and my wife and I were planning to go. This would be my first event as
Kenna that I wouldn‟t be attending alone. So we might encounter someone who knew us both. I
thought the chances were slim, given that the orchestra was not particularly well-known and
ticket sales had been slow. In any event, I wasn‟t going to let that minor concern affect how I
presented myself.
I couldn‟t imagine dressing otherwise, in fact, because so many people involved knew me quite
well by then. The office staff and board members all accepted me without question.
As a volunteer, I had a pass that allowed me to park in the VIP lot, so we wouldn‟t have far to
walk. I‟d been to that venue many times and knew my way around. I expected to be nervous at
first, but the familiarity of the surroundings would help me to calm down quickly.
Some of the older patrons had the reputation of being quite stuffy and snobbish about the
performances. There were letters on file complaining about others who made noise or didn‟t
dress well enough.

I decided to stifle my impulse to sneak in some popcorn and lob it out of the balcony after the
lights went down. (Bad Kenna! Bad!)
The last Thursday before the first concert was very busy. There was so much to do for the
performance and the various parties and such that surrounded it.
Pat, the retired office manager, had been coming in to help. She had done it for years and was
very organized. I liked her a lot and wished I could have worked in the office while she was still
employed. She never failed to give me a hug, and we bantered back and forth the whole time she
was there.
I did whatever work was given to me, and it never let up. I had never seen so much activity there.
People were in and out all day long. I lost count of the number I met for the first time. Everyone
was very friendly, and so many knew me by name. I must have been the topic of quite a few
conversations. And that was okay, because I‟d given no one a reason to say anything other than
good things about me.
I marveled at Ann‟s ability to keep a cool head in the middle of that much stress. She was just as
calm as usual and joking with us all day.
I was very tired by the time we finished, but it felt good to have been able to help.

Chapter 17
Friday was more intense than Thursday.
When Pat worked there, she‟d start preparations earlier and make sure that the final few days
before the concert were free to handle any last minute crises.
We were busy all day without a break. Because of the people involved, though, there was no
stress – just everyone working together in good humor to get things accomplished. At one point,
Lana looked at me and joked, “I‟m going to Korea”.
I started to hit a wall around three o‟clock. I had been pet-sitting for friends, and that involved
leaving the house at six-thirty each morning. There was a late-night visit, too. That and the stress
of working on my own company‟s needs seemed to be taking an extra toll that week.
As I was trying to get a second wind, the orchestra management office called to confirm that we
had arranged for there to be a celesta on stage. A what? None of us knew what it was. Sure
enough – the request was there, buried in the contract‟s addenda. It had been overlooked.
One definition of “celesta” is something that‟s extremely hard to locate on a Friday afternoon.
The other definition (arguably more accepted) is a musical instrument played with a keyboard
that sounds like a glockenspiel (Think “Dance Of The Sugar Plum Fairy” from “The
Nutcracker”). Reportedly, there was one in town. It was privately-owned and was reported to be
stored at the theater where the orchestra was to perform. But that fact had not been confirmed
when I left at five o‟clock.
I was looking forward to seeing the results of all our efforts.
***
Other than the fact that it was my wife‟s first time attending an event with Kenna, the concert
was uneventful. We just enjoyed the experience as any two people would.
On the way in, she had to remind me to drop my shoulders. They seem to go up when I‟m tense.
I was worried until I had a chance to scan the crowd, but she told me later that she wasn‟t at all
nervous.
A surprising number of people greeted me by name. Some I didn‟t recognize, but I guess I must
have met them in the office. I had a chance to introduce my wife to Pat, and we stopped and
talked to Lana. Pat told me I looked beautiful, which was very nice to hear.

It occurred to me that I felt the need to dress as Kenna in order not to disappoint the people with
whom I worked. That was the diametric opposite of my desire not to reveal Kenna to those
friends and relatives whose relationships with me might be put at risk.
So, once again, I found myself trying to please others. In a public situation such as that, it was
possible that I might encounter members of both groups. And I could not make everyone happy.
But what I learned at the concert is that I was becoming much less concerned abo ut the people
who didn‟t know Kenna. Afterward, I was moving around in a very large crowd, and I soon
stopped thinking about who might be there or even who might be staring at me. I had helped
prepare for the event, I knew many who were working to make it successful, and I felt very much
a part of it all. I was liked and appreciated.
It was another small step out of the comfort zone and a very healthy one.
***
A member of the Board of Directors – a woman with whom I was quite friendly – referred to me
as “he” in a comment she made to Lana in my presence. I let it pass, of course, but it left me with
the odd feeling I always had when that happened.
I knew it was perfectly natural. I didn‟t hold it against anyone. Who really gives a thought to
what‟s proper and polite in that situation? Most people don‟t mean to offend.
So why did I feel a bit hurt? Because I hated being seen as a man in a dress, even though to the
average person that‟s precisely what I was. They accepted, but they didn‟t understand. And I
couldn‟t stop the conversation each time to explain.
I‟ll always take advantage of an opportunity to educate someone. But it‟s not often appropriate to
do it at the moment the offense occurs. So I would try to make my point later – in a nice way – if
she and I were talking under other circumstances.
More troubling to me than the perceived slight was my reaction. For a few minutes thereafter, I
had an urge to go back into the closet. Was I that fragile? I guess I felt briefly that all my efforts
had been for naught; I was still seen as a male.
Some readers who have walked this path are probably thinking, “Welcome to Transgender 101”.
I suppose this is something I‟ll face for the rest of my life.
I had settled into a schedule, spending the first couple of days each week playing my company
owner role and looking forward to transforming myself later into the exotic temptress that was
Kenna.

Okay. Understandably, you‟re not buying that last part. Exotic? Hardly. Temptress? Not even
through the worst conceivable alcoholic haze at closing time in the only bar in a town completely
devoid of women.
Seriously, though, what a great feeling it was...knowing that there were people who expected to
see Kenna at nine o‟clock in the morning. They looked forward to me being at the office because
we always had such a nice day together. I maintained a sense of humor no matter what happened,
and Ann and Lana were pretty funny, too.
Most mornings when I was getting ready to go, I was struck by the dichotomy of my position. It
seemed strange to be going to all the trouble to dress that way, but it would have seemed just as
strange not to be doing it.
I was Kenna, and that‟s how I looked. But there was still a certain amount of residual thought
regarding the innate silliness of a genetic male presenting as a female. I felt much the same way
when I overdressed in a masculine way to meet with my business partners once a week.
I was walking a tightrope, and I couldn‟t fall off on either side.
What had transpired since I first wrote to the Ballet and to RSVP, explaining my wants and
needs in terms of volunteering? Some 200 instances of interacting with others as Kenna, with no
negative experiences. Development of a new circle of women friends, all of whom were
supportive. Eighteen thousand visits to my blog.
I was happier, much more confident, and fulfilled. Call it what you will: transsexual, two-spirit
person, gender- gifted, etc. It‟s who and what I was, and it was okay.
There may be someone reading this who is thinking, “I could never do what you did.”
That‟s not so. I surely have no special skills or abilities that brought it about. I‟m tall and
certainly not feminine. I wasn‟t brimming with confidence. In fact, I was frightened.
It was the “must” factor. You may know the feeling well. It‟s what drives you out of the closet
and into public. You may not understand it. I know I never did. All I did was to channel that
need into a more responsible activity.
The world out there is not nearly as scary as you might think it is. Just take care, be prudent and
be yourself.
As far as we know, we go around only this one time.
Come out and play.

***
I didn‟t turn heads. Was that a good thing or a bad thing? I wanted so much not to be noticed,
and I wasn‟t. But, hey. . .
When I saw a picture of my face, my eyes looked female to me. Does that make sense? I don‟t
mean they were made up to look that way. And I wasn‟t trying to convince myself. I was
shocked, in fact. If I saw it, did other people notice? The old saying about the eyes being
windows to the soul may have some merit.
For the most part, I didn‟t think about how I looked to others. I suppose that‟s because I was with
the same two people most of the time. But when I talked to someone else for a while, I began to
think, “Can‟t she tell? Surely it was obvious. How could she not give a clue that she knew?” I
never failed to be surprised when I was treated just like anyone else by a person who didn‟t know
my story.
I wondered if I‟d ever want to live full time as Kenna. I had no urge or need to do so. Before I
began the volunteer stint, though, I never would have thought I‟d be out as much as I was then. I
could have done more, too. But there was no value in that, as far as I could see. I‟d reached a
plateau, and maybe I‟d stay there forever.
***
There was a wall around me, decades old, of my own construction.
A door in the wall was locked, and I let no one enter. Sometimes I left but was back in a
moment‟s time. I was frightened.
“Why not come out?” I was asked by an oddly familiar voice. “Then you would be happy.”
“„Happy‟,” I‟d say, “is a relative state. I‟m just fine, and I cannot risk losing what I have just to
increase my happiness.”
“You have a right to be yourself,” came the answer. From behind the wall, I would say, “I can‟t.”
I knew the power of the other side. I had felt its pull on my brief forays out. And now it was so
much stronger. If I left, I could not return.
Yet, I did exactly that. I opened the door and took a step. And then more steps.
And when I looked back, the wall was gone.
There I was. I had arrived. I had become. I was me…but newly free.

And, as had been foretold, the simple act of being brought a joy I had never known.
To be oneself: taken for granted by most, a lifelong struggle for some.
In the end, I was blessed.
***
Halfway through a three-week holiday hiatus from the office, I found myself feeling no less like
Kenna and no more in need of an outlet.
That was good, in the sense that I was now less concerned about validation. No matter how I
dressed or where I went, I was the same in my mind. The mental adjustment had been made.
There was no vacillation now.
A new calm permeated my life, even in times of stress. I knew myself. I liked myself. That
secure feeling infused all that I did, and I saw improvements in relationships, confidence and
creativity.
All my life, I hid the one asset that would have let me be a more well-rounded person – a better
friend, partner and co-worker.
I think there‟s a lesson to be learned from this.
Keep an open mind to the thought that gender expression in the young that doesn‟t fit the binary
norm may be a sign of genuine, deep-seated knowledge that something isn‟t right. To chastise,
ostracize, marginalize or demonize someone of any age who is trying to make sense of this
conundrum is unfair and unkind.
Guided by caring persons, gender dysphoric youth can move on to enjoy much happier lives.
Left in the darkness of ignorance and hate, they will surely struggle with depression, selfloathing and perhaps worse.
This is not a choice, a whim, a sickness or a fetish. As a mature person who has both studied and
lived this life, I assure you that it‟s not something I would have sought or would advocate even
now.
What I do espouse, however, is the right of all to reach their highest potential as humans and to
do so unfettered by the prejudice and interference of others.
***

foundation garment, n. (1.) an item of special clothing worn by a person while meeting with
others to deliberate the disbursement of funds to charitable and non-profit organizations (2.) an
extremely restrictive item of clothing worn for the purpose of augmenting, hiding, reining in,
tethering, compressing, rearranging and otherwise forcing natural body development into
proportions deemed to be attractive by society at large (see also: pain)
I wrote this in the warm afterglow of a trip to the scale. How could I eat less and less and weigh
more and more? Doesn‟t that fly in the face of some immutable law of physics?
Not being gifted with a natural shapeliness, I did the best I could with what I had. But what I had
had a mind of its own, apparently. Why was there no girth control pill? I‟d have taken it in a
heartbeat, side effects be damned. I‟d have tolerated anything this side of rigor mortis. We could
put a man on the moon, but I was turning into a lard ass. (No offense meant to anyone who loves
lard. . .)
Unfortunately, I had to be satisfied with more of the same: industrial-strength support, steel
reinforcement, and the ever-present danger that something might give way and decimate a
population.
Or (and I was thinking out loud here), “titanium body suit, made to order”.
Inventors? Scientists? Anyone?

Chapter 18
For a couple of days, my thoughts had wandered to what the future held in terms of being Kenna.
We were planning to move away. It was just a matter of when we could sell the house.
My wife had expressed concern that I‟d be giving up my volunteer work. That didn‟t worry me.
But I was surprised to find myself envisioning other scenarios – ones that involved me living
much closer to full time as Kenna.
Part of it, I‟m sure, stemmed from Christmas. She bought me some clothing items and put as
much thought into the fit and color as she would have if she were buying me male items. I was
reminded once again that this was no game. We‟d reached a level at which she could see me as I
saw myself, and she was fine with that. She was anxious for me try on the swimsuit she had
ordered, and she evaluated my appearance just as she would that of any other woman.
After spending about two hours in the hot tub one night, we watched a television program about
two transsexuals who had found and married life partners. It was very touching, and I think it
went a long way toward showing the viewing public that there‟s only that one thing that makes
us any different from anyone else.
Our intention was to go to a much smaller town. It was beginning to appear possible that I could
establish myself there as Kenna without ever worrying about running into someone who knew
me otherwise. That freedom to be myself would be exhilarating. I imagined myself making
friends and having no fear of going places in public with them. My experience had taught me
that I passed as female pretty well.
So I tossed all these things around in my head as we worked our way through the practical
aspects of making the move happen.
***
The last work day before a concert was always a busy one, but we now performed together like a
well-oiled machine. Pat was there, and she knew all the preparation details, having been through
six seasons before she retired. If she hadn‟t been willing to come back to help in advance of the
events, I‟m not sure how things would have gotten done.
All four of us knew each other so well by then that it was always enjoyable in spite of the stress.
We even laughed our way through a printer mishap while Ann was gone. Pat needed to replace a

cartridge that captured used toner, and she handed the old one to Lana. I got the words “Don‟t
tip. . .” out before she tilted it enough to dump black toner powder on the leg of her favorite jeans
and the carpet. I saw the warning on the replacement instructions regarding that subject and
wrote a caption above it: “Attention – People Named Lana”. Fortunately, the vacuum cleaner
took care of the problem.
I told them I‟d go to the venue if they needed me to help, but everything was under control. Ann
had bought a new amplification system for making announcements, and I set that up and showed
them how to use it.
I encountered five or six individuals that day whom I hadn‟t met befo re, and none of them paid
any particular attention to me. I guess I‟d become so accustomed to being around new people
that I didn‟t give it much thought anymore. I could barely remember what it felt like to be
worried.
***
Anyone who‟s gender dysphoric knows the feeling: I gotta be me. I gotta be out.
I used to take advantage of any opportunity to appear, if furtively, in the world outside –
knowing full well what I was risking but seemingly unable to control my behavior. That need to
venture into public can be our undoing. At the very least, it‟s a stressful situation both for us and
for those who care about us.
I didn‟t have that urge anymore, and I sure didn‟t miss it. Even with all I now understood about
myself, however, I didn‟t know specifically what made it go away.
Hormones relieve the mental confusion, but I wasn‟t positive they‟d be sufficient to keep me
from wanting to get the validation of others.
Having the volunteer outlet helped a lot, but I could go for long periods without it and not feel
driven to seek other opportunities to leave the house.
My wife‟s total acceptance made a big difference. Without one or both of the other two factors,
though, would it have been enough?
Knowing the answers to those questions would be useful in terms of helping others navigate this
strange road we travel.
***
I had a decision to make.

My wife and I were to attend the upcoming concert, and it would draw a much broader audience
than did the others sponsored by the organization for which I volunteered. There was an
excellent chance that among the attendees would be people who would recognize us both but
were unaware of my secret. So the circumstances dictated that I appear as a male.
Ann, Lana and Pat knew me as Kenna – and no other way. I couldn‟t bear the thought of
destroying that image I had worked so hard to achieve.
So my wife and I planned to go together but be ready to stand apart if necessary. They would
recognize her and, by extension, me. Even the person at the “Will Call” window knew Kenna. I
had worked with her at my previous volunteer assignment, and she handled ticket sales for both
of the organizations.
The other option was to dress as usual and risk encountering someone who was oblivious to my
gender situation. That carried the risk of public embarrassment for my wife, and I wouldn‟t
subject her to that.
As with much in life, there was no way to please both sides. All I could do was follow my heart
and try to do as little damage as possible to the people about whom I cared the most.
Fortunately, I‟d reached a stage at which I didn‟t need to be out there saying, “I‟ll look the way I
like and the rest of the world be damned.” I had a perfect right to do that, of course, but I was
choosing instead to act according to my innate code of behavior.
This was but a minor complication, and it mattered little in the overall scheme of things. We
enjoyed the event, and my two little worlds did not collide.
***
Work at the office was slowing down dramatically prior to Christmas, and Ann said there really
wasn‟t much she could give me to do.
When I started volunteering there in the summer, things had been slow but the office manager
was about to retire. I was able to learn many of the tasks she performed and help get them
through the transition period before Lana was hired.
Although I knew that the assignment couldn‟t last forever, I found myself getting sad at the
thought of it ending because it meant so much to be accepted there. I had gained tremendous
confidence and was able to do things I never would have thought possible. That experience so
shaped my identity that I now believed I could take on whatever challenges the future might
hold.

When I was at the Ballet office, I thought that would be the pinnacle of my success. But that
tapered off and I went on to better things.
So I sent a message to my friend Susan telling her I‟d be willing to consider yet another
volunteer opportunity. I was candid about my feelings of regret regarding the situation. On this
journey, she had always been my staunchest supporter other than my wife. She knew my talents
and my special needs and would surely find something I could do to help.
I knew I shouldn‟t lose sight of the fact that my mental well-being depended upon having that
interplay with other people. It was simple enough to rationalize staying home when there was so
much going on, but I couldn‟t afford to do that for long. I could be stoic in some ways, but this
was one aspect of my life where that was detrimental. And the longer I was away from
volunteering as Kenna, the harder it would be to go back.
***
They hung there mute, but I knew what they were saying.
“Wear us. You never wear us anymore.”
Not having done volunteer work for a while, I‟d reverted to a sort of bland, androgyne image that
allowed me to come and go throughout the day.
“Look at you. You could be so attractive, but you dress like this?”
I didn‟t feel attractive. And I couldn‟t allow myself to relax and lose my laser focus on what
needed to be accomplished in order to facilitate our move.
“We could help, you know. Remember that other part of you that needs to be fed? It‟s starving
now. Why don‟t you let us help?”
Why wouldn‟t they leave me alone?
“Because it‟s important. How do you think we felt when you left us all here and went to the
concert? Are you ashamed of us?”
“Well, that was a little complicated.”
“Fine. Why don‟t you just take us to the Salvation Army so we can be with all the other castoff
clothes?”
“You‟re not castoff clothes. I just. . .”

“You what? Listen. . . Are you going back to the way you were? Denying yourself? Risking
depression?”
“No. I‟ll never go back. You know, you‟re pretty astute as woven fibers go.”
“Thank you, we think. So what‟s the plan?”
“I‟m going to make the effort to get you back into my life. Maybe a trip to the club. Another
volunteer job. Make an effort to look nicer at home.”
“Good. We were afraid you‟d skirt the issue.”
“Hey. . .nobody likes clothing puns.”
“Sorry.”
***
After devoting some effort to trying to get the house ready to sell, I found that I had some free
time and wanted to get back on track with my volunteer job.
Still hoping to prolong the assignment I liked so much, I wrote an email to Ann asking if she
could use me even occasionally. My wife and I had talked about it at dinner, and we agreed that
it wasn‟t healthy for me not to have that outlet.
Ann replied that she‟d love to have me come back one day a week. Pat would be leaving again,
and she could put me to work on some computer-based projects.
There was nothing in my life then like the exquisite p leasure of being greeted by woman friends
in the morning and spending a few minutes sharing the details of our lives.
I carried Kenna within me always, of course, but I was proud to know that I‟d reached a point at
which I could walk into a public setting and be accepted by others. No shame, no sneaking
around, no concerns. When I wasn‟t at the office, I did miss that feeling of being liberated from
my secret for a while.
So it was time to get used to dressing up again. The gender-neutral slob look was getting old, and
I would have to re-orient myself to going back to the work environment. The thought that it was
somehow silly had crept into my mind once again. And it may well have been. But I had to push
myself to do it anyway – if only for the sake of my sanity. Once I was back in that mode, of
course, it seemed normal.
***

I found myself concerned again not with how I was dressed but with how I used my hands. I was
very aware of what gestures and movements said “female” and which ones shouted “male”.
Having been away from the office for a while, I had to focus intently upon those little things that
I hadn‟t needed to practice in the interim. We didn‟t even go to the club during that time.
It‟s not that I was afraid of getting busted. I couldn‟t have been in a more forgiving environment.
But I felt that if they were nice enough to treat me as female I should make every effort to justify
their kindness.
My wife was so glad that I didn‟t have to start again somewhere else. She liked Ann and Lana
very much and had been there to visit a number of times. Lana had come into the store where she
worked, too.
Speaking of my wife (as I often do, because I love her madly), she suggested that we both go to
Glamour Shots™ for makeover photos. If I ever needed proof that I‟m not a crossdresser, the
fact that I wouldn‟t jump at that chance is it. I hate being photographed no matter what I‟m
wearing. But I did like the idea of going with her. She was about to celebrate a significant
birthday, and I thought it would be great if they could highlight the beauty I see in her (which she
still refuses to acknowledge).
***
She held a garage sale with a friend, who sent her home with some pretty nice clothes that didn‟t
sell. A few were passed on to me. We wore the same size in some things.
The mix of clothing I had on hangers was about half female, a fourth male and a fourth neutral
(t-shirts, etc.).
In the past, I would have succumbed once again to an “urge to purge”. . .believing that I could
get rid of all feminine items and overcome the need to dress that way.
Now, I looked at the woman‟s portion of my wardrobe and gave only passing thought to the fact
that I could do without some of it.
I think that attitude represented the greatest progress I had made: finally accepting who I was and
the fact that I would not and could not change.

Chapter 19
It became too easy for me to skip my volunteering. Things were quiet at the office, and Ann left
it up to me whether I went in or not. I thought I‟d be anxious to get back to it. But I was getting
more wrapped up in other activities.
I needed to take stock of myself and remember that the volunteer job served an important
purpose. Not to continue with it was to risk depression. Being transgender was not something I
could simply set aside. I would always have to make room in my life to continue receiving the
validation I needed as Kenna. And it wouldn‟t come to me unless I worked for it.
I wouldn‟t be of any particular use to them for the rest of December. But I committed to
returning to a regular schedule after the first of the year.
***
I met the psychologist who would oversee my treatment as I took advantage of whatever care the
VA had to offer.
We had an excellent rapport. She was a younger woman who had worked with transgender
young people but never with adults. As was usually the case, I had a great deal more knowledge
of the subject than did the person who was counseling me. But her attitude was, “What can we
do to help you?”
As I told her, it was probably in my best interest not to be the only person involved in the
decision- making process. I thought that, more than anything, I needed someone to tell me what I
should do. Otherwise, I would default to my usual position of sacrificing my own needs for the
sake of others.
We agreed that my hormone regimen should be regulated by the VA, and she promised to
consult with the endocrinologist before my appointment with him in a week or so.
***
My wife and I watched a program about women who discovered late in life that they were
lesbian.
I could relate to the “late onset” aspect. Anyone who hasn‟t been exposed to this sort of thing
might well imagine it as being monstrously difficult to deal with, but in reality we just make
adjustments and get on with our lives.

The subject of lesbianism sparked a brief discussion regarding what it‟s like to be me. As a
married couple, she and I are ideally matched in belief that physical attraction matters little in
comparison to the essence of the individual. I constantly tell her that she‟s beautiful, b ut I think
she‟s most attractive when her inner self radiates and people can see what a genuinely good
person she is.
So am I loving her as a man would? Is it more woman-to-woman? Or, am I experiencing
something else that‟s both or neither?
She asked if I could conceive of myself ever being attracted to a man under any circumstances. I
can not. But if I were to lose her, I wouldn‟t seek or want a relationship with another woman,
either. When it comes to gender attraction, I consider myself now to be non-functional. I‟m very
fortunate to have found the perfect partner for me, and this is not a situation I could replicate.
I don‟t bond deeply with males, and I‟m kept at arm‟s length to a degree by females who don‟t
see me as one of them. So I walk a third path where my fellow travelers share my status as a
gender oddity.
***
One of my hot buttons is the bullying of youth who identify themselves as gay or transgender. I
never had to face it myself, but I do have great empathy for people who suffer bias because of
some characteristic with which they were born.
You‟ve surely seen the news stories regarding tragic suicides among the young. I‟m no activist,
but I do what I can to reach out and help.
This is one message I posted on some prevention-related social media sites:
IF YOU ARE YOUNG
I can’t pretend to understand what you’re dealing with. It’s been a very long time since I was in
school, and – to be honest – I never had to face the pressures that are making your life so hard.
What I can give you is perspective.
No matter what your mind may be saying right now, there is nothing you can ’t overcome and put
behind you. That’s not just a platitude. That’s a cold, hard fact based on years of experience.
These few years you spend in school don’t define you as a person. What people say or do to you
now may hurt, but it means nothing. When you get into the real world, sure. . .you may carry it
with you for a while. But it won’t be long before you see that none of it mattered.

Life is a rich, magnificent experience. You have so much to look forward to. That doesn’t mean
you won’t stumble or make some choices that turn out to be wrong. We all do it. It ’s how we
learn and grow. As you go through the process, you become a slightly different and better person
every few years. People come and go, and you are enriched by knowing them.
Then, when you look back, you’ll see how it all helped to form who you are. And my guess is that
you’ll be pretty happy with yourself.
You can’t see beyond the present. I understand that. And I don’t mean to diminish what you’re
going through. Just keep the lines of communication open. Don’t ever think there’s “no one I can
talk to”. Your mind is deceiving you. There are plenty of people who will be glad to provide help.
If you need anti-depressant medication, get it. A simple chemical imbalance can really mess up
how you see things.
Don’t ever give up. You are not alone. You are loved.
***
I did visit the office just before Christmas, after an absence of three weeks.
Lana was very glad to see me. Things were so slow that any distraction was welcome. She
brought me up to date on some of the things happening in her life.
Jim, her boyfriend, was coming home from Korea for a week right after the holidays. She
seemed upset that he hadn‟t maintained regular contact with her, and she said that they might not
be together much longer if that didn‟t change.
Ann wasn‟t supposed to be in until after lunch, but she did stop by early. The three of us sat and
talked about all sorts of things. I gave them their gifts, and they presented me with a box of nice
chocolates, a restaurant gift certificate and a package of sticky notes embossed with the word
“Goddess”.
When I volunteered at the ballet, a consultant was helping them configure some software
designed especially for non-profit organizations. I never met her then, but she came in at about
ten-thirty that day to update the office‟s version of the same program. She seemed to know me
and was very friendly. I had to give her access to the computer I used, so I sat in a chair nearby
and chatted with her while she worked.
Around Noon, I decided to leave because there was literally nothing for me to do. And they
would be closed all the next week.
There were still concerts upcoming, and the pace would pick up soon.

***
On New Year‟s Eve, we didn‟t make it to midnight. But we did have fun before we crashed: a
buffet of shrimp, various cheeses and other cracker toppings and a bit of St. Brendan‟s™ Irish
Cream liqueur. My wife encouraged me to spend the evening dressed as Kenna because, she
said, I was happier in that mode. She was right, but I felt pretty happy most of the time no matter
what I was wearing.
She spent some time in the hot tub, but I didn‟t feel like subjecting myself to the chilly air when I
got out. We were heading for an overnight low of 49 degrees, and there was already a cold
breeze blowing. So I warmed myself in front of the chiminea on the patio and talked with her
while she relaxed.
Part of the pre- move organization effort involved sorting her mom‟s c lothes and deciding what
would be part of the garage sale. On New Year‟s day, we looked at a few items that she thought
might work for me, but for the most part they were not styles I would wear. The one beautiful
outfit I did like was too short by a couple of inches. I didn‟t wear anything above the knee, and
there wasn‟t enough hem material to lengthen it.
The first concert of the year was in two weeks, and we‟d be attending it together unless there was
a change of plans. Having had the experience once, I was much more calm about going again. In
fact, I found myself already thinking about how I could make myself look especially good.
The next morning, I would get to see my friends at the office and help them with preparations for
the event. Pat, the former office manager, would be there, and she was always a lot of fun.
***
I have friends who respect my intelligence and maturity and see other characteristics that make
me acceptable in their eyes. I know they believe me to be steadfast, loyal, not prone to making
major decisions without careful thought, somewhat conservative, etc.
Those same people, suddenly apprised of my transgender status, would think me addled and
immediately set about trying to educate me and cure, change and “save” me from what is – in
their minds – a wrong- headed behavior choice I have made.
And yet I am exactly the same person I was moments before I rocked their world.
Well- meaning supporters often say that acceptance “should” be a given – that I have a perfect
right to be who I am without regard for the judgments of others. I believe in that ideal as it
regards others, of course. Nothing saddens me more than the thought that another person‟s life is
less than it could have been simply because of the prejudice of others.

When (rather than “if”, I hope) this society reaches a point at which the inalienable rights of gay
and lesbian citizens, for example, are a given, the sad legacy will be that there were those who
suffered along the way due to our ignorance.
I may not live to see that world, of course. And I certainly won‟t be around if (rather than
“when”, I suspect) those such as I who transcend the gender norm are recognized as simply
being different – without any pejorative connotation being attached to that description.
That‟s not a complaint, by the way. We are all victims of our upbringing, tempered by
experience. I have my own faults. I mentioned that I don‟t necessarily feel a bond with other
people who crossdress. Even those of us out of the mainstream can find ways to set ourselves
apart.
In the Caribbean islands, it‟s not uncommon to find discrimination to some extent based not on
color but on degree of color.
I think that‟s at least partly human nature. Sometimes I wonder if our behavior harks back farther
than we might like to think. Is there a basis for bias against the gay and/or effeminate male in the
primal urge to eliminate those who are weak or less likely to contribute to propagation of the
species?
***
It was wonderful to be back.
Ann had left and wouldn‟t be returning, but earlier I had a chance to sit and catch up with what
had been going on in her life. She genuinely enjoyed having me around and considered me to be
a close friend.
Lana and Jim had broken up. Their relationship wasn‟t strong enough to survive his decision to
teach English in Korea. Rather than keeping the lines of communication open, he started going
as long as a week without contacting her.
The woman who coordinated the printing of promotional materials stopped by to get final
approval on the program for the next concert. She was the one who had once cautioned me
against trying to lift a box from her trunk, saying she‟d find a man to help. When she left, she
said, “You ladies have a great day.” I really don‟t think she knew.
There were some things for me to do but not enough to keep me busy all day. I left at three
o‟clock.
Next week, they would be back up to speed. I expected to be in both Thursday and Friday.

I noticed once again that morning how this was now a normal part of my life. Get up, get ready,
go work as Kenna. It was simply a matter of which clothing I put on for any given day.
Who could have known it would become that easy?

Chapter 20
I was looking at local groups listed on a meetup web site and found one that was comprised of
self-described “eccentrics”.
They were people who, for a variety of reasons, considered themselves to be different from the
norm. Reading the profiles of the members, I saw many characteristics that I also exhibited.
Intelligence, writing skills and a quirky sense of humor were appreciated. And, above all, they
encouraged understanding of and respect for others like themselves.
The group had been in existence for only a few months, and there was a great deal of enthusiasm
regarding possible activities. Suggestions include having a potluck picnic, attending plays and
doing volunteer work.
In short, this sounded like exactly what I needed.
I joined online, but before I completed a profile or revealed anything about myself, I sent a
personal message to the moderator explaining the very unusual way in which I am “eccentric”
and why I would like to become a member.
Here‟s her reply: “Sweetie, I have no problem whatsoever with that. We are all spirits having a
human experience – that‟s all. So you go, girl, and come on down to our potluck. I‟ll get it
scheduled soon.”
In one fell swoop (Is there another kind?), I might have solved a big problem. I had been wanting
to find people who would push me to get out and do things I‟d be reluctant to try on my own.
Perhaps I‟d find both friendship and support among the other “eccentrics”.
***
That phrase “become a woman” – usually directed at me in the form of a question regarding my
long term desire – always rang false.
A television show was on in the background, and I found my attention drawn to the hostess and
two of her friends, in their thirties, who were trying on retro clothing at a boutique. I tend to
notice something that other viewers take for granted: how women interact. They were having
such fun just being with each other.

When I focus upon things like this, I get a wistful feeling – a sense of having missed something.
Adult females have a lifetime of close friends who help them develop a sense of identity as they
grow from childhood. I suppose that men do, as well, to a degree. But it‟s not the same. There‟s
not that beautiful openness, and being “manly” seems to involve a great deal of posturing and
bravado.
Having been raised male, I know how that game is played. I learned to project an image that,
while not overtly “macho”, did not invite taunting or threats of any kind. I have never been in a
fight or been challenged to one.
I managed to skate through early life without being close to many girls. I thought at the time I
was just hopelessly inept, but I see now that there was more to it.
Meanwhile, there were slumber parties and other group activities going on. The mysterious
“other sex” was getting together, comparing notes on boys, makeup and every other topic that‟s
important at that age, and – by sharing with one another – learning the myriad skills it takes to
survive as a woman in this society.
Now I had chosen to step into that world unarmed – to renounce my upbringing, learn mostly on
my own, expect to be taken at face value and risk public humiliation or worse.
Sadly, I never got the chance to “become a woman” before trying to assume the role.
***
At a supermarket, I saw someone who was quite obviously transgender. She must have been a
somewhat burly man before making the change, and there was still a bit of t hat in how she
carried herself. The type of tattoos on her arms led me to believe she was formerly in the
military. Judging by the age of the person she was with, whom I imagined to be her spouse, I‟d
guess she was in her sixties.
What impressed me most was her courage and confidence to be who she was – despite the fact
that she didn‟t “pass” very well. And no one stared or paid undue attention.
I was fortunate to be able to slip under people‟s radar, so I didn‟t have to worry much about the
possibility of ridicule. I doubt that I could have faced it with that person‟s strength and selfassurance.
That encounter inspired me a bit more to push myself into public situations.
***

I had driven across town to a restaurant, where eight other members of the “Ecce ntricity Club”
had gathered. Most of them were strangers to each other because they had joined recently and
had not attended any meetups.
Lila, the group leader, stood up and gave me a hug, and she invited me to sit next to her. That put
me close to the other two women as well, so I felt comfortable.
My gender was simply not an issue. We all talked, joked and enjoyed each others‟ company for
about two hours. After everyone else left, Lila and I sat on a bench outside conversing for a
while. She was very nice. Surprisingly, for someone who took the initiative to start a group like
that, she was socially awkward and didn‟t make friends easily. I liked her right away. Of course,
it helped that she kept telling me how great I looked.
Because I wasn‟t sure what I was facing, I had dialed back the femininity a bit. I wore jeans.
Although it was a look that worked well for me, I always thought I needed to go a little further in
the other direction to compensate.
Having broken the ice, I felt more confident that I could handle the next opportunity to interact
with others in public.
In fact, I was looking forward to it.
***
Shortly after I arrived at the office, Ann said she had an urge for some Mexican food. Then she
suggested that we all go to a “hole in the wall” she had discovered and really liked. She said the
atmosphere was pretty bad but the food was good.
The way she put it was, “Kenna, you wouldn‟t go out to lunch with us, would you?” I thought for
a millisecond and said, “Sure. I‟d love to.” Then, I spent the next two hours fighting the “what
ifs” that preceded any of my rare forays into public.
Since I‟d have the support of both Ann and Lana, though, and since it was just a little, out-of-theway restaurant, I thought, “Why not?”
We all got into Ann‟s car, and she kept driving further from the office. I couldn‟t imagine where
we might be going, as she was heading for a busier area not likely to be home to the back-alley,
cave- like establishment I had pictured.
Sure enough, she pulled into the parking lot of the most popular Mexican restaurant in that part
of town – one that I had visited many times but not recently. And it was packed with customers.

It was too late to back out, so I resolved to act as if nothing was amiss and just enjoy lunch with
my friends.
You might have noticed that the world did not come to an end. In fact, I saw nothing out of the
ordinary – no stares, no pointing, no rushing for the exit. I didn‟t look around, and we were
talking so much that I felt quite at ease.
Person goes to lunch. Person eats. Person enjoys. Not exactly newsworthy, is it?
But it was a very big step for me. I was so flattered that these two friends thought nothing of
inviting me to do things like that with them. And they never, ever made reference to my
transgender status – not even in a joking way. They involved me in conversation as they would
anyone else, so I fell naturally into the pattern of just being myself in what was essentially a very
frightening situation for me.
***
Those of us fortunate enough to find ourselves embedded deeply in the heart of another human
know there is nothing more fulfilling. We all seek, on some level, to be loved. But a committed
relationship – one in which the parties create something greater than the sum of their egos – is, I
believe, the apotheosis of our existence. It is not about us. It is about, by our being, enhancing
the lives of others.
The person to whom I sometimes refer as “my long-suffering spouse” is, simply, the best thing
ever to happen to me. We are far from perfect as people, but as a couple we are golden. There are
no lessons to be taught here, no rules to be related, no how-to book to be written. It just works.
We‟ve never had a fight. We have argued. Different genders, age gap, two diverse upbringings
. . .we are not always of the same mind. On matters of true importance, though, we think as one.
And, above all, we respect, love and appreciate each other.
Just accepting my transgender status makes her a shoo- in for the Wives‟ Hall Of Fame. Anything
else is gravy. How am I to understand why she gently makes it known that wherever this leads
will be fine with her? She‟s not convinced that my journey is over – that I‟ll be satisfied to live
life on the fence between male and female. If I thought I needed more, I would tell her. She
accepts that response for the present but thinks I could yet go through changes I can‟t foresee.
And she assures me of her commitment to be there with me no matter what.
It seems trite to say I don‟t deserve her. She says the same of me. Is there something within us
both that says we‟re not worthy of this?

People – good, decent people – strive all their lives just to be loved without condition by another.
What a wonderful thing it is.
I am so very grateful.
***
When Ann had to run some errands, Lana came in to sit down and tell me about something she
was planning to do. She wanted support and advice, and I was so flattered by that. At 23, she still
had a lot to learn. But I gave her credit for being very smart and very practical – unlike many
people her age. Her father was a first-generation immigrant who worked hard to earn success,
and he instilled in her some very strong values.
I found myself thinking how interesting it was that she knew me only as Kenna and treated me as
she would any older woman my age with whom she became friends. With Ann, it was more a
matter of just being nice. She was kind enough to recognize and accept the role I had chosen to
play. But Lana, who was twenty years younger than Ann, had gone beyond that and bonded with
my feminine side.
For the most part, the office was a quiet and lonely place. At best, there were two people there
most of the day. Often, because of Ann‟s community outreach duties, Lana was there alone. She
liked having the chance to talk at length to someone who – despite the vast generational gulf –
had many of the same cultural touchstones. Our computer knowledge was about equal, but we‟d
been able to teach each other a few things.
I have two granddaughters, and I‟ve treasured the close, supportive relationship I‟ve had with
them as they‟ve grown up. They don‟t know why I‟m so understanding, although their mother
does.
A woman who had a one-person office across the hall stopped by. I hadn‟t seen her for months,
and she walked up to my desk and said, “Hey, gorgeous!” It made this old bat‟s day.
I felt light years removed from those days when I began doing volunteer work. For better or
worse, I was Kenna now – not the same person who was risking those first steps out of the
closet.
When I left the office, I walked right by three young men lounging in the parking lot. I couldn‟t
have done that before. They paid no attention. Apparently, I had assimilated well.
Unfortunately, going there wasn‟t the total escape it could have been. I was still tethered to the
world by email and telephone. That‟s the way it had to be, because I was trying to accomplish
some things that required me to be available.

But knowing I could spend some in a place where I was liked and missed helped to relieve some
pressure I was feeling from other sources. I tended to lose sight of the fact that I was helping
them, because I was helping myself so much more.
***
I need to pick something up at the grocery store after work, and rather than go home and change
first, I resolved to give it a try the way I was dressed.
Because I‟d been working as Kenna for a long time, one might think I could have walked into
any situation easily. That still was not the case. I dithered nervously before I finally went in. The
young lady at the register stared quite a bit. That was unexpected, but it didn‟t bother me. The
more people saw me in public surroundings, the easier it might become for the next person like
me.
I wanted to get some multivitamins because I had suffered occasional early morning cramps in
one of my calves. So I went to a health food store. As I was looking around, a Hispanic lady
came up and asked, “Do you need some help, mami?”. When I told her what I wanted, she
reached for a bottle and said, “These are the best.” I thanked her, and she walked away. Then, I
saw the label: Women‟s Formula.
I chalked that up as a successful encounter.

Chapter 21
Another day at the office, another good experience. It was becoming commonplace.
There wasn‟t a tremendous amount of work for me to do. It was mostly filing. Ann would often
leave me something with a note attached telling me where it should go. . .and walk right by that
particular file cabinet to take it to where I sat.
Lana and I had a couple of brief conversations, but it was quiet there for much of the morning.
After lunch, one of the interns arrived. She and I joked about setting the most boring work aside
when we know the other one is coming in and will have to do it.
Even after all this time, I was still somewhat in awe of the ease with which younger people
accepted me. Diversity was so much a part of their lives and they seemed to welcome it.
I walked into every environment expecting to make people have to adjust to me, and instead I
encountered countless individuals like that who challenged me to recalibrate my thinking. No
awkwardness, no pronoun confusion, no questions. . . I just fit right in and we moved forward.
I know, though, that it‟s dangerous to look at my situation and assume that the general public
welcomes transgender individuals with open arms. I and those like me always must maintain a
certain wariness, because there‟s no doubt that some segments of the population not only aren‟t
tolerant of us but may present the threat of violence. I do believe those types are in the minority,
but they‟re not rare.
Logic, in the face of bias, is useless. You “have a problem with it”? Well, work on that and get
back to me. You “don‟t believe in it”? How can you not? Here it is – right in front of you! It‟s “a
sin”? In your church, maybe. But not in most other churches. What makes yours right?
Anyway, I relished every minute I got to spend among those who looked beyond the superficial
and the unusual and showed love to the person within.
***
Halloween is known in the gender community as the “crossdresser‟s national holiday”. People
can go to parties dressed as members of the opposite sex, and no one needs to know that they‟re
secretly enjoying it very much. I never did that. Maybe I never had the opportunity, but I can‟t
imagine wanting to present myself in a female role if I‟m not going to be taken seriously.

The meetup group was getting together that night at an Italian restaurant, and I wanted very
much to be there. It would be quite a drive across town, but that didn‟t bother me. And, I
wouldn‟t have a problem going in. Maybe I couldn‟t have done it alone, but having friends
waiting inside made all the difference. And I had found that, without exception, servers had done
all they could to make me feel at ease. I‟d never even seen one talking about me to another
employee (and I did watch for it).
Having taken the major step of getting started, I knew the rest would be simply a matter of facing
new people and new surroundings from time to time.
I love Italian food. I think there‟s tomato sauce in my blood. (Well, no...not literally. Just play
along here.) During my first year of life, my father remarried and I suddenly gained a stepmother
whose parents immigrated from Genoa. Until I was six and we moved away, I was immersed in
her very large and very loving extended family. And oh, the aromas in that kitchen.
I thought I was half- Italian until I was 22 and had to produce my birth certificate to enlist in the
military. That‟s when the truth came out. My stepmother was devastated, but it didn‟t faze me in
the slightest.
My birth mother‟s parents came from Scotland, and my dad‟s ancestry was the same.
I loved them all, of course – but on balance, I think, lasagna beats haggis hands down.
***
Mistake #1: Reading the comments.
Mistake #2: Reacting to them.
Every time there‟s a headline regarding someone who‟s transgender, I‟m drawn to the article. I
get my news on the internet, where many times readers are invited to respond.
Have you seen who‟s out there? I‟m stunned by the number of willfully misinformed citizens
whose bitter hatred toward gay and transgender individuals boils up whenever the subject is
raised in a public forum.
I often see myself described as confused, mentally ill, perverted, sick, twisted, narcissistic and a
detriment to society. I “mutilate” my body and disturb the natural order of things instead of just
accepting the cards I‟ve been dealt. One writer wished we would all just kill ourselves.
The President had just named a highly-qualified person to serve in his administration – one who
once lived as a man but is now fully transitioned and working as a female. Since she had an

extensive work history in the male role, I suppose it would have been just a matter of time before
news organizations learned that part of the story. So the issue was made part of the
announcement and – justifiably, I think – touted as a human rights achievement.
I saw one writer after another denigrate the appointee (and me, by association) in the basest of
terms, solely because of the gender change. The depth of anger amazes me, because I pose no
threat to anyone and endeavor not even to make others uncomfortable.
No one can hurt me personally, of course. I‟m too old and too tough to put up with anybody‟s
(pardon the expression) crap. But it‟s sad to realize that young people will face unfounded bias
and possible danger if they find themselves in my situation. How many more years will have to
pass before we can just live our lives without being fearful?
At one of my hair appointments, I almost gave up. I almost said, “Just cut it male.” Yes, I let the
comments get to me that time. It seemed like a losing battle. But my stylist gave me a good kick
in the ego. She reminded me that people who comment are more likely to write negative things.
And, she told me I was helping to offset their effect by getting out among people and by
educating others via my blog.
Being myself is right for me. But it‟s seen as wrong by the vast majority of other people, and I
don‟t envision that changing any time soon
Why go on tilting at windmills? Should I continue to complicate my life and the lives of those
around me, just to prove a point? Yes, I am transgender. Was it really necessary to make others
aware of that fact, when I could just as easily keep it secret?
It weighed heavily on my mind that I was doing something that provoked so much vitriol. I had
no power to change their attitudes. All I could do was try to live my life, but that is precisely
what angered them.
It wasn‟t a problem that could be solved or a question that had an easy answer. There were only
adjustments and compromises to be made, and what those might be was entirely up to me to
decide.
***
There were some surprises at the meetup. And the biggest of those was the fact that it was
dwarfed by what came later.
The restaurant was much smaller than I envisioned. And there weren‟t many people there
because, I suppose, it was Halloween night. Six of us were seated at a table in the middle of the

room, and it was quiet enough that we could easily hold a conversation. I knew three of the
others from the last get-together.
It was fun, and it served the additional purpose of giving me even more confidence. I truly had
reached a point at which I could walk into nearly any place, interact with strangers and be treated
as a female. I still had a touch of fear beforehand, but all vestiges of awkwardness were gone.
A few of us weren‟t ready to go home, and Lila suggested that we visit a “saloon” nearby. One
of the women and one man were going, and I agreed to join them.
Far from being the rough-hewn haven for two- fisted drinkers I had pictured, it was a
neighborhood establishment with a couple of pool tables and karaoke. The first thing I noticed
was that the couple running the music were dressed as Elvis and Marilyn Monroe. The majority
of the others – mostly twenty-somethings – were costumed to some extent, and the surroundings
made me instantly feel comfortable.
For someone who just weeks ago had been on the verge of testing the public waters, the night
was a tremendous breakthrough. I shot pool with Lila and, believe it or not, sang harmony with
her onstage. I danced, twice with her and twice with our male companion.
I tried to plan so I didn‟t have to use a restroom in those situations, but we were drinking beer.
Lila volunteered to accompany me the first time, but after that I went alone. Again...there wasn‟t
the slightest problem.
This was precisely the kind of thing I had wanted to happen. I hoped to have female friends who
would take me places I‟d be afraid to go alone. I guess I had envisioned it differently, though. I
dared not imagine myself being accepted as a confidant and treated as a woman
The compliments I was getting were amazing. They weren‟t about how well I pulled off the
masquerade. I got questions about where I found a particular item of clothing or piece of jewelry.
Lila commented on my eyes, which she thought were beautiful. At one point, she even stated that
I was more feminine than she was (not true).
From the start, people had said nice things about how I dressed. My wife was always borrowing
something of mine to wear.
I know it would take only one negative experience to bring me back to earth in a hurry. But I was
trying not to let vague concerns keep me from enjoying these very special opportunities to live
the life I so wanted for myself.
***

My VA counselor had made an appointment for me with a psychiatrist, and I was sitting in the
waiting room. I didn‟t know what to expect. But I was hoping for a female, just because I‟m
more comfortable talking to women.
I heard my name, and there she was – someone at least my age, short and sort of hunched over.
We went to her office, where she finished some computer entries while I calmed myself down
from a minor anxiety attack I had just suffered.
Frankly, I didn‟t think we‟d be on the same page. I assumed that this older person wouldn‟t be up
to date on gender matters, so I wasn‟t optimistic. However, my first impression proved to be
incorrect. As we began talking, I found her to be not only knowledgeable but very sympathetic to
my plight.
After working our way through the depression basics, such as whether I thought I was a danger
to myself or to others, we had a detailed conversation regarding gender matters. Although she
was not aware of any VA directive that outlined treatment guidelines for transgender patients,
she gave me referrals to the endocrinology department to address my hormonal needs and a
social worker to discuss further treatment options. I was given prescriptions for an SSRI and a
mood stabilizer. And she strongly recommended that I start attending meetings of a local
transgender support group.
It was a pleasant encounter, and she commented that she had really enjoyed our session.
How does a mood stabilizer know where to stabilize? What if I were really bummed out and it
picked that precise moment to kick in? Why did I think about things like that?
***
We watched a two-hour “CNN Presents” documentary program called “Her Name Was Steven”.
I would recommend it to anyone as a window into the world of the transgender male at various
stages of existence. Although our paths may diverge in the end, we are bound together by our
similarities. My wife was surprised by how many statements she heard that reflected things I had
told her about my early life.
One would think that the severe negative effects of the individual‟s decision – loss of marriage,
employment, friends and community standing – would put to rest the argument that there is
“choice” involved. But a cursory look at the comments on the CNN web site revealed otherwise.
Some contributors even suggested that suicide would have been a better option.
I‟ve seen other presentations on this subject, but none allotted enough time to discuss it in so
much detail. Those focused primarily on the genital surgery aspect – probably because that‟s

what “changing sex” means to most viewers. It does go a long way toward completing the
process, but it‟s not of supreme importance to every transgender individual.
I liked that the program brought out the fact that no one questions the gender change process
more than we do. We expend a great deal of mental energy trying to understand “why” and
fighting the feelings. By the time our dilemma is known to others, we have already tried many
times to escape and failed. There are no alternatives left, except to destroy ourselves mentally
and – quite possibly – physically.
The hero of the story, in my opinion, was the transgender person‟s son. He loved and respected
her just as he had before, exhibiting remarkable understanding and intelligence for someone who
was only 15 years old.
I can‟t be objective, of course, but from my viewpoint “Her Name Was Steven” was both
interesting and an accurate representation of the transgender experience.
***
I went to get my hair cut, and the experience felt different.
It was the new found freedom of being out in public. I was more accustomed now to being
dressed female and not thinking much about it.
I didn‟t bother with makeup, but my presentation was feminine in every other way. I didn‟t feel
the need to look perfect or to hide the fact that I was a person in transition. The women there
knew my situation, and there was no reason I couldn‟t relax and be myself.
The stylist/owner and I were talking about the direction we should take, and I sho wed her a
picture of a cut I thought might work for me. We decided against it, though, and she suggested
some other things she could do. At that point, I told her I was finished with compromising and
never wanted to have anything like a male haircut again. And she said that was all she needed to
hear.
She felt that the new style was the best thing she had ever done with my hair, and I had to agree.
I no longer cared what people might think.
I was finally losing that inhibiting need to be careful. I‟d always believed I had the right to be
myself, but I didn‟t give myself permission. Having been out, interacting with others, I had
developed a stronger self- image. The more I learned about living with my new identity the more
I liked it.

I still wasn‟t any more inclined to cross over entirely, but I did intend to do whatever I could to
enrich that part of my life. Because of the meetup group, I would be presented with a wider
variety of experiences than I would have sought on my own.
At that stage and age, to have come fully alive was a wonderful thing.

Chapter 22
I volunteered to go to the office for a couple of days because they were preparing for another
concert presentation. But Ann said it wouldn‟t be a good time to be there because they were
moving the whole operation that week to another space in the same building. I knew she wanted
more room, but I had been out of the loop and didn‟t know she had made a commitment.
Because my wife would be at work until eight-thirty the night of the performance, I opted not to
take the free tickets Ann offered to me. The one time we had been able to attend together was a
Sunday, when she was off.
It no longer mattered as much to me if my help wasn‟t required. We had made plans to move out
of town, and the departure date was fast approaching. There was plenty for me to do in the
interim, so unless I was making a real contribution I didn‟t feel a compelling need to be at the
office.
But I did miss Ann, Lana and Pat when I was at home. We‟d become such good friends, and it
was fun to spend time there.
I‟ll never forget them. They made no fuss at all about my “special” nature, and they loved me
just the way I am. They‟ll never know just how much their kindness meant to me.
***
Jumpy. Clumsy. Agitated. And, the gender dysphoria reared its ugly head again.
These are some of the effects I noticed when I was off of the estrogen.
I had gone a few weeks without it, as I was transitioning from self- medication to physician care.
The delay was caused by the VA‟s inability to locate an endocrinologist with the experience to
prescribe and monitor my regimen.
But that problem resolved itself in the best possible way. A doctor was found at the VA clinic I‟d
be using when we moved. I had thought I might have to travel all the way back or to another
town for future appointments.
My wife suggested that I color my hair because no one would know me at our new location.
Although the gray is consistent with my age, people constantly say that I look like I‟m much
younger. The VA psychologist told me I have great skin. I don‟t even know what that means,
except that it holds the gooey parts in as it should.

My natural hair color was dark blonde, and I have eyes that change from blue to green to gray. I
care so little about these things that it‟s awkward even to be writing about them. But I was open
to improving my appearance. If I had a cut that was basically unisex, and if I felt better about
how I looked, I might be more comfortable going out without a wig if the opportunity presented
itself.
***
Against my better judgment, I attended a support group meeting.
I was there solely because the doctor had suggested it. I hadn‟t felt the need before, and that –
my second attempt to bond with crossdressers – didn‟t change my mind.
After about thirty minutes, I was already trying to figure out what exactly I expected to gain from
the experience. The others were enjoying themselves, but I was watching the clock.
I never went back.
***
The monthly meetup brought out a large group.
It was by far the largest crowd I had seen since becoming a member – twenty people, of which I
had met only two before. Because of the seating arrangement, I didn‟t even have a chance to talk
with about half of the attendees. But I did interact with many of those sitting close to us. One of
those, a man named Larry, had been to three events I‟d attended and was very nice to me. I
always gave him a big hug at the end of the evening.
I had almost none of the nervousness that I had felt before. My only concern was for my wife,
and that was because she didn‟t really like having to meet and interact with a lot of strangers at
once. But she was fine once we got there.
At one point, a man at another table (not part of our group) had me figured out, and his
expression made me think he wasn‟t too happy about it. The many others who were enjoying me
being there rendered him relatively insignificant, and I wasn‟t troubled by his reaction.
Even my old nemesis, the restroom issue, resolved itself nicely. I had decided to “hold it”, but
my dear spouse suddenly asked if I wanted to accompany her. She entered, waited for some
young girls to leave and gave me the “all clear”. Later, I realized I had a good vantage point from
which to see whether anyone had gone in. So I made a second trip by myself with no difficulty.

If I‟m at a new place and the need arises, I‟m faced with a choice between going by myself and
asking someone to accompany me. I‟ve done both, and neither feels quite right. I‟m hampered by
the belief that I‟m somehow violating women‟s privacy by using the ladies‟ room – not so much
on an individual basis but in the sense that they have a right to assume and enjoy the absence of
genetic males in that one very private realm.
I wouldn‟t be surprised if a woman registered a complaint. In a way, I believe it would be
justified. That‟s what I fear most about venturing in alone – being seen as an intruder and, in
some eyes, as a pervert.
My wife have talked about it, and she sees no problem with going along if necessary. From my
earliest days as a volunteer, I always had someone who was willing to do that, and I was grateful.
Yet, I still find it hard to accept that help. It seems like such an unnatural thing to expect a
woman to do, and I feel bad when I place them in that situation.
All things considered, it‟s easier to restrict my liquid intake to prevent any emergencies. That
places the responsibility upon me, where it should be. I don‟t like making others adapt to my
circumstances.
***
I decided to write what would be my “coming out” letter. Whether or not I sent it to anyone, the
process of creating it would be therapeutic. And portions of it might be useful to others like me.
And the day came when the risk to remain tight in a bud was more painful than the risk it
took to blossom.
~ Anais Nin
Risk. That’s the right word.
Take one path, and I risk losing family members and friends. On the other, I risk losing my mind.
I can burden others with knowledge they would rather not have. Or, I can die knowing that I hid
the truth from some of those closest to me.
As a person who is stoic by nature, I find it easy to deny myself for the sake of others. And, I can
keep a secret when I know its revelation would benefit only me.
I did not know this day would come.
For many years, I have fooled others and even myself. I learned a role and played it well, if
somewhat imperfectly. My true nature was hidden, and I planned never to reveal it. I was in

control, I was strong, and I would decide how the balance of my life would be lived. The cost of
doing otherwise was simply too great.
But the matter was not settled. I could not wish it away. Will power did not work. Professional
help could not alter the truth. And commonly-prescribed medications were useless.
The mental agitation was something to which I became accustomed over the years. It ebbed and
flowed, often leading me to believe that I had it under control. But each time, it returned a little
stronger. In my extensive research of the subject, I’ve learned that my experience is typical.
It is at this point that you will be expected to suspend disbelief. To accept what I’m going to tell
you means discarding much of what you know of me and much of what you think is the truth. I
want you to remember that I’m intelligent, not given to flights of fancy, not easily fooled and
certainly not a person who does things to seek attention. If I were not certain that my own sanity
is at stake, I would take this to the grave without involving you.
Most people have no reason to know the meaning of the term “gender dysphoria”. I wish I were
among them. I am not, because I have lived with the condition all my life. I didn’t choose it, I
didn’t want it, and I would not recommend it. Simply stated, my mentally-perceived gender does
not match that of my body. There are many ways of dealing with that disconnect, but I have
learned from painful experience that ignoring it is not a viable option.
I can describe the feeling in simple terms. I am two people. One is the socially-adapted male
construct you see, who is constantly attempting to deny the female. The other is the female, who
is demanding with growing urgency to exist. The battle becomes more intense with age. If not
resolved, it leads invariably to depression and, in all too many cases, suicide.
I think you know me well enough that you don’t suspect me of making all this up. However, let’s
go down that road for a moment. There are those whose knee jerk reaction would be that I have
chosen a “lifestyle” or made a “choice” or am “sinning”. I would ask them what exactly they
think is attractive about this. The sole positive aspect is the alternative of finally living as one’s
true self, but that can result in loss of relationships, inability to find a job, ridicule, physical
harm and possibly death. And yet I go on, because I must.
I’ve made adjustments over the years as I felt they were necessary. The last one was when I
finally accepted that I am an estrogen-based person upon whom testosterone has a negative
effect. That calmed my mind at last. So many of life’s challenges had been made to seem
insurmountable by the effects of that chemical imbalance. Now, it all became manageable. It was
easy to think I had reached a final plateau – one on which I would remain for the rest of my
existence. And that was good, because the next logical step was not one I wanted to contemplate.

Why couldn’t the story have ended here? I think I’d have been able to hold on. Living two lives is
difficult, and it’s dishonest, but it’s the lesser of two evils. Sadly, though, there were more
surprises ahead.
As a direct result of this issue not having been resolved, I recently descended into the worst
depression of my life. I had thoughts that frightened me, and I got help. My sixteen years of
intense study of gender identity issues has made me more knowledgeable on the subject than
most doctors I’m likely to meet. But that doesn’t mean I’m able to manage the symptoms on my
own.
I’ve come to realize that I’ve lived my life almost entirely for the greater good. My decisions are
based upon that concept. In and of itself, that’s not necessarily a bad philosophy. When it results
in denying the very essence of one’s being, though, the effects can be devastating. As much as I
might like to do so for the sake of the people in my life, I can’t ignore what my mind is telling me
it needs.
This is a turning point, for me and for you. I have embarked on a journey to cast off those selfimposed restraints that are based solely upon what others might think. I’m going to give myself
the freedom to be me – one which most people take for granted. I am taking the risk of collateral
damage, for the sake of preserving my own mental health. Yes. . .for once in my life, I’m being
selfish.
I have no right to demand that a person react to this revelation in a certain way. I respect
everyone’s right to make a decision in accordance with his or her level of comfort, religious
beliefs or even mindless bias. I cannot control any of that. All I can offer in response is the fact
that this new and startling information merely sheds more light on what has made me the person
you already know.
There are myriad details, of course, that I think are best left for later. You may want to hear
nothing more of it, and I will understand, if that is the case. And, if I can say this without
sounding arrogant, there’s no argument here. Having lived with and focused upon my condition
for as long as I have, I can assure you that a “cure” does not exist. If there were one, I would
gladly have taken advantage of it.
It would be far easier to continue pretending. But I simply cannot do so. I wish I could, for your
sake and for mine...because this process is certainly not fun, and it’s fraught with peril.
***

It still needed to grow another few weeks before it really took shape – but my friend the hair
stylist did a wonderful job. She was so supportive and would have liked nothing more than for
me to look good enough to be in public all the time.
I had plenty of length on the sides and in back, but she couldn‟t quite finish the layers on top yet.
Still, it looked great. I liked the way it surrounded and softened my face.
Because I hadn‟t been there for a while, the difference in my appearance was dramatic. Although
the receptionist knew my situation, she was fairly new and had not yet seen me so feminine in
terms of clothing and makeup. I told her my look would be evolving, and she said it didn‟t bother
her at all. We had a long and friendly talk about dogs and houses as I was leaving.
If there was one place where I could totally be myself, that was it. No one stared, everyone was
friendly and it was a completely female environment. I hoped to find a similarly comfortable
salon in the town to which we were relocating.
***
I wanted to become even more accustomed to being around people, after working in the rather
sheltered environment of the office for so long. So I spent about four hours one afternoon in
several places where I knew I could stay for a while.
I had visited the downtown library crossdressed a few years ago – several times, in fact – before
I became as comfortable with myself. That seemed like a good place to start. I could park a block
or two away, and the walk would help me to calm down and get acclimated. I went to the third
floor, which was pretty crowded. Going through the stacks, I happened upon a book I had
wanted to read when it was first published. I took it to a table, sat down and tuned everyone out
for about two hours. Except for a couple of friendly smiles from staff members as I was leaving,
no one paid any attention to me.
On the way home, I decided to pick up some dog food. Rather than going to the grocery store
where we usually shop, I chose another one that was close by. For some reason, I felt more
comfortable when I saw mostly women entering and exiting, and such was the case that time.
Once inside, I relaxed completely. I moved slowly and went to every section. Wherever there
were people, I got close. I was testing the waters like never before.
And, in the midst of it all, I was able to think about what I was feeling. When the apprehension
was gone, what was left? Among all those Saturday shoppers, having made myself as visible as
possible to every person there, was I happy?

Yes. I felt wonderful. The possible negative reaction of others had been the only thing standing
in my way. Once that was not a problem, it became clear that I was doing what I wanted to be
doing, looking like I wanted to look, being who I wanted to be.

Chapter 23
Ann asked me to come in and help with a fundraiser mailing.
Lana was thrilled to see me, as usual. We had a long talk about marketing – what she was doing,
the problems she was encountering, etc. And Pat, the former office manager, came by to drop off
gifts for the two of them. It was a nice reunion.
Ann had a bottle of wine waiting for me on my desk as a “thank you” gift. She was such a
sweetheart. We were there alone together for much of the morning because Lana had to go meet
an inspector at the house she was buying. As midday approached, she asked if I wanted to go out
to lunch or order in. I let her decide, and she took me to the little French restaurant we had talked
about a few weeks ago.
She and I walked about a city block together in full view of plenty of people, but I was paying
attention to what she was saying. We had a great conversation at the table about her sons and her
former husband – a lot of heartfelt thoughts that one shares only with close friends. She even
talked about some of the men she was attracted to. I didn‟t see if anyone paid attention to me. It
didn‟t matter.
When we got back to the office, Lana had returned. I was saying my goodbyes, and I asked if
they needed me next week. Ann said she wouldn‟t be there. Lana said, “I may not need your
help, but I‟ll be here.” And she gave me a sad look that told me she‟d love it if I could come in
and keep her company. Ann had just mentioned to me that Lana wished there were more people
in the office because she‟s often alone.
One thing that seemed strange – or at least unusual – was that women of all ages bonded with
me. I got along very well with meetup group members no matter how young or how old they
were.
I had mentioned to my wife that people would always know I‟m not a genetic female if they took
time to notice. Her quick, inadvertent change of expression revealed something very interesting.
I was wrong. She was my toughest judge, and she now believed that I “passed” just fine. I was
confident that my persona was accepted and liked, but it was also nice to know I didn‟t have to
worry so much about how I looked.
There seems to be an elusive point at which the mind dismisses the concept of “playing the role”
and steps off the fence to the other side, albeit briefly. It was happening to me with growing
frequency.

The place, the circumstances, the person or persons I was with and how they treated me. . .all of
these things and maybe more came together to take the place of any focus upon myself and what
I was doing. It may be only in retrospect that I realize I was, for a time, not a transgender person
at all. I was in a woman‟s world, accepted and functioning as might be expected.
Once the tension and self-absorption slip away, the true self engages with others and knows the
exhilaration of simply “being”.
***
Lila invited me to go shopping with her. We‟d go to some thrift stores and probably grab some
lunch. I wasn‟t the first transgender person she had known, and she was quite comfortable being
with me. We had become very good friends and corresponded regularly by email.
What was routine to her and to most people was nothing less than a pinnacle of achievement for
me. I wanted to be treated as a “normal” woman and lose my fear of being in public. This time,
where I went and what I would encounter were to be decided by someone else who knew I
wanted to challenge myself and would make sure that I did so.
This was a big step beyond the carefully planned group meetings to which I had so recently
become accustomed. From that newly-acquired comfort zone, I would now be moving into the
outside world. . .relinquishing control, making no plans, having no exit strategy.
She knew my concerns and was respectful of them. At the same time, she thought I had nothing
to worry about. My brain still believed I wasn‟t very passable. She said I was “cute”.
Once before, she had suggested a restaurant she liked that was uncomfortably close to where I
lived. Although I wanted very much to try it, I yielded to the little voice that told me I was likely
to encounter someone whom I didn‟t want to see.
Well, we were going this time. In a triumph of common sense over irrational fear, I accepted the
fact that I was far more likely to run into one of those people in the supermarket – and I was
there much more often.
I‟d given Lila carte blanche to pick things she would enjoy doing, and I promised to go along no
matter what they were. This was what I wanted, and I had found someone who was willing to
provide it.
I suppose it‟s true that the best way to overcome fear is to face it. I can‟t say that I live my life
that way in all respects. I‟ll never ride a roller coaster. Sorry. . .I just won‟t, no matter how much
you tell me what great fun it is. (One of the good parts of getting old is that you‟re more easily
forgiven for being stubborn.)

So. . .a large and very public restaurant, an art museum close by, a walk in the park around a
lake, some thrift stores and whatever else comes to mind. Those were the ingredients for an
interesting and enjoyable few hours on a lovely Saturday afternoon. Almost four hours of
walking and talking and eating and shopping, with no concern about where I was going or who
else might be there.
Having someone else to focus upon made all the difference. If it had been my wife, I would have
been doubly nervous – for me and for her. But with a woman friend who was accustomed to
transgender people, I became very calm and simply enjoyed the moment. By relaxing, I
diminished the likelihood that I was going to draw attention to myself.
We started with lunch, and I felt very much at ease. Our server was friendly to both of us and
gave no hint that she thought I was anything other than another female. At one point, I was
telling Lila how I have to be conscious of my movements and gestures, and she said I move more
like a typical woman than she does.
After we finished, it was time for a walk around the lake, where she was able to identify every
type of foliage. She had taken a master gardener course, and she also raised butterflies and knew
what flowers they like. We sat at a table for a while, and she did a tarot card reading for me.
Next, we got in her car and went to the local art center, which was an open air facility with
plenty of fascinating nooks and crannies.
From there, she drove us to a strip mall that had thrift stores and others that sold antiques and
used furniture. We visited several of them. I think we spent half an hour going through clothes
racks, with me picking things out that she might like. She bought one top and a nice pair of dress
shoes for her boyfriend.
It was a jeans kind of day, but I had decided that would be taking the easy way out. Instead, I
opted for a jeans skirt with a black-and-white buttoned top and casual shoes. I felt quite
comfortable, and I really liked the look. As you know by now, it‟s not so much about the clothes
for me. I just want to be dressed appropriately for the occasion and situation.
So what did I learn? That I could do pretty much whatever I wanted to in public. I either
“passed” okay or every single person I met was just playing along. With help and support, I
could go quickly from being afraid to step out of the car to walking across parking lots and in
and out of stores with abandon.
But there was more. My plain-spoken pal Lila pointed out that I was entirely too focused on my
own “issue”. . .to a point at which I wasn‟t the best of companions. It intruded on the
conversational give-and-take one expects of a friend. Having known both transgender and gay

people, she was fully aware of the challenges we face and would rather not have had to hear
about them again.
That was a valid and useful criticism. It reinforced what Ann had told me – that others would
tend to forget I was transgender unless I kept reminding them. In simple terms, they were both
saying, “Okay. You wanted validation. We accept you just the way you are. So put down the
crutch.”
It was so simple but so difficult for me to learn. People are willing to give me the benefit of the
doubt. If I want to socialize as a female, they will grant me that option. But I cannot then go back
and dwell upon my gender issue.
If someone is willing to be with me in public, he or she has flattered me with confidence in my
ability to handle the situation. It‟s not the time for me to fret and analyze and be nervous. It‟s
only when I adjust my thinking and accept the serenity the occasion warrants that I place myself
in a position to become more than someone hiding behind a mask.
It was past time for me to step out on my own. I had found all the friendship, love and support I
could have wanted. And once again I needed to get out of my own way. I knew I could do it. If
my wife or anyone else wanted to come along, that would be fine – but there was nothing to stop
me now.
***
I had my last appointments at the local VA Medical Center. My records would be transferred to
another facility. In addition to changing doctors, I would be moving away from people who have
given me so much: Susan at RSVP, Ann and Lana at the office where I volunteered, the lady
who had been cutting my hair.
Now that I had lived and worked as Kenna for several years, I knew myself much better. There
were no frontiers left to explore. All that remained was to continue down the new path I had
found and see where it would lead me.
I had never set out to “become” anything. There was never a plan or a series of goals or
benchmarks. In fact, I spent many years trying to maintain the status quo.
I took hormones to quiet the gender dysphoria demons. I accepted the conventional wisdom that
physical changes in a person my age were not to be expected. When they came, I did not alter
my decision to live my life as it had been.
Knowing I needed a safe and sensible outlet, I found the path to volunteer office work. I
expected to be treated as somewhat odd and kept from contact with the public, but that‟s a price I

was willing to pay. I was stunned to find myself not only accepted but liked – and meeting
strangers on a daily basis who never even questioned my gender. Even this remarkable
development, though, did not make me any more inclined to go “full time” as a woman.
Joining the meetup group, I stepped into new public ve nues with and among an evolving mix of
people who enjoyed my company. Again, there were no problems. That‟s the point at which I
began to think that getting off the fence on the female side might be worth considering – at least
in theory.
Now, I was on the verge of letting someone take charge of my transgender treatment. And it felt
like another move in the natural flow of things. I never set out to obtain that kind of care from
the VA. In fact, I never would have guessed it was available.
There was something about deferring to medical professionals that gave me “permission” to be
who I was. To a degree, I could finally abdicate responsibility for being in charge of that part of
my life. And I intended to do whatever they thought was best.

Chapter 24
The move effectively brought to an end the public life I had established as Kenna. I was too far
away to volunteer for the same organizations. And I wasn‟t able to attend the meetup group
events, either.
As I was beginning to get support from the VA on my gender issue, I found myself pondering
how I wanted to live. Balanced on the tightrope? Or, fully committed to presenting myself as
female?
I was looking forward to my upcoming VA appointment at the new clinic. I had been off of my
self-prescribed estrogen for weeks, and that wasn‟t fun. I thought it was worth the sacrifice,
however. I didn‟t want to experiment with medication any longer when there was a better
alternative on the horizon.
Quite some time had passed since I had been out among people in female mode, and I was
feeling the need to test the waters. But it was no longer necessary for me to build up my
confidence. I found myself armed with a new “This is me. Take it or leave it.” attitude. There
was no reason to be ashamed of how I was dressed. Of course I wore women‟s clothing and
makeup. Why would I not?
I visited the post office and several local shopping centers. The weather was beautiful, and I even
took some pictures of myself outside. It was a phone camera, so they were basically head shots.
But that was significant because I have always hated seeing myself on film, on video or even in
mirrors.
There was happiness in the face in those photos. That fascinated me because they were so
different from what I‟d seen in the past. And I detected a femininity that gave me renewed
confidence that I was believable in the role I wanted so much to play.
Before, I would have had to gather all my nerve even to enter a grocery store. I hurried in and
out, constantly in a state of anxiety about “what might happen”. Now, I could make small talk
with the ladies dispensing food samples and mingle with the other customers without giving it
much thought. I was friendly and polite with the cashiers and was treated likewise.
The volunteer work and the meetup group were pre lude to that new found belief in myself. I
could see how I had grown as a result of those experiences and arrived at a point I never believed
I could reach.

It was a plateau where I could pause and reflect upon what might lie ahead.
***
And so it was in that positive frame of mind that I met my new VA endocrinologist a few days
later. He was very familiar with transgender issues. Once he was satisfied that I knew what I was
talking about, he checked me over and then prescribed exactly the same hormone and antiandrogen regimen I had been following on my own. He sent me right to the lab to have blood
drawn and recommended that I ask to be assigned to a particular female primary care physician
who treated others with the same needs.
He did a very thorough check of my upper body – feeling thyroid function and listening to my
lungs and heart. But what I found most interesting were the visible symptoms he was looking
for: signs of estrogen overdose. In all my years of research, I‟ve never seen these cited. He did
find one on me. There‟s a cluster of visible small blood vessels on my chest. And, he said the
heel of the hand will flatten and even become somewhat concave over time, and I see some slight
indication of that.
I consider myself fortunate to be working with one of the VA facilities that‟s completely up to
speed regarding the treatment of gender change issues. Many are not. I was told that I could
request to have a female name entered in my records and would be addressed accordingly if I
were dressed as a woman in the waiting room.
This was a major step forward, and it had happened so quickly.
***
I was eagerly anticipating the arrival of my prescriptions. So was my wife, who wanted very
much for me not to be so edgy. She knew the dysphoria symptoms that followed a rise in
testosterone and didn‟t like seeing me in such an agitated state of mind.
Having resolved the medical care issue, I was feeling much better about the future. I spent some
time that week trying to find a hair stylist who would understand my needs. My search started
with an email, because I could state my case better in writing than on the phone.
The first person I tried sent me a nice response indicating that some of the salon‟s other clientele
were very conservative and might be uncomfortable with the idea of me being there. I respected
that, and I thanked her for being honest.
She recommended another establishment by name, but I received no reply to my inquiry. On my
third try, I found an owner who said that her business prides itself on meeting the needs of all of

its customers. She told me the staff is very open-minded and invited me to call for an
appointment. I planned to do that in a couple of weeks.
***
My new VA doctor and I hit it off really well.
Because she treated other transgender patients, I didn‟t have to explain anything to her. All of my
vital signs and organs were checked and found to be okay, although my red blood count was low.
During our conversation, she inquired as to what my goals were. I said that I would most like to
attain congruity between my mind and my body. I did not expect further physical changes to
occur at my age but would welcome them. And it was important to me to maintain the mental
calmness that the estrogen provided.
She asked if I had changed my name in the records, reiterating that I had the option of doing so
and presenting as female. I decided to see how things progressed and make that decision later.
Remarkably, by virtue of our move I had found myself in the care of the very people who would
understand my situation and were qualified to help me.
***
We were watching our money, so I opted not to visit the salon with which I had made contact
after we relocated. Instead, I decided to go to one of the walk- in franchise businesses. Having let
my hair grow for several months, I needed to do something about it.
Sizing up the stylists while I waited, I decided not to broach the subject of my gender issue.
None of them appeared to be the type of person who would simply take it in stride.
Then a young woman came from behind a partition and called my name. She had been working
at a station I could not see. When I was in the chair and she asked what she could do for me, I
somehow sensed that she would understand. I told her, “I‟m a transgender person, and I can‟t
stand having anything like a male style.” And that ended the discussion of that topic. From that
point on, we talked about all sorts of things. And I liked what she did with my hair.
***
On my second visit to see the endocrinologist, we reviewed the results of my blood test to make
sure I was responding properly to the new medication regimen.

In terms of hormone levels, I was essentially a post- menopausal woman. The average genetic
female‟s testosterone level is .75, so my .50 reading indicated that the anti-androgen was doing
its job. The dose of estrogen was sufficient. More would have presented a risk of blood clot
formation.
From a mental health standpoint, everything was great. I was free of any gender dysphoria and
very calm. It appeared to be the perfect long-term maintenance plan unless the tests indicated a
problem.
Just as a review, I‟ll give you some idea of what it‟s like not to be properly medicated. I become
a different person. The gender issue moves to the forefront of my mind. I‟m constantly irritated
and can‟t focus on other things. My entire personality changes and I‟m very hard to live with
(says my wife).
Apparently, my brain craves the “wrong” fuel. So we need to eliminate the testosterone and
replace it with estrogen. The average person would see that as a drastic change, but it feels
perfectly normal to me.
Where I differ from many (most?) transgender people is in lacking a strong urge to go further
with transition. It‟s actually a blessing not to have that pressure. Having successfully worked in
public while presenting as female, I know the option is there. But it doesn‟t really matter to me at
this juncture. I‟m just taking life in stride.
However, having such strong support from the medical team, I began to think it was importa nt
that I become consistently female regarding presentation. Going back and forth no longer made
sense. Neither did “performing” for others by dressing up.
All I had done and all I had learned had brought me to this singular moment. It was time at last to
make a commitment and stick to it.
Kenna would prevail.
***
In the end, certain constants apply here as they do in all aspects of our brief existence. Draw
strength from the love of others, and give of yourself what you can. It‟s okay to hurt and to cry.
None of us has all the answers. I‟ve always suspected that we‟re mostly little kids looking out of
adult eye holes.
Our lives are the sum of the choices we are empowered to make and how we respond to those
events over which we have no control.

Perhaps there are many strange birds like me who can adapt their plumage to the situation at
hand. I hope so, because that would indicate a healthy degree of self-acceptance – as opposed to
the mental agony so many endure on this path. I‟m fortunate not to be in a constant state of
turmoil, like so many transgender people are. The suicide rate for transsexuals is terribly high.
I‟ve seen 36 per cent mentioned. Often, the frustration lies in their inability to pursue and reach
their ultimate goal, for reasons involving family, finances or other considerations.
I‟ve remade myself many times over the years, often for the purpose of earning a living. Playing
a role is something many of us find ourselves doing in one way or another. The difference now is
that I finally understand who I really am.
During the course of my evolution, I was simultaneously involved in a number of other matters
that were both complex and stressful. Keeping to the subject at hand, I did not dwell on them in
this narrative. I‟m not immune to the depression that afflicts so many of us, and there were
several episodes that set me back quite a bit. Perhaps a lesson to be learned from this is that we
transgender folk are much the same as you, in the sense that this one aspect of our lives often
must take a back seat to larger, more pressing issues.
The name I chose for my blog – “Another Self” – reflects the discomfort we feel because we
know we are much more complex than society‟s preordained gender roles contemplate. Life
becomes a longing to reconcile our identities – the one we were assigned and the one we know to
be true. Some of us succeed, but all too many do not. Unlike the linear progress one assumes to
be characteristic of those on this journey, a more meandering route may be the fate of some such
as me. Even within the minority we comprise, we are diverse.
If I have accomplished nothing else, I hope that by documenting my experience I‟ve given
people a better understanding and a more sympathetic view of other “two-spirit” people.
Please believe that we‟re aware of our “difference” at a very early age – well before we‟re
mature enough to sort it out alone or arm ourselves against the bullying and bigotry we‟re likely
to face if our secret is revealed.
I‟m thankful to have been blessed with the insight to know and accept myself, the strength to
overcome my inhibitions and the gift of making my body and mind congruent at last.
It took me a long time and more than a few wrong turns, but I arrived.
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